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Abstract

Topographical and geological map sheets covering the northern part of Hall Land (8r
82°N) are presented - an area of about 3000 km2

. The maps are the products of a research
programme in which newly developed photogrammetric techniques have been used in the
interpretation and compilation of the topography and the geology (both solid and surficial).

The topographical map has been constructed with a minimum of geodetic ground control.
The topographic contours have been calculated from a digital elevation model using comput
er programmes, and automatically plotted out. The geological map has been hand-drawn
from 74 manuscript sheets compiled from aerial photograph models on second-order analog
stereo-plotting instruments with computer facilities.

The maps, the photogrammetric programme and the solid and surficial geology are
described in seven chapters. The first two provide an introductory background that explains
the motivation for the research, summarises the history of cartographic, geodetic and
geologic work and provides a status of research at the start of the programme.

The third chapter discusses the various aspects of the photogrammetric programme,
instrumentation and the on-line computer facilities utilised, and is followed by a chapter
dealing with compilation method, map presentation and assessesment of cartographic accu
racy compared to previous maps and modern geodetic ground data.

The next chapter describes the topography and geomorphology and relates the three main
physiographic provinces to the solid and surficial geology.

The penultimate chapter outlines the stratigraphy and structure of the Upper Ordovician
Silurian (Llandovery-Pridoli) section through the E-W trending Franklinian basin. In Or
dovician - earliest Silurian time, the map area was part of the carbonate platform; in the
Llandovery a major shift southwards of the deep-water basin occurred. The Silurian succes
sion displays a regional facies change from platform carbonates in the south, through a major
reef belt on the shelf and upper slope to, in the north, c1astic turbidites of the lower slope and
trough. Facies transitions and interdigitation of shelf-slope-trough lithologies are complex.
The northern part of the map exposes the autochthonous margin of the mid-Palaeozoic
North Greenland fold belt characterised by E-W folds. The regional structure is an asym
metric sync1inorium; a decollement zone probably occurs in the shale sequence that overlies
the Lower Silurian carbonate platform.

The final chapter describes eight groups of Quaternary deposits and features: moraine,
fluviatile-glaciofluvial, marine, lacustrine, colluvial, solifluction, aeolian and periglacial.
Hall Land was formerly entirely ice covered, and deposits of several ice advances are
preserved; six major marginal moraine systems are defined. Marine deposits are prominent
and terrace levels and raised shorelines are well preserved; the Holocene marine limit is at
least 125 m above present sea level. Major events are placed within a Pleistocene-Holocene
chronostratigraphic framework.

Comments on place names are given in an appendix.

Author's address:
Geological Survey of Greenland
øster Voldgade 10
DK-1350 Copenhagen K
Denmark
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Fig. l. Hall Land viewed from the south with Robeson Channel (Re) and Ellesmere Island, Canada, in lefl baekground. NUl11bers
refer to the physiographie provinees deseribed in the text. 'X' marks valley eontaining slumped strata of uneertain origin
mentioned in text - bedroek or glacial. A = Atka delta; G = 'Gråstenelv' delta, H = Hauge Bjerge, HB = Hall Basin, B =

ewman Bugt, S = 'Sun Mark MouIltain.' Aerial photograph 546D- , 11464, copyright Geodetic Institute.

Introduetion

Hall Land i a broad ice-free peninsula located be
[ween 81 0 and 820 on the northern eoast of Greenland,
bordered by Petermann Gletscher, Petermann Fjord
and Hall Basin on the west, Robeson Channcl on the
north and Newman Bugt on the east (figs 1 & 2). The
map sheets accornpanying this report cover an area of
about 3000 km2 and represent all but the southern part
of Hall Land adjacent to the lnland lce (fig. 3).

The maps are product of a research programme initi
ated to evaluate and develop various laboratory meth
ods aimed at combining geologic and topographic map
ping using wmputer-supported photogrammetrical
techniques. Four maps at approximate scaJe 1:66500,

two geologic and two topographic, are presented, and
these repre ent the first mar sheets published by GGU
in whieh advanced photogrammetrical techniques have
been used extensively in thc interpretation and com pila
tion of tlle topography and geology.

The majority of the place names used in this paper are
official, authorised names, i.e. approved by the Greenland
Plaee ame Commitlee. However, for dcscriptive convenience
several unapproved names are also used and three of these,
'Gråstenelv' , 'Monument' and 'Saint Anrhony's Nosc', are in
duded on the maps. All unauliJorised names are distingui hed
in tile lext by inverted commas (fig. 3), and clarifiealion of the
[oponymic usage in this paper is given in a note on plaee
names.
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Initiation of the Hall Land programme

In the early 1970s, the Geological Survey of Green
land (Grønlands Geologiske Undersøgelse = GGU)
began planning a systematic geological mapping project
in northern Greenland, from Washington Land in the
west to Kronprins Christian Land in the east - a region
with an ice-free area of some 130 000 km2 (fig. 2; Dawes
& Henriksen, 1973). At that time, the region repre
sented one of the few parts of the world for which
fundamental mapping errors were known to exist; for
example, Lillestrand & Johnson (1971) concluded the
region to be approximately 8000 km2 larger than shown
by existing maps. Such maps were unacceptable as the
basis of a modern geological mapping programme.

A complete geodetic survey of northern Greenland
with the establishment of a ground control net, as well
as new aerial photograph coverage, were not imminent
in the early 1970s. Therefore, a large part of GGU's
planning concerned assessment of the existing map cov
erage, seen in relation to the aims of the geological
work and mapping scale. Evaluations were made as to
the ways in which map material might be modified in
order to produce an acceptable base-map for docu
mentation of the geology.

Discussions were held with a number of organisations about
field and laboratory programmes to meet this aim, and about
existing map and geodetic data. These organisations included:
Geodetic Institute, Copenhagen; Institute of Surveying and
Photogrammetry, Technical University of Denmark; Control
Data Corporation, Minnesota; Grumann Ecosystems, New
York; Department of Energy, Mines & Resources, Ottawa;
U.S. Geological Survey, Virginia and Directorate of Military
Survey, England. At the same time, evaluation of the photoin
terpretation techniques that might be used on the different
geological provinces of the region was made, and both geolog
icai and topographical aspects were assessed with a view to the
construction of maps by untraditional methods (Dueholm,
1973, 1975, 1976; Lillestrand, 1974).

In 1975, a research project, led by K. S. Dueholm at
the Institute of Surveying and Photogrammetry, was
initiated to investigate how photogeological, photo
grammetric and geodetic working methods could best
be combined. The project was supported by GGU and
the Danish Natural and Technical Science Research
Councils (SNF & STF). The main part of this study was
to examine in the laboratory how topographical and
geological mapping could be coordinated, particularly
in remote and essentiaIly unmapped regions, and to

evaluate and develop methods for an increased extrac
tion of geological information from aerial photographs
using advanced photogrammetric techniques. GGU was
involved in all stages of the project, from formulation
through to the processing ofthe main results (Dueholm,
1979). The present author was attached to the project
and began work in 1975 with Hall Land as the study
area; later H. F. Jepsen extended the study to the south
west to Washington Land (Dawes, 1977; Jepsen & Due
holm, 1978).

Hall Land became the first of several areas evaluated
in the project. The choice of Hall Land as the pilot test
area was governed by several factors, the most impor
tant of which were:

(1) existence in GGU archives of geological fie Id data from
severallocalitites but without regional map representation;

(2) lack of a suitable topographical base map on which to
plot existing geological data;

(3) insufficient modem geodetic field data precluding con
struction of a base map by traditional methods;

(4) presence of a complete , good quality vertical aerial pho
tograph coverage at approximate scale 1:54000;

(5) variable solid geology, representing a cross-section
through a Palaeozoic geOSyncline from homOclinal platform in
the south to deformed trough in the north;

(6) significant areas of a diverse Quatemary cover; and
(7) presence of a landing strip for heavy aircraft ensuring

relatively easy access should supplementary field work be re
quired.

The Hall Land programme was styled as an experi
ment in geological photointerpretation and digitised
photogrammetric mapping which, in addition t0 provid
ing relevant map representations of characteristic ge
ological provinces where detailed field work was pend
ing, also gave an insight into photogrammetric method,
e.g. instrument composition, computer support and def
inition of programme requirements (Dueholm, 1979).
FolIowing the initial photointerpretation of Hall Land
and work on several other test areas, all executed at the
Technical University of Denmark, GGU established in
1978 its own photogrammetrical geological-topograph
icai mapping system. This system has been used exten
sively in the mapping campaign in northern Greenland,
the field work of which has spanned a decade (1975-77,
Washington Land; 1978-80, Peary Land; 1984-85, Hall
Land - Nansen Land).
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History of scientific research

Initial scientific ob ervations in Hall Land were made
by two voyages of discovery towards the orth Pole, the
firsl expedilions to navigate Nares Strail. The first, the
U.S. Norlh Polar Expedition, 1871-73, led by C. F.
Hall, wintered at Thank God Harbour in western Hall

Land (Blake, 1874; Bessels, 1876, 1879; Davis, 1876);
the ·econd. the Brilish Admiralty Arclie Expedition,
1875-76. under G. S. Nares, wintered in Ellesmere
Island but travellcd widely by sledge in adjacent Green
land (Fcilden & Dc Ranee, 1878; ares, 1877, 1878).
These expeditions mapped the basic geographic, ge

oJogic and physiographic features of the region. The
nexl important gco-seientifie results were obtained in
1917, when Koch (1918) visited the region as eartog
rapher and geologist on the 2nd Thule Expedition,
1916-18. Koeh's aetivitie and tho e of later American,

Canadian and Danish expedition , which added signif-

ieantly to scientifie knowledge, were seasonal oper
ations planned direetly towards spccifie tasks whieh ill
cluded earlographic, geodetie and geologie studies.

Cartographic and geodetic work

The coa laloutline and physiographie divisions of
Hall Land - northern and soulhern mountainous areas
and a low-Iying central plain - were established by the

Hall and Nares expeditions who e main surveying in
strument was the sextant. The official map from the
Nares expedition is particularly interesting; it shows a
height of 1300 ft (400 111) for the mountains of PoJaris
Forland (fig. 4D). The U.S. Lady Franklin Bay Expedi
tion, 1881-84, led by A. W. Greely, also travelIed in

Hall Land, but surveying in Greenland wa directed

IJffIQ·{~ t

(~Vu,y 0 •.1",••1 D
i

. i

i
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HA.LL

F
Fig. 4. Facsimile maps of Hall Land stemming from lhe earliest cxpeditions to tlle Robeson Channel region. All are parts of larger
Illap and reproduced al a com mon scale. A: Davis (1876), B: BesseIs (1879) - U.S. orth Polar Expedition, 1871-73; C: Nares
(1877), D: ares (1878) - Brilish Admiralty Arctic Expedition, 1875-6; E: Grcely (1886), F: Greely (1888) - U.S. Lady Franklin
Bay Expedition. J881-4.
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Table 1. Topographical maps of Hall Land published prior to the present mapping programme

Data
Designation of Graphic depiction Scale PublicationType Country source/

publisher Hall Land of topography year

l .• Mapof Denmark L. Koch, Hall Land Colour shading 1:300000 1932
North Greenland Geodetic Institute Blackhorn

Cliffs

2. World Aero- U.S.A. ACIC WAC8 1000 ft contours 1:1000000 1951
nautical Chart Lincoln Sea with colour tones

3.• Aeronauticai U.S.A. ACIC Newman Bay 1000 ft contours 1:250000 1951
Approach Chart 8D II with colour tones

4.• Army Map U.S.A. AMS Polaris Forbjerg 200 m contours 1:250000 1953
Service C-501 19,20,21,22,23

24-10

5.• Operation U.S.A. W. E. Davies - Polaris 50-100 m form 1:173000 1959
Groundhog Cambridge Promontory lines

Research Center

6. National Topo- Canada DMTS Kennedy 1000 ft contours 1:500000 1960
graphic System Channel NW 80/72
3rd Edition

7. World Aero- Canada DMTS Robeson 1000 ft contours 1:1000000 1961
nautical Channel, 2008 with colour tones
Chart ICAO

8. Operation Nav- U.S.A. ACIC ONC A-5 1000 ft contours 1:1 000000 1969
igation Chart Canada, Greenland with colour tones

ACIC = Aeronauticai Chart and Information Center; AMS = Army Map Service; DMTS = Department of Mines and Technical
Surveys.
Asterisks refer to maps iIIustrated in fig. 5.

farther northwards along the coast (Greely, 1886,
1888).

Lauge Koch's field work during two Danish dog
sledge expeditions, viz. the 2nd Thule Expedition,
1916-18 and the Bicentenary Jubilee Expedition,
1920-23, was a major step forward in the surveying of
the region and led to a set of maps of northern Green
land -18 sheets at 1:300 000 published by the Geodetic
Institute (Koch, 1932). Koch used a theodolite for the
measurement of angles, and astronomical determina
tions were measured by zenith distances of the sun
(Koch, 1922). The map of Hall Land (fig. 5A) was
constructed on the basis of 16 survey stations; 11 land
stations on Hall Land, the remainder at positions to the
west and east. Astronomical fixes were attained at eight
of these stations. Topography is depicted by means of
toned colour shading and 28 spot heights are shown on
Hall Land: 'Mt Chester' in the north at 780 m and 'Mt
Kayser' in the south-east at 1065 m are the highest
peaks.

The first aerial surveys for the purpose of map mak
ing were carried out by the U.S. Air Force in 1947 and
the resultant trimetrogon photography taken at 6000 m

altitude forrned the basis of several map series with
topographic contours. FolIowing compilation in 1948 of
the A.F. Preliminary Base map at 1:250 000 by the
radial template method, three map series on the Polar
Stereographic Projection were published in the early
1950s by two offices, viz. the U.S. Army Map Service,
Corps of Engineers, Washington D.C. (AMS maps) and
the U.S.A.F., Aeronauticai Chart and Information
Center, St. Louis (ACIC).

Table 1 summarises maps produced by these carto
graphic services, as well as other maps of Hall Land
published prior to the present photogrammetrical pro
gramme; facsimilies of four maps are shown in fig. 5.

The ACIC and AMS map series covering northern
Greenland are characterised by very poor absolute map
accuracy. All show fundamental map errors: in scale
(both overall and map warp), relative geodetic displace
ments and in altitude. The poor accuracy is mainly due
to lack of a ground control net and reliance on the same
astronomical fixes as those which were incorporated
into Koch's map of 1932. The AMS and ACIC series
have about the same order of map error; the largest
single error in absolute location is about 23 km and the



highest proven map scale error is about 20% (Lille
strand et al., 1968; Lillestrand & Johnson, 1971). In
Hall Land, the error vectors show a westerly displace
ment which is slightly larger on the AMS map than on
the ACIC map. This reaches a little over 7 nautical
miles (13 km) in north-western Hall Land at the ground
station, 'Kap Porter', determined in 1966 to be at
81° 42.4'N 61° 52'W (E. F. Roots & N. M. Anderson in
Lillestrand & Johnson, 1971). It should be noted that
this locality is about 10 km south of the position of Kap
Porter shown on the present map of Hall Land (see note
on place names).

For representation of detailed geological documenta
tion, the AMS and ACIC maps are a totally inadequate
base (fig. 5B-C). Information content is exceptionally
poor and the 200 m (AMS) and 1000 ft (330 m, ACIC)
contour intervals leave large areas blank. An altitude
error of several hundred metres leads to poor repre
sentation of topographic features; for example the
prominent mountain range striking across Polaris For
land, west of 'Saint Anthony's Nose', with peaks over
600 m, is not defined.

In 1950-54, during a Canadian geodetic survey of
Ellesmere Island, several astronomical fixes were made
in adjacent Greenland. One of these, undertaken in
1953 by E. S. Fry, was on the northern coastal cliffs at a
station designated 'Kap Porter'. This locality is 5 km
north of the ground station erected by E. F. Roots and
N. M. Anderson in 1966 (see above), at a position
determined to be 81° 46'N 61° 51 'W (see note on place
names).

In 1958, W. E. Davies of the U.S. Geological Survey
undertook cartographic and geodetic work in Hall Land
during Operation Groundhog, and a map at approxi
mate scale 1:175000 was compiled ofthe northern part,
Le. Polaris Forland (fig. 5D; Davies et al., 1959). The
geodetic control of the map is based on two solar fixes,
at the mouth of Atka Elv and at the north-eastern end
of the 'Pileheden' airstrip adjacent to 'Gråstenelv' (W.
E. Davies, personal communication, 1976). From these
stations and from the summit of 'Monument' (the in
selberg-like mountain standing above the central low
land plain, see fig. 18), intersections were cut to all the
prominent peaks and other landmarks.

The geographical coordinate net corresponds essen
tiaIly to that of the ACIC 8D II map and map scale error
and error of displacement are of the same order as on
the AMS and ACIC maps. However, Davies' map has a
far greater information content than those maps. The
topography is shown by form-lines that represent in
tervals between 50 and 100 m constructed with a ster
eosketch-master using the U.S. trimetrogon photogra
phy from 1947. Some areas were modified by random
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lines of other vertical aerial photographs and also
oblique photographs taken with a hand-held camera in
1958. Some modifications to the form-lines were made
in the fieid. The height of 'Monument' (876 ft - 267 m 
see Table 2) was determined by altimeter survey with
base stations at sea-level in the Thank God Harbour
area and on the 'Pileheden' airstrip (W. E. Davies,
personal communication, 1976).

In 1966-67, the Geodetic Survey of Canada and the
Polar Continental Shelf Project attempted to establish a
precise geodetic tie between Greenland and Ellesmere
Island in the Robeson Channel - Lincoln Sea region,
and a number of triangulation-net fixes were made at
stations along the northern coast of Hall Land and at
'Kap Porter' (see above and note on place names).

In 1972, a Danish-Canadian project involved in the
determination of the territorial boundary in Nares
Strait, carried out latitude and longitude fixes at three
stations in the north coast mountains and at Kap Tyson
at the western end of Hauge Bjerge. Finally in 1979,
about 10 new ground control points were established in
Hall Land by the Geodetic Institute as part of a regional
programme aimed at the production of a new topo
graphic map series (T. I. H. Andersson, personal com
munication, 1984; Madsen, 1984).

Geological work during Operation
Grant Land 1965-66

The geological field data used in the photogrammet
ric programme was collected by the writer and J. H.
Allaart in 1965 during Operation Grant Land - a two
summer, Canadian-Danish geological project in the
northern Nares Strait region (see Dawes, 1984). About
30 working days were spent in Hall Land and traverses
were made on foot from the seven camps marked on the
map sheet. The work was undertaken in reconnaissance
style aimed at obtaining stratigraphical and structural
data in keyareas; during camp moves, mainly by fixed
wing aircraft, some 'mapping' was also accomplished.

The 1965 field work was not specifically directed to
map compilation at a given scale. Unfortunately, large
gaps existed in the available vertical aerial photograph
coverage taken by the Geodetic Institute in 1961, and
photographs covered only about 25% of Hall Land.
Much use was made in the field of an enlarged version
of W. E. Davies' topographic map (fig. 5D). In 1966,
field work was concentrated in the region east of Hall
Land, although B. S. Norford of the Geological Survey
of Canada undertook stratigraphic studies in south-west
Hall Land at the type sections of the Silurian Offley
Island and Cape Tyson Formations of Koch (1929)
(Norford, 1967, 1972).
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I", Oawl$ end Haller!
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WILLIS 1912

Fig. 6. Early geological maps of Hall Land and cnviron , extracted and redrawn from larger maps with slight Illodifications.
Designation of Triassic strata on maps by Low (1906) and Willis (1912) is based on interprctativc correlation with Mesozoic
outcrops in Ellesmere Island.

A resull of the 1965 field work was the revision of the

Silurian stratigraphy established by Koch (1929), which

had been essentiaIly based on a layer-cake framework

with major erosion al unconformities separating forrna

lions. The succession was reintcrpreted as representing

a complex arrangement of different facies associated
with large-scale red structures, with lateral facies

change between limestones and off-redal shales. The

clastic strata of the fold belt were demonstrated to be

stratal equivalents of shelf carbonates to the outh (AI
laart, 1965, 1966; Dawes, 1971). The GGU Report

'Biostratigraphic studies in western orth Greenland:

Operation Grant Land 1965-1966' (no. 121, 1984) pro

vides a summary of the biostratigraphy of Hall Land

and adjacent country to the east based an fossils col

lected in 1965-66. Prior to publication of the present

map sheets, basic data had only been available in map

form at scaJes of less than 1:1000000 (e.g. Dawes,
1976).

Other geological work
The initial geological observations in Hall Land were made

in lhe period 1871-1876 by thc Hall and Nares expeditions.
Hall's expedition differentiated between northern folded,
mainly dastic rocks, and southern unfolded, light coloured,
fossiliferous limestones (Bessels, 1879). Naturalists of the
Nares expedition confirmed this bipartite division and pro
duced a geological map of the region (fig. 6; Fcildcn & De
Ranee, 1878). Etheridge (1878) made the first systematic de
scription of Lowcr Palaeozoie fos il from northem ares
Strait which included Silurian species from Hall Land, mainly
from Offley ø.

The presence of large areas of Quaternary deposit in central
Hall Land, including terminal moraines and fossiliferous ma
rine strala, was noted by both expeditions, as was the wide
spread occllrrcnce of glacial granite erratics (Davi , 1876; Feil
den, 1877, 1895; Jeffreys, 1877a,b; Bessels, 1879).

Geological knowledge of Hall Land was not expanded lIntil
Lauge Koch's work on lhe 2nd Thule Expedition (led by Knud
Rasmussen) and his own Biccntenary Jubilee Expedition.
Koch visited western and northern Hall Land; in 1917 for
about 3 days, en route to Peary Land (Rasmu en, 1927), and
in 1922 for about two weeks (Koch, 1926). Koch collected large
quanlilies of fossils, mainly from Silurian strata of the Kap



Tyson - Offley ø area, and formal descriptions were undertak
en by Poulsen (1941, 1943, 1974). Koch (1929) finally referred
the beJroek of I-Iall Land to four formations, viz. the Upper
Ordovician Cape Calhoun Formation, present only in the ex
Irerne south-west along Petermann Fjord, the Lower Silurian
Offley Island and the Middlc Silurian Cape Tyson Formation
lhat form an east-west belt across southern Hall Land, and the
Dcvonian(?) Polaris Harbour Formation ho\Vn as outcropping
across thc central plain (fig. 6, 'Koch. 1931').

Northcrn Hall Land was designated part of the 'mountain
ehain' of Caledonian folding thaI. was illustrated by a struetural
map anJ cross-seclions that showed crystalline bascment in
major anticlinal cores (Koch, 1920). Later, Koch (1929) recti
fieJ this misinlerpretation and referrcd massive carbonates at
Kap Ammen to the Offley Island Formation, and overlying
darker, mainly clas tic rocks to the ape Tyson Formation
(Koch, 1929, p. 280; Dawes & Haller, 1979. fig. 12).

While results of Koch's first trip to the nonhern coast
formed the basis of his 'Stratigraphy of Nortll\vest Greenland' ,
including a geological map at seale 1:2500 000, data from his
seeond trip. on which he spenl much more time on geojogicai
studies, \Vcrc never published in full. In fact, the most detaileu
map, showing the outerop of formations in HaU Land, was not
published in Koeh's lifetime (Dawes & Haller, 1979, see fig. 6).

In addition to geological work. Koch made important physi
ographical and glaciological observations; for example, he
mapped the terminal moraine systems flanking Hall Basin and
Newman Bugt, assessed the former extent of the In land Ice
and the sea, and interpreted central Hall Land as the site of an
ice-Jammcd lake (Koch, 1928a, b, fig. 7).

Hall Land \Vas not visited again for geologicaJ slUdy until the
19505, when various 'military' operations reaclJed northern
Greenland. Prest (1952) made cursory observations during an
ice-breaker passage of Robeson Channel, and folIowing initial
aerial reeonnaissancc under Operation Defrost in 1956 ( eed
leman. 1962), W. E. Davies and D. B. Krinsley of thc U.S.
Geological Survey earried out thc first helicopter-supported
survcy during Operation Groundhog 1957-60 (Davies, 1961a,
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Fig. 7. Early map of Hall Land showing condilions in 'Iate
glacial times' \Vith t\Vo prominent glaciers oecupying Hall Basin
and Newman Bugt. and an ice-uammed lake in the central
lowland plain. From Koch (1928b).
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Fig. /:l. Geological skelch map of northernmosl .reenland. Heavy dashed line indicates the southern margin of the North
Greenland fold bell.
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1972; Davies & Krinsley, (962). In 1958, PoJaris Forland was
surveyed, principally surficial and engineering geology in con
neetion with mapping and testing of landing sites (Davies et ai.,
1959; Necdleman et al., 1(61). Thi work resuJted in the topo
graphical-geological map (seale c. l: 175 0(0) which has al
ready been described (fig. 50). A division of the bedrock into
dark, thin-bedded platy limestones with graptolites, and
lighter, thiek-bedded, massive, highly fossiliferous limestones,
was employed on the map. Quaternary deposits were differ
entiated and mapped out in some detail on the central plain.

FolIowing Operation Grant Land, mentioned above, and a
regional survey in 1969 by Greenarctic ConsoIlium - a Cana
dian eommercial company (Stuart-Smith, 1970), Hall Land was
visiled in the la te 1970s during GGU's mapping programmes
centred on regions to the east and west. Thus, during the study
of Silurian stratigraphy of Washington Land in 1977. Hurst
(1980) visited type sections of tlle Offley Island and Cape
Tyson Formations at Kap Tyson. This led to a revision of the
stratigrapllic nomenclature of Koch (1929), Dawes (1971) and
Norford (1972). Strata of the Kap Tyson area were referred to
fom formations, viz. Offley Island, Hauge Bjerge, Lafayette
Bugt and Kap Morton Formations (see fig. 37).

In 1979, J. M. Hurst & F. Surlyk spent several days in land

from Kap Ammen, to study the Silmian clastic sequence.
Strata were referred to three formations - the Wulff Land.
Lauge Koch Land and Chester Bjerg Formations of the Peary
Land Group; the Chester Bjerg Formation was dcfined with a .
type area at Chester Bjerg in Hall Land (Hurst & SurJyk.
1982).

Several recent visits to Hall Land have been specifically
directed to Quaternary geology. In 1976, A. Weidick made
observations, mainly on marine deposits of the central plain,
during which ground checks were made on features shown on
the present map sheet (Weidick, 1977). Likewise in July 1982.
during a stop at the 'Pileheden' airstrip, the present author
made a traverse towards 'Monument' to check features recog
nised on aerial phoLOgraphs.

In 1982, England (1985) unclertook a 5 week reconnaissance
in Polaris Forland; a study aimed at determination of the last
glaciation limit and an analysi of postgJacial emergenee. Fi
nally. in 1984, during GGU's current mapping campaign in
central North Greenland (1984-85), general Quaternary stud
ies were earried out in Hall Land in the course of a regional
survey (Kelly & Bennike, 1985). lnvestigation of aspects of the
solid geology of Hall Land took plaee in 1985, after completion
of tlle work reported on here.

Photogrammetrical programme

From the onset, the Hall Land programme was to be
supported by on-line computer with the aim of digitisillg
both geology and topography. However, a prolonged
delay in the construction af cquipmcnt necessitated
ahalldoning the attempt to digitise the geology, and
digitisation of the topography (i.c. contours) was car
ried out independently (Bengtsson, 1977; Dueholm,
1(79) .

The photogrammetricaJ work was split into four main
phases:

Phase l: Acrotriangulation of 76 models. September to OclO
ber, 1975. Instrumentation: Zeiss-Jena stereo-COI11
parator Stecometer. Personnel: K. S. Dueholm and
photogrammetrie operator Olc 0rslcv.

Phasc 2: Pllysiographieal-geological interpretation and map-

Fig. 9. Sketch of the Zeiss
Planitop F-2 topographic
plotter, with desk-top com
puter HP 9815A and digitis
ing module. After Bengtsson
(1977).



Fig. 10. Sketch of Kern PG
2-D slereo-plotter with dig
itising module DC 2-B and
desk-top compuler HI'
9825A. From Dlleholm
(1979).
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ping of 74 models. November J975 lO April 1976.
Planitop F-2. Per 'onnel: P. R. Dawes and pho
togrammetric operator Ole 0rslev.

Phase 3: Digitisation of lhe terrain and analyticai trealment of
the lopographic contours. Refinement of aerolrian
gulation. June 1976 to June 1977. Instrumentation:
Planitop F-2 with Hewlett Packard des k-top calcll
lator HI' 91115A, Calcomp drllm plotter and King
malic Mk. ITI plolter. Personnel: K. S. Dueholm
and photogrammetric operator Ole 0rslev.

Phase 4: Computer-sllpported geological interpretation and
slruclural measuremenl of 59 models. May, June
and October, 1978. Instrumentation: Kern PG 2-D
stereo-pJotter with a Hewlett Packard desk-top
computer HI' 9825A. Personl1el: P. R. Dawes and
photogrammelric operator Olav Winding.

The first three phase were carried out at the lnstitute
of Surveying and Photogrammetry, Technical Univer
sity af Denmark; the final phase took plaee on in
strumentation and with computer programmes that
were being installed and developed at GGU.

Instrumentation

Two seeond-order analog plotting instruments were
uscd in the programme: the Zei (Oberkochen) PIani
top F-2 Topographic Plotter and the Kern PG 2-0
stereo-plotter (figs 9 & IO). Both instrument have the
facility for altachment af an-line computer support;
model coordinates ean be digitised by linear electronic
pulse generators and handled by an automatie regis
tration sy tem. Thus, both instruments allow for auto-

matie plotting af topographic eontours, physiographie
features and geologieal struetures. The combination af a
de k computer with these instruments enabIcs precise
and speedy calculations af many structural parameters
with tatistieal control, thus supplying data that ean be
utilised immediately in the photogealogical interpreta
tion (Dueholm, 1979). In the Hall Land experiment
such computer support wa available only towards the
end af the work an the Kern PG 2 in phase 4.

Operation of the stereo-plotting
instruments

Both stereo-plotting instruments were operated by
the present author without prior training. The controls
af the Hoating mark and the actual tracing head are
combined in a single hand-operated model carriage;
operation is easier than an hand-wheel Ol' foot-wheel
control instrument·. The model carriage allows for rap
id, free-hand and accurate movement within the model.

The mcchanism for movement af the floating mark is
connected to an aJtitude scale and this pravides contin
uous height rcadings. This facility and the faet that the
actual plotting takes place immediately in front of the
operator on a built-in tracing table, greatly assisted in
the theoreticai and praetieal aspect of the geologieal
interpretation.

80th instruments have sharp, clear optics and bright
illumination. The Planitop F-2 has a fixed optical y
tem with x 6 magnification and a field of view of 32 mm
diameter an the photoscale. In contrast, the Kern PG 2
is equipped with an optical system allowing for x 2, x 4
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and x 8 magnification with a maximum field of view of
36 mm at X 2 magnification; this variable magnification
facility proved of considerable advantage for the ge
ological interpretation in phase 4.

Computer-supported geological
interpretation

The computer-supported geological work on the
Kem PG 2 (phase 4) was conducted during the estab
lishment of the photogrammetrical system in GGU and
coincided with the development of the main computer
programming by H. F. Jepsen and K. S. Dueholm. The
reader is referred to Bengtsson (1977) and Dueholm
(1979) for a description of the technical details of the
photogrammetric and computer equipment, the com
puter programmes and the mathematical modelling on
which they are based, as well as an assessment of the
precision of the calculated structural parameters. In the
following, only an outline of the photogrammetric and
computer facilities used in the geological part of the
Hall Land programme is given.

The Kem PG 2-D stereo-plotter is equipped with x, y
and z encoders that are connected to adigitising module
(De2-B) which displays x, y and z ground coordinates.
This digitising module is connected to a Hewlett Pack
ard desk-top computer (HP 9825A) by which various
structural parameters were calculated. The coordinate
points in the terrain were registered point by point
(operated by foot-pedal) or continuously, and so trans
mitted from the stereo-plotter to the computer. Theo
retically, a minimum of three points (three sets of x, y
and z values) are necesseary for the definition of a
planar surface; these are measured and then stored in
the computer from which the parameters of the plane
are calculated. However, caution should be observed in
basing the definition of a planar surface on but three
points, particularly in small outcrop situations. Mea
surements become readily inaccurate if the points are
toa c10sely spaced and/or have a near linear distribu
tion. In general, the greater the number of well-defined
points registered in a planar definition, the greater the
accuracy of the calculation.

By means of computer programmes, calculations can
be made to describe various structural features, for
example the attitude of a planar surface (strike and dip
of bedding), the distance between two planes or be
tween displaced parts of the same plane (stratal thick
ness or fauit displacement), or fold definition (direction
and plunge of fold axis). Further, they can provide
statisticai controlof the reliability of the calculated pa
rameters (Dueholm, 1979).

The various on-line computer facilities were utilised

Fig. 11. Distribution of the 76 models used in the aerotrian
gulation of Hall Land. Irregular borders refleet the limits of
geological interpretation of individual models. Models 18 and
37 were not utilised in phases 2 and 4; those marked by an
asterisk were omitted from the structural computer calcula
tions of phase 4.

as they were developed and became operational. Thus,
models processed late in the programme underwent a
more thorough investigation than those treated earlier.
This is an important consideration to note in assessment
of the overall character of the geological map. At the
start of phase 4, only single strike and dip measure
ments were made; later, it became possibie to store and
recall pre-defined geological planes for correlation pur
poses and to use them in composite structural caIcula
tions. Later programmes aimed at the definition of de
formed surfaces were developed enabling determina
tion of direction and plunge of fold axes. Near
conc1usion of the work, the so-called 'z-guiding facility'
was introduced in which the desk computer is interfaced
to a stepping motor on the z column of the stereo
plotter. In this, the z value of a planar surface is guided
automatically as a function of x and y, for example in
response to a pre-delimited plane. Finally, programmes
for measuring distances, either from a point to a given
plane or between planes were developed, thereby mak
ing stratal thickness calculations possible, besides dis
tance and direction calculations between given points in
the horizontal fieid.



Aerial photographs

Vertical aerial photographs at a scale of approxi
mately 1:54 000 were made available through Greenarc
tic Consortium of Edmonton, Canada. This photog
raphy, taken in July 1971 at an altitude of 8000 m, is of
good quality with a minimum of snow cover. Seventy
six stereo pairs of photographs cover the map area in
seven E-W routes (fig. 11). Diapositives were used in
the Planitop F 2 and Kern PG 2 instruments; this in
creased definition and led to the identification of fea
tures that were not recognisable on paper prints.

The geological interpretation was supplemented by
oblique photographs taken in 1964 by the Geodetic
Institute. These proved very useful, particularly for the
northern coast which is characterised by high, extremely
steep cliffs, and also elsewhere, e.g. where cliffs are in
shade on the vertical photographs. Some measurements
were carried out on the oblique photographs with a
Zeiss-Jena stereo-comparator, Stecometer; for instance
to determine the stratigraphic thicknesses of the units in
the Kap Ammen section (see later).

Mapping scale

Two of the general aims of the programme were to
examine how much geological information could be ex
tracted from aerial photographs, and to assess the
1:54 000 photographs for the pending geological map
ping campaign in North Greenland. This campaign was
aimed at the production of map sheets at 1:500 000 with
key or representative areas at 1:100 000. Accordingly, a
piotting scale of 1:50 000 was chosen for the geological
interpretation with a view to publication of a map at
1:100000. Publication scale was later enlarged to c.
1:66500 (see folIowing chapter).

A coloured geological map in four sheets at 1:50 000,
compiled directly from the 74 model plots, is deposited
in GGU's map archives. Four sketch maps drawn di
rectlY from that map and illustrating different geological
terrains have been published elsewhere (Dawes, 1979).

Photogrammetric procedure

In the folIowing description, emphasis is placed on
the geological aspects of the work undertaken in phases
2 and 4. The reader is referred to Dueholm (1979) for a
detailed discussion of the principles and procedures in
volved in the aerotriangulation (phase 1), i.e. establish
ment of a consistent control point system enabling ori
entation of the stereoscopic models in the analog plot
ting instruments, and in the production of the digital
elevation model, including analyticai processes carried
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out to produce the final topographic contour repre
sentation (phase 3).

It should be noted that photogrammetric work of
phase 2 was conducted using the coordinates derived
from the initial aerotriangulation (phase 1), while phase
4 work was governed by the coordinate values from a
new aerotriangulation made when ground control data
became available. The consequences of this are dis
cussed in the next chapter.

Aerotriangulation - phase 1

Aerotriangulation of the 76 stereo models was made
from measurements carried out with a Zeiss-Jena ster
eo-comparator, Stecometer. A total of 215 tie points
cover the map area. FolIowing identification and anno
tation on the photographs, each point was described
and photographed to ensure re-identification. In gen
eral, six tie points were identified in each complete
model, the points being aligned approximately along
the eastern and western sides of the model. In some
coastal models as few as three tie points were identified.

Although at that time several ground control points existed
in Hall Land, mainly adjacent to Robeson Channel (see pre
ceding chapter), the majority were not available to the pro
gramme, and others could not be identified on the aerial pho
tographs. Thus, the ca1culations were carried out without
ground control. This resulted in the construction of a 'control
point system' - composed of the 215 tie points - which con
nected the 76 models together but was uncontrolled in the
absolute geodetic coordinate system.

In the absence of ground control, map scale and azimuth had
to be derived from available maps or from the height and
orientation of the aerial photography. The AMS C 501 map
was used as the main source; this was assessed to be the best
map covering the entire area of the Hall Land programme
(Table 1, fig. 5). Height control was based on selected points
along the ice-free part of the coastline in Polaris Bugt, Robe
son Channel and northern Newman Bugt, and an absolute
height error of up to 20 m in the central part of the area was
estimated (Dueholm, 1979).

Geological interpretation - phase 2

During this phase the initial geological interpretation
and mapping was accomplished and physiographic fea
tures were drawn out.

Orientation of the models in the Planitop F-2 was
carried out using the coordinate values of the tie points.
Seventy-four out of the 76 models included in the aero
triangulation were utilised (fig. 11). Two coastal mod
els, No. 18 at Thank God Harbour in the west and No.
37 in the east at Newman Bugt, were not used since the
geology could be drawn out from adjacent inland mod
els. Three of the models spanned Newman Bugt and on
these the geological interpretation was extended to
coastal Nyeboe Land.
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Fig. 12. Provisional aeria1 photo-mo
'aie of Hall Land prepared by the Geo
detic Tnstitute; from map sheet no.
AA, 1:500000, March 1979 (photog
raphy in July 1978). Conspicuous light
eoloured areas inland from Polari
Bugt are predominantly marine strata.
Copyright Geodetie 1nstitute.

In fig. 1J the boundaries between the models are shown as
irregular lines. These refteet the limits of the geology mapped
on eaeh model rat her than the tie point net or the in trumental
limits of the model. an average, complete land models cover
about 50 km', although the area drawn out in eaeh model
varies from about 40 km' (e.g. models No. 10 and 4J) to over
60 km' (models o. 29 and 31).

The field of view on the Planitop F-2 is about 2.25 km2 The
drafting was carried oul at 1:50000 on the illuminated built-in
traeing table. Separate drafting sheets were used for eaeh
model. This provided for the eventual eorreetion of the plani
metry of single models when coordinates to the tie point
ehanged duc to the availability of ground point control (see
pha e 3). However, this proved impraeticable for the geolog
icai work sinee adjaeent overlapping models were not automat
ieally visible for tic-in and as a guide to the interpretation.

Various physiographie features. sueh as coastline, rivers.
snow-fields, iee margins and lake , were drawn out by the
photogrammetrie operator who also included in the plot ome
Quaternary features that needed a minimum of interpretation,
e.g. terrace , alluvial fans, etc. In addition, heights of selected
terraees and mountain summits were rneasured. After eheeking
thi representation. the author earried out the main interpreta
tion to produce a coloured manu eript map.

The working method employed was governed by a
number of criteria; ome were known at the eommence
ment of the programme, others arose during work and
ncccssitated changes in approach. Two main factors can
be Illentioncd:

(I) Mapping of the Quaternary geology in the central
plain was planned at the onset as an integral part of the
photogrammetric exercise. The differentiation of the
surficial cover in that area led to the recognition of
corresponding depo its on the adjacent bedrock prov
inces to the north and south. Thus, for the sake of
consistency. Quaternary trata were drawn out on these
bed rock region and eorrelations made with the central
plain. This practice would not have been carried out to
the same extcnt given other circumstanccs and mapping
aims.

(2) Vcry limiteci geologica l data from field work were
available on aerial photographs prior to the photogram
metric work and no traditionat interpretation in a mir-
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ror stereoscope was made prior to work in the Planitop
F-2 plotter. Thu , phase 2 involved a basic geological
appraisal of the photographic models and an initial
graphic representation af the interpretation. Transfer

ence af data from marked-up phatographs was minimal.

An aerial phatamosaic of HaJ! Land and a map how

ing the main geological map groups recogni ed are giv
en in fig 12 & 13.

The first models investigatcd were of thc central lawland
plain that W. E. Davies (Davies pI al., 1959) had demonstrated
was composed af a variety of Quaternary depo its. Thus the
initial interpretation of surficial geology was af a region con-

taining the mosl complete range af deposits. This neccssitated
immediate reference IO a eomprehensive legend covering eight
map groups: marine, f1uviatile, moraine, lacllstrine. colluvial,
soliflllclion. periglacial and aealian.

Mapping af the Quaternary proved more lime consuming
than work on the bcdrock. Differentiation of the cover proved
difficlllt in many arcas. panieularly where field data were to
tally lacking. Many boundaries arc arbitrary. for example tho e
between moraine and fluvial ur olllwash deposits of Atka Elv
and 'Gråslene!V', where moraine have been reworked to var
ying extents by glacioflllvial processes. Irrespective of the na
ture af thc contaet relalionships betwcen the various surficial
dcposits. only one c1ass of boundary was eventuaily utili cd on
lhc map.

Bedrock in Hall Land is rather poorly exposed compared to
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other areas of North Greenland. A monotonous clastic se
quence without clear stratigraphic variation forms much of
Polaris Forland, and to the south the platform is composed of a
thick, rather massive limestone sequence with carbonate buiId
ups and compIex facies changes. These two sequences Iack
obvious marker horizons and the tracing of bedding was pos
sibIe onIy over relatively short distances and in Iimited areas.

OnIy in two areas, aIong the steep northem coast and in the
extreme south in the Iayer-cake succession of the biostromal
limestone complex, couId bedding surfaces be traced over
longer distances. Some of these were selected as boundaries of
mapped stratal units. Mapping of these areas was carried out
on the basis of variable field knowledge. Data from the north
em coast were available from a camp at Kap Ammen; for the
layer-cake stratigraphy south of Hauge Bjerge, field observa
tions were restricted to the west, from one camp south-east of
Kap Tyson. In the west, apart from the recognition of stratal
units at Kap Tyson and along the Petermann Fjord coast, no
subdivision of the platform sequence was made. However, to
the east, adjacent to the Inland Ice at the headwaters of 'Grås
tenelv' , it was possibie - on the basis of the colour and morph
ological character - to map out a number of units. This stra
tigraphical division was extended over a larger area during
phase4.

Some of the geological boundaries within the Kap Tyson reef
complex represent irregular surfaces inclined at variable and
high angles to bedding. Such boundaries mark laterallitholog
icai changes, for example between off-reefal argillaceous rocks
and biohermallimestones, such as at Kap Tyson (see fig. 38A).
Facies boundaries can be abrupt or gradational. In the latter
case, even in the fieid, consistent positioning of a boundary is
problematic; thus in areas lacking field data, photogrammetric
plotting of such boundaries proved to be difficult and many are
arbitrarily placed.

To illustrate the structure, as many bedding traces as could
be graphically represented were drawn; in some well exposed
areas, representative traces were selected. However, the resul
tant map pattem shows inhomogeneity that in part reflects
bedrock lithology. Hence, in the northem clastic terrain large
areas shown devoid of bedding traces are composed essentiaIly
of fine-grained siltstone and mudstone, while in other areas,
for example west of 'Saint Anthony's Nose', abundant bedding
traces reflect the presence in the sequence of prominent and
continuous sandstone beds. Likewise in the southem carbonate
terrain sub-parallel bedding surfaces can be traced in pho
togrammetric models throughout much of the homoclinal bio
stromal complex; fewer traces could be mapped out in the
more massive biohermal limestones and conglomerates of the
Kap Tyson reef complex.

Digitisation of the terrain - phase 3

The photogrammetric work in this phase was primar

ily concerned with digitisation of the terrain and pro
duction of a topographic contour plot. Physiographic
topographic features, such as the coastiine, rivers and
lakes, which are specific entities of the terrain, were
drawn out manual1y together with the geology as de

scribed in phase 2; only the topographic contours are

the products of digitisation. Topographic contours do
not describe tangibie features of the terrain but repre
sent lines in a coordinate system the definition of which

depends on a number of variables. The contours were

calculated from a digital elevation model ('dem'). *
Scanning of the 76 models (photogrammetric profiling) was

carried out in the Planitop F-2 instrument that was coupIed to
a desk-top calculator, HP 9815A (fig. 9). Between 25 and 30
profiles were measured in each model with some 40--50 coor
dinate points registered on each line, making in the order of
100 000 points for the whole map. Observations were stored on
magnetic tape and then transferred to an IBM 370/165 comput
er. From this dem, and by using a computer programme and
the procedure described by Dueholm (1978), topographic con
tours were extracted. In view of the proposed pubIication scaIe
of 1:100000, a contour interval of 25 m was chosen. To im
prove topographic form, the contours were smoothed by appli
cation of the so-called Fourier process, with a minimum loss of
actual information (Frederiksen et al., 1978; Dueholm, 1979).

Various experiments using the Hall Land contour data are
described by Dueholm (1979), Frederiksen (1979) and Frede
riksen & Knudsen (1979); examples are presented of analyticai
contour maps that include vertical and oblique colour terrain
plots.

New aerotriangulation

The initial aerotriangulation described in phase l,
was carried out without ground control. FolIowing dig
itisation of the terrain, several control points from a
field survey in 1972 were made available by the Geo

detic Institute and an adjustment of the aerotriangula

tion was undertaken. Two stations on the west coast, at
Kap Tyson and Kap Lupton (designated TYSO nr. 1008
and HALL nr. 1009, respectively) were introduced into
the system and new coordinates for the tie points of the
aerotriangulation were calculated. Other ground sta
tions in the mountains east of Kap Ammen (e.g. HOLD

nr. 1010 and CHESTER nr. 1011) could not be identi
fied on the aerial photographs and they were not in
corporated into the system.

The final topographic contour plot presented here in
two sheets is based on a recalculation of the 'dem' due

to the new aerotriangulation, as well as a new contour

interpretation. The contours were ultimately plotted

out on a Kongsberg Plotter at the Søkortarkiv , Copen
hagen.

Computer-supported structural calculations 
phase 4

The computer-supported structural calculations and
geological interpretation were carried out on the Kern
PG 2-D stereo-plotter and a desk-top calculator HP
9825A (fig. 10). The models were orientated in the

stereo-plotter using coordinate values derived from the

*The Hall Land model is strictly a 'dem', rather than a digital
terrain model (dtm) as described by Dueholm (1979).



new aerotriangulation. Only 59 models were processed
in this phase (fig. 11); height values in the outstanding
models were regulated on the basis of the rectified
values obtained from adjacent models.

Two main aspects were accomplished in phase 4;
firstly , measurement was attempted of structural ele
ments plotted out in phase 2 and, secondly, checking
and reappraisal of the geological plot was undertaken
using the available computer facilities. The 15 models
not reappraised in this phase were omitted mainly be
cause they contained little or no measureable structure
and/or lacked geological 'problems' that might be
solved by the computer facilities.

Strike and dip measurements of bedding were made wher
ever possible. In those areas where bedding traces are promi
nent, a representative number of measurements are included
on the map. However, many of the bedding traces drawn out in
phase 2, particularly in the folded clastic terrain, proved impos
sible to measure with reasonable accuracy. In many cases, this
was because of limited exposure and thereby lack of sufficient
variation in the z coordinate. In other cases, bedding lacked
distinct definition, and in both reasonably well-exposed areas
and in areas of moderate surficial cover, many traces plotted in
phase 2 were found to represent bedding forms or trends rather
than discrete beds or planar surfaces.

Strike and dip readings were calculated generally on the
basis of three to five registered points. On less well-defined or
even diffuse planar surfaces, a continuous registration of coor
dinates was made as the bedding was retraced. This resulted in
more constant readings than those obtained by point to point
registration. A calculator print-out indicating the number of
points in a calculation, the errors in degrees of the strike and
dip values, as well as the standard error in metres of the
definition of the plane, i.e. mean distance of the observed
points to the plane, provided accuracy control. This was ex
tremely useful in the testing, and eventually in the selection of
measurements to be included on the map. As a general rule,
single readings with errors in excess of e for strike and dip, and
2 m for standard error of definition of the plane, were dis
counted.

An important computer facility, developed during phase 4,
allowed for composite strike and dip measurements to be cal
culated, i.e. with points from different bedding traces within
the same stratigraphic section or within a given area. This
facility was used extensively in the homoclinal terrain of the
south where many readings on the map represent a composite
average strike and dip for a given area. The method was also of
considerable value in the northern clastic terrain, and in the
off-reefal strata of the Kap Tyson reef complex where mea
surement of single bedding traces proved difficult due to lack
of definition, small outcrop area and poor exposure.

Measurement of direction and plunge of fold axes was car
ried out folIowing principles described above for the strike and
dip calculations. Accurate measurement proved possibie only
in about 30% of the fold belt models; many folds plotted out in
phase 2 could not be precisely measured due to poor definition
and/or small size. Fold traces plotted out in the 1:50 000 manu
script maps all have fold limbs less than 1 cm apart, i.e. wave
lengths below 500 m, and many limbs are less than 5 mm apart.
Several folds plotted on the map are derived essentiaIly from a
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converging bedding trace pattern - the actual hinge zones are
not visible on the photographs.

Lack of a wide and well-defined hinge zone to many folds
resulted in fold-axis calculations based on only two strike and
dip readings, one defining the attitude of each limb. Many such
calculations were judged unreliable and are not included on the
map. Considerable caution had to be observed in the selection
of strike and dip readings in a fold axis calculation since in
corporation of one erroneous plane ean fundamentally affect
the direction and plunge readings. Each measurement used in
the calculation must represent a tangent plane to the fold and
this became increasingly more difficult to achieve as the apex
of the hinge zone was approached.

Absence of marker horizons, and the lateral facies changes
that characterise the Silurian sequence, proved drawbacks to
regional stratigraphic correlation. However, towards the end
of phase 4 development of the z-guiding facility made it pos
sible to extend both local and regional correlations. This elec
tronic mechanism automatically controls the measuring mark's
vertical movements as moved laterally in the model, based on a
pre-defined plane. This, together with the facility for storage
and recall of geological planes, enabled correlations suggested
in phase 2 to be checked, modified and eventually extended.
Since measurements of planes are defined in terms of ground
coordinates, correlations could also be achieved from model to
model and between planes in non-adjoining models. Further
more, the z-guiding facility made it possibie to extrapolate and
trace out geological planes into poorly exposed terrain; theo
retically, well-defined planes can be mapped beneath surficial
cover (Jepsen & Dueholm, 1978). However, mapping of the
surficial geology forrned an integral part of the programme and
only limited modifications of this nature were made.

The use made of the z-guiding facility can be illustrated by
reference to two specific features of the platform stratigraphy
that are of fundamental importance for the interpretation of
the stratal divisions of the map. In the region at the headwaters
of 'Gråstenelv' , subdivision of the biostromal limestone com
plex was attempted during phase 2. By means of the motor
guiding mechanism stratal units were extended into adjoining
areas, particularly along the regional strike, and correlation
was suggested with the east coast. Unfortunately application of
the z-guiding facility was not made throughout the platform to
the west. Thus the inference that the basal strata of the 'Grå
stenelv' succession is at about the same regional level as the
Petermann Fjord limestone, was not photogrammetrically
tested.

The second use concerned correlation in the regional dip
direction between the biostromal limestones and the Kap Ty
son reef complex. Storage of geological planes of the 'Gråsten
elv' stratigraphy, calculated from composite strike and dip
readings, and the recall and projection of these northwards
into adjoining models suggested that bioherms at the base of
the Kap Tyson reef complex in easternmost Hauge Bjerge (on
the map, coloured blue), may have stratigraphical equivalents
in the reefoid limestones of the biostromal complex - strata
that are coloured green; this correlation is not apparent on the
map.

If full computer support had been available during the initial
photo-interpretation instead of only in the concluding stages of
phase 4, then a more detailed subdivision and correlation of
platform sequences could have been accomplished.
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Cartography

As described in the previous chapter the intention of
the Hall Land programme was to digitise and combine
geologic and topographic mapping to produce a single
computer-drawn plot containing geology and topo
graphic contours. As explained, digitisation of the geol
ogy had to be abandoned for technical reasons and the
geologic and topographic parts of the programme were
carried out as independent experiments. The geological
map was compiled by traditional hand-drawn method;
the topographic map was constructed by an automatic
plotter from contours interpolated in a transformed dig
ital elevation model ('dem'). The two maps are pub
lished as separate sheets.

Initial compilation of the geological map was made by
tracing of the 74 hand-drawn manuscript maps on to a
1:50000 overlay marked with the tie points. This was
then reduced to 1:100 000 - the originally intended pub
!ication scale (see previous chapter). However, to ac
commodate satisfactorily the degree of detail shown in
some areas an intermediate map scale was selected (c.
1:66500); this was also convenient with respect to a
production size as two map sheets. Certain modifica
tions were then made to clarify detail due to over
reduction of physiographic and geologic features, e.g.
removal of surficial outcrops in connection with river
courses, simplification of river and marine terrace sys
tems and omission of structural trend lines.

Map compilation

Geology /

the interpolation of contours without the use of break
lines. The most obvious irregularities are the 'closed'
rather than 'V-shaped' contour forms in many valleys.
Had the rivers been digitised during the scanning proc
ess, the data could have been used in the interpolation
of the contours and such closed contour forms could
have been avoided.

Publication form

The aim of superimposing geology and topography on
a single map was abandoned at a late stage in the
research programme. The availability of ground control
points during the programme and their incorporation
into a new aerotriangulation enabled the topographical
map to be produced from refined coordinates (see pre
vious chapter). It transpired that the scale difference
between the geological and revised topographic maps
was not simply an overall standard variation but in
cluded also map warp. Thus the two maps could not be
matched by simple photographic adjustment. The nec
essary meticulous hand-drawn modification to synchro
nise geological and topographic detail was given up as
impractical and uneconomic, and was considered inap
propriate when seen in respect to the aims of the re
search project and to the recent geological and geodetic
field work in North Greenland (1978-1985). The topo
graphic map is thus printed separately .

Scale and displacement

Topography

Following production of the topographic contours on
the Kongsberg Plotter (see previous chapter), the coast
line was added to the map by direct transference from
the geological plot, and certain hand-drawn modifica
tions to the topographic contour plot were made. These
were to simplify the 25 m contour interval along steep
cliff sections (e.g. Robeson Channel and at Kap Tyson),
to rectify certain irregularities in contour form due to
!imitations of the analyticai method and to adjust con
tour form to physiographic features (e.g. river courses)
that were part of the hand-drawn geological map.

However, not all irregularities in contour form have
been rectified, and the published map remains essen
tiaIly an example of the quality of topographic expres
sion produced by scanning of the terrain in profiles and

Based on the most recent cartographic and geodetic
information, the Hall Land map has a precise scale of
1:66491, and there is a maximum displacement of up to
500 m in the overall geographical position as deter
mined by ground control points obtained by the Geo
detic Institute in 1979 (T. I. H. Andersson, H. F. Jep
sen, F. Madsen, personal communication, 1982).

The slight displacement between the topographic and
geologic maps is basically due to the larger scale of the
former, although some anomalous displacement vectors
of the topographic contours occur, for example along
the steep high coast west of Kap Ammen where dis
placements are to the south.

Altitude

The height control used in the construction of the
Hall Land map is based on selected points at sea-level
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Table 2. Comparison of heights on the Hall Land map with other map sources and modem ground control
stations

PRESENT MAP
G. I. DAVIES AMS KOCH

control et. al.
(1953) (1932)Spot Tape. point (1959)height contour

'TELTBAKKEN' 101 100 103 106 - -(348)

'MONUMENT 244 225 255 267 274 -(876)

KAP TYSON 740 725 733 719 719 720(2360)

KAYSER BJERG 1110 1075 1099 - 1067 1065

Absolute error on Geodetic Institute (G.I.) ground control points from 1979 is less than 3 m (T. I. Hauge Andersson, personal
communication, 1982). Heights in metres; values in bracketsare original cited heights in feet.

around Polaris Forland: thus the absolute error on alti
tude increases away from the coastline. Based on the
standard deviation of the models used in the aerotrian
gulation, the maximum error on heights in the centre of
the map sheet is estimated at 20 m (Dueholm, 1979).
However, a comparison of the values of spot heights
shown on the map with those determined by modem
geodetic measurement with field control and estab
lished by the Geodetic Institute, indicates a relatively
low discrepancy on heights; at maximum about 4%
(Table 2). The errors on spot heights on Kayser Bjerg
the highest summit on Hall Land - and on Kap Tyson
are both below 1%.

Several spot height values on the geological map are
more than a single contour interval (25 m) above the
highesttopographic contour at that locality (e.g. Kayser
Bjerg, see Table 2). Several of these discrepancies are
probably due to a technical error in the digitisation of
the terrain (construction of the 'dem') rather than an
excessively high reading for the spot height.

Recent GGU field data based on altimeter measure
ments (O. Bennike & M. Kelly, personal communi
cation, 1984) suggest that certain marine and glacial
features shown on the map at around 100 m a.s.l. in the
interior of the centrallowland plain are consistently toa
low, in places by as much as 10 m.

Physical geology

The landscape of northem Greenland was studied by
Davies (1972) who has defined the main physiographic
provinces. The topographic map illustrates the tripartite
nature of the physiography of Hall Land: these prov
inces reflect the contrasting geology and the regional
E-W strike (figs 1, 12, 13 & 14).

Southern upland plateau 
provinee 1

This province is composed of dome-shaped to flat
topped hills etched out of homoclinal strata (fig. 1).
Drainage is dominantly northwards from the Inland Ice
and Hauge Bjerge into the headwaters of Atka Elv and
'Gråstenelv' , but a major drainage basin empties into
Petermann Fjord. Three units are recognised (figs 14 &
15).

Unit lA

This southern unit is a highly dissected plateau of rounded to
flat-topped hills between 500 and 800 m in altitude; the plateau
rises gently southwards towards the Inland Ice where several
low-relief nunataks occur. In places the rivers form canyon-like
valleys up to 300 m deep and steep cliffs characterise the coasts
(see figs 32 & 40). In the extreme south tableland landscape
occurs; fairly level or slightly undulating hills are separated by
deep, flat-bottom valleys (fig. 16). This type of mesa-like land
scape characterises Hall Land south of the present map sheets,
and also large areas across North Greenland (Davies, 1972).

The plateau is mainly underlain by shallow northerly-dipping
limestones, giving rise to concordant uplands with the upper
topographic surface parallel to bedrock structure (fig. l); to the
north, south of Hauge Bjerge, less resistant shales produce
more rounded hills of lower elevation.

Unit IB

Hauge Bjerge - a central, narrow upland ridge 4 to 6 km
wide - comprises a chain of dome-shaped hills with summits
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Fig. 14. Main physiographic provinces of Hall Land - modified
from Davies (1972). See text for sub-divisions of provinces l
and 3. Inland Ice shown by dotted signature.

main ly between 700 and 1000 m high. Kayser Bjerg in the east
at c. 1100 m is tlle highest peak .in the map area. SevcraJ
northerly flowing rivers in gorge-like valleys cut through the
ridge, and steep cliff seclions characterise the western and
eastern 1110untain sidcs and the coasts (figs 1, 38 & 40). orth
ern and southern mountain flanks have moderate to shallow
gradient.

The mountain chain is a reflection of a Silurian barrier reef;
l1lany of the actual sUllll1lits represent reef cores with Ilorthern
and southern mountain flallks being sub-parallel to deposition
planes (figs 40 & 41).

Unit IC

Central lowland plain 
provinee 2

This is the 'Polaris plain' of Davies (1972) (fig. 17). A

dominant feature of the landscape, it forms a broad,

gently undulating traet about 10 km wide in the east and

west, 15 km in the central part, and rcprcsents a raised

marine shelf. A prominent inselberg-Iike hill, c. 250 m

high, the 'Monument' occurs in the central part (fig.

18). Much of the plain is below l()() m in altitude; in the

south-east it rcaehes 150 m. Tn the central part relief is

less than 25 m; in the east and west two areuatc TOunded

morainic ridgcs (Polaris Bugt and Newman Bugt mo

TLiines) parallel to the eoasts reaeh heights of over 100 m
(figs 19 & 20). In the south elevation rises, gradually in

the south-west and south-east, fairly abruptly in the

central part, forming a transition into the rolling hills of

unit IC (fig. 15); to the north a well demarcated searp

up to 200 m high limits the plain (figs 19, 20 & 71).

The surface of the pIa in is extremely level and uni

form over large areas and has provecl extremely suitable

for the establishmcnt of emergency landing sites for

heavy aircraft (Davies et al., 1959) (see fig. 68). Aparl

from 'Monument' and some beclrock exposures in the

south-east and along the two major rivers - Atka Elv

and 'Gråstenelv' - the entire plain has a cover of Qua

ternary c1eposits.

The drainage pattern is irregular; run-oU is from

highlands in the north and south into the two rivers

mentioned above whieh, respeetively, rcach Polaris

This unit, north of Hauge Bjerge, is a dissected plateau of
gently rounded to rolling hills, 10 km wide in the east but les
than haJf this in the west. Individual ummits are between 300
and 500 rn high. The bedrock compri e fine-grained clastie
strata that produce a sl1looth topography with low gradient ;
glacial till cover is moderate to heavy (fig. 15).
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Fig. 15. View over sOllthern upland
plateau showing broad alluvial afea
at foot of escarpl11ent on centrallow
land plain. AlIuviul11 at about 125 m;
figllres on Hauge Bjerge surnmits are
heights in metres (see map heet).
Bedrock shales of uplands (IC) have
prominent grolInd 1110raine cover.
Physiographic provinces - see fig.
14.



Fig. 16. View over southern upland

plateau from Hauge Bjerge to inner
Newman Bugt (sea-iee just visible an
left) showing tableland landseape
with surfaee at c. 800 m. Rubble

(bedroek debris) map unit covers
fOl·eground. lnJand lee arrowed.
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Fig. 17. The central 10wJand plain

viewed over the 'Gråstenelv' delta

with Hauge Bjerge an left, northern
highlands an right.

Bugt and Newman Bugt in deltas (figs 19 & 60). Thc
river in the central part draining westwards into Atka
Elv has an open meandering eourse with ox-bow devel
opments; the lower reaehes of 'Gråstenelv' eontain
prominent ineised oxbow meanders that reaeh bedrock.
The northero and southern borders of the plain form
areas af alluvial deposits (figs 15 & 67); fans, deltas and

slopes are partiCltlarly prominent alang the narthern
searp.

Many areas underlain by [riable marine deposits re
semble badlanu lanuseape charaeterised by a high den
sity af rivulets whieh produce an intense gullied topog
raphy with relatively sharp ridge interf!uves (fig. 21).
Davies (1972) describes one sueh area in the west, north

Fig. 18. View westwards across the
cenlrallowland plain to 'Monument'

(see fig. 81). Fluviatile gravels with
glacial erratics in foreground, low
morainic ridges an lefl.
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Fig. 19. North-wcstern Polaris For
land showing physiographic units of
northcrn high lands and plateau, and
central lowland plain. Varicd surfi

cial deposits composing thc latler are

Atka dclta with prominent raised

marine terraces and plains, large
dried-up lake (L) and Polaris Bugt
morainc (M) flanked by light col
oured marine clay and silt. Acrial
photograph 546C-N, 15384, copy

right Gcodctic InstituLe.

Fig. 20. Eastern part of central lowland
plain showing 'Gråstcnclv' raiscd fluvial
plain (G) and Ncwman Bugt moraine (M),
with intcrvcning areas of outwash. Distinc
tion bctwecn ice-Iain deposits and outwash
is arbitrary; moraines have becn rcworkcd
to varying degrees by glaciofluvial action.
Note areas of thermokarst topography and
icc-wcdgc polygons along linc x-x. Mt =

'Monument'. Aerial photograph 546E-V,
11491, copyright Gcodctic Institutc.



rig. 21. Badland topography developed in marine silt and clay.
ewman Bugt. south of 'Gråstenelv' delIa. Maxirnum width of

eoastland shown is aboul l km.

of Atka Elv where lhe relief reachcs 15 m. as 'uissecteu
plains'. Some areas underlain by gJaciofluvial deposits,
e.g. in the south-west, display desert-likc karsl topog
raphy characterised by dry valleys, beaded drainage and
lakes (fig. 22).

Northern highlands and plateau 
provinee 3

This province, underJain by gently to everely foldcd,
mainly cia tic rocks, i characterised by a sub-dendritic
drainage pattern. A major NE-SW watershed cro ses
the area; drainage is either soulhwards ioto Atka Iv
and 'Gråstenelv' , ar northwards into Robeson Channel
Ol' norlhern ewman Bugt. Three units are rccognised
(figs 14 & 19).
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Unit 3A

Rolling dissected plateau between 200 and 400 m high forms
the main part of this unit. Topographic form i mooth, with
rounded hill summits, with rivers generally oceupying wide
gentle-sided valleys. The only steep profiles occur in river
seetion and at the eoasts; at Kap Lupton , for example, the
steep cliffs are nearly 400 m high. [n the south-east, south of
'Saint Anthony's Nose', deeply incised rivers form a highly
disseeted plateau ('channelIed uplands' of Davies (1972» char
acterised by sub-parallel drainage ehannels with a general
north-east direction. The channe Is have fairly steep sides, with
separate moraine-covered rounded ridge interfluves less than
500 m wide, and provide good bed rock exposure.

The plateau is eoven:d by thick glaeial till (fig. 25); bedrock
exposure is extremcly poor exeept in deeper valleys and at the
eoasts.

Unit 3B

An e!ongate chain of mountains about 6 km wide composes
the watershed rnentioned above; highest SUlTImits are between
500 and 700 m attitude. The ehain is cut by several -5 steep
sided river valley' producing a relief of 300-400 m. This is
highest in the east where. at the eoast north of 'Saint Anthony'

o e', the steep cliffs are over 500 m high. Mountains have
dome-shaped summits and their disposition is often controlled
by bedrock strueture: for example, several summits mark syn
c1inal cores (fig. 49).

Unit 3C

The north-western coastal strip fonns a high rnountainous
ridge with summits reaehing between 600 and BOO m: Chester
I:ljcrg is the highesl pcak at about 835 m. The coast is formed of
very steep cliff, in parts preeipitous, that expose a spectacular
profile through the earbonate-c1astie sueee sion of thc fold belt
(fig. 25). [nland, lhe ridge slopes ~outhwards into the rolling
disseeled plateau and bedrock exposures are poor. Mountain
summit are generally rounded (e.g. Chester Bjerg), but sum
mits ctehed out of the lower earbonates are more alpine in
character (e.g. Kap Ammen) (fig. 26). One prominent valley,
'The Gap', cuts through the moulllain chain down to ea-level;
scveral cols represent hanging valleys to Robeson Channe!.

Fig. 22. Desert-Iike lanuscape in outwash
deposits on the central lowland plain. show
ing areas of thennokarst topography. Pola
ris Bugt moraine cros ing marine plain is
visible in background. Terrace in foreground
(X) is 250 m aeross. Soulhern Polari Bugt.
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Palaeozoic geology

In Hall Land a section is exposed through a linear
east-west trending Palaeozoic basin - the Franklinian
geosyneline of Schuchert (1923). This basin can be
traced through the Queen Elizabeth Islands of Arctic
Canada (Hazen trough) and across northern Greenland
(North Greenland trough). The basin is composed of a
geological couplet: in the north a deep-water clastic
trough, and to the south a shallow-water mainly carbon
ate platform which, to the east of Hall Land in the
Victoria Fjord arch, has an exposed sedimentary con
tact with the Precambrian Shield (fig. 8). Following
Proterozoic to Devonian sedimentation the northern
part of the basin was deformed and metamorphosed
into a linear tectonised zone that now comprises the
North Greenland fold belt (Dawes, 1976). Modern de
scriptions of the Proterozoic-Palaeozoic sedimentary
and structural evolution of North Greenland can be
found in Hurst & Surlyk (1984), Surlyk & Hurst (1984),
Higgins & Soper (1985), Higgins et al. (1985) and Soper
& Higgins (1985).

The regional structure of Hall Land is fairly simple,
and folding and faulting have not unduly complicated
the regional disposition of rock units. Outcrops are of
the upper part of the Franklinian succession, and over
95% of the bedrock exposed is Silurian. The underlying
Ordovician strata are only seen on the maps sheets in
the tectonically upturned succession along Robeson
Channel; outside the map area in south-east and south
west Hall Land homoelinal Ordovician strata outcrop.
The upper part of the trough succession may extend into
the Devonian.

A summary of biostratigraphic data from Operation
Grant Land 1965-66 is found in Dawes & Peel (1984),
to which the reader is referred for detaiIs of fauna and
age of the exposed sequences. A stratigraphic summary
chart taken from the report is reproduced as fig. 23,
while schematic cross-sections illustrating the relation
ships of the rock groups mapped are given in fig. 24.

In Late Ordovician - Early Silurian time the entire
map area was part of the carbonate platform; shallow
water carbonates along Robeson Channel are overlain
by a deep-water turbidite sequence indicating major
subsidence and expansion of the basin during the Llan
dovery (Dawes, 1976; Hurst & Kerr, 1982a). The Silur
ian succession shows a regional lateral facies change
from platform carbonates in the south through a major
reef belt on the shelf and upper slope to the argillaceous
and arenaceous strata of the lower slope and trough
(fig. 24). Facies transitions and interdigitation of shelf
slope-trough lithologies are complex, and on a local

scale facies boundaries can be steeply inclined and fairly
abrupt. Continued basin expansion is demonstrated by
the overlap of Late Silurian trough clastics onto plat
form carbonates and off-reefal shales.

The central lowland plain coincides with the site of
the major facies change, and more or less with the
southern margin of the fold belt. It forms a natural
divide between northern tectonised and southern homo
elinal areas that, apart from lowest correlatable carbon
ate units, are underlain by different successions (figs 13
& 24). Thus, in the present mapping the bedrock has
been referred to a bipartite legend. While the gross
relationship between the northern clastic, and the
southern carbonate, successions is obscured beneath
Quaternary strata, the contact between the successions
is seen north of Hauge Bjerge. Here the shale facies
outcropping on the fore-reef side of the Kap Tyson reef
contains basinal mudstone, siltstone and greywacke that
sedimentologically are part of the trough succession.
However, on the basis of the limited field data available
it proved impossible during the photo-interpretation to
differentiate satisfactorily between trough deposits and
fore-reef strata of the upper slope. Hence all strata
between Hauge Bjerge and the central plain have been
mapped together as part of the southern succession.
This relationship between the two successions is not
directly apparent on the map.

Stratigraphy

In the following, descriptions of the stratal groups
and units recognised on the map are given. Subsequent
to compilation, field studies by Hurst (1980, 1984), Peel
& Hurst (1980) and Hurst & Surlyk (1982), predom
inantly in areas to the east and west, have led to a
revision of the stratigraphic nomenelature for the Upper
Ordovician - Silurian sequence of North Greenland.
Biostratigraphic studies of the shelf carbonates at Kap
Tyson and the trough clastics of Chester Bjerg have led
to the designation of type sections of new or revised
formal stratigraphic units. Correlations of the map units
with the newly erected forrnational scheme are given in
the text.

It should be noted that the 'Offley Island Formation'
of the map legend is used in the sense of Dawes (1971)
and Norford (1972) to cover a wide range of strata,
ineluding Koch's (1929) Offley Island Formation and
the carbonate facies of his Cape Tyson Formation (see
Dawes & Haller, 1979). The Offley Island Formation
has subsequently been redefined by Hurst (1980) as one
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af ten formations that pre 'cntly compose the Wa hing

ton Land Group.

The 'Kap Tyson reef complex' is used in the sense of

Dawes (L971, 1976) for the intricate accumulation of
hiohermal and biostromal limestones that compose a
major east-west trending barrier red in which individ

ua] reef masses are several hundred metres thiek. The

complex forms a rnountain range - Hauge Bjerge - and
it was envisaged as the central part of a regional helt af

carbonate bui Id-ups stretehing for over 400 km aeros

western North Greenlancl (Dawe , 1976, fig. 267). At

Kap Tyson it eorresponds to the earbonate [aeies of the

Cape Ty on Formation of Koch (1929) and to the Cape
Tyson Member 01' the Hauge Bjerge Formation of Hurst
(1980). Elsewhere the complex may be referable to

several formations of the Washington Land Group of
I-Iurst (]980).

orthern succession

The northern succession is well exposed in the high

steep cliffs of Robeson Channel between Kap Porter

and Kap Sumner (fig. 25). Thi speetaeular seetion has
heen illustrated in everal publieatians sinee first

sketched by Koch (1920), e.g. Dawes (1976, 1982),

Hurst & Kerr (1982a) ancl Hur t & Surlyk (1982). The

seetion was examined in ]965 from a camp at Kap

Ammen (fig. 23, scction l).

In addition lo the abovc-mcntioned papers, various aspeets
of this eoast havc bcenjmentioned by Bessels (1879), Koch
(J92Y), Davies el af. (1959), Allaart (1965,1966), Kcrl' (lY67).
Dawes (1971), Davies (1972) and Dawes & Haller (1979).
Apart from fos~il identificalions summariscd by Dawes & Peel
(1984), speeifie fauna have been deseribed by Bendix-Alm
green & Peel (1974), Berry el af. (1974). Peel (1975). Bendix
Almgrecn (1976). &'ucot & Hurst (1979), Lane el af. (1980),
Piekcrill el af. (1982), Armstrong & Dorning (1984) and Lane
(IY84).

The succession is composed of two part : a lower

Upper Ordovician - Lower Silurian carbonate sequence

and a Lower Silurian - (?)Lower Devonian predom
inantly clastic sequence. The lower sequence at the base
of lh<:: cliffs has a Ihickness of more than 550 m; the

upp<::r sequence. which may reach 2000 m, form the

major part of Polaris Forland (fig. 13).
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Fig. 25. Nonh-we tern coast of Hall Land silOwing the Late Ordovician - Early Silurian carbonate sequence (black figures, cf.
units in fig. 32) and overlying Early Silurian - ?Early Devonian clastie equence (white figures). S-S refer~ to a thin shale bed
present also at Kap Porter (see fig. 29). Supposed contraction fault i hown by dot-da h line ( ee fig. 54). ote heavy ground
moraine on uplands oehind thc coast. The Gap' is the prominent col in the cliffs ea t of Kap Ammen. Aeri,lI photographs
546K-SØ. 21R7 (eastern) and 2191 (western), copyright Geodetic Institute.

Lower carbonate sequence

Four map units are reeognised (figs 25 & 26); they ean

be referred lO units lA-lO of the Kap Ammen seetion

howl1 in fig. 23. The thieknesses given are ealcu!ations

carrieu out an a Zeiss stereo-comparator, Stecometer,

using oblique aerial photographs (Dawes, 1979).

Unir l (unit lA of fig. 23). Strata of this unit are the oJdest
shown on the northern map sheet. The unit is main ly eomposed
of dark weathering. dark grey to bluish grey. variously mot
tled. fine-grained dolomitic limestone, wilh some paie lime
stone near the top. In places actinoceratid cephalopods are
conspicuous on weathered urfaee (fig. 27). Thickness ex
poscd: ab ut 160 m.

A gastropod-<:ephalopocl-stromatoporoid fauna is of Late
Ordovieian age.

Ul/il 2 (unit I I3 of fig. 23). The main lithology of this unit i
paIe wcathcring. weakly mOtlled. massive. fine-grained lime
stone and dolomitic limestone. Crinoid-rich beds and dark.
strongly mOllled beds similar to the lithology of the underlying
unit occur: one uch interval of dark dolomilic limestone is
conspicuous in the middle of the unit. At Kap Ammen the unit
is about 60 m thiek, but to the west len'-shaped thickening i
prominent (fig. 25).

A coral-<:ephalopod-brachiopod- tromatoporoid fauna suo •

ge·ts an age at about the Ordovician-Silurian boundary.

Uf/il J (unit I of fig. 23). Strata of this dark weathering unit
resemble those of unit l; ome bed are rich in pentamerid
brachiopods. Motlling is genera Ily strong, but it illlensity va
ries throughout the unit. Thickness: about 150 m.

A brachiopod-coral fauna suggests an Early Silurian (Late
L1andovery) age.

Unil 4 (unit ID of fig. 23). The lithology of this light weath
ering unit resemblcs in part that ol' unit 2 - variously mottled
and veined. grey to brownish grey limestones - but in the
uppermo { part thinner bedded intervals with platy limestones,
ealcareous slates and shales occur, and to the west massive recf
limestones come in. Two sub-units have been mapped out. In
the lIpper part at Kap Ammen a conspicuous sub-unit is com
posed of dark beds of shale. chert and nodular limestone (fig.
268): in the section between Kap Ammen and Kap Porter
irregularities in bedding. interdigit<ltion of different facies and
stratal thickcning are interpreted as due to carbonate bllildups
(fig, 2R & 29). In addition to sedimentary thickening. unit 4
appears to he cut hya contraction fault that causes some stratal
repetition. Thickness: at Kap Ammen about 190 m; thieker IO

the west.
A trilobite gastropod-oslracod-brachiopod-mollllsc fauna

is of ilurian. probably Early Silurian (LIandovery). age.

Corre!mioll. The carbonatc strata are regarded as a

platform-shelf equence. Correlation ean be made with
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Fig. 26. Palaeozoic succession on Robeson Channe! coast (see
fig. 25). A: Kap Ammen (about 250 m high) seen from the east
showing four units of the lower carbonate sequence; B: upper
cliffs east of Kap Ammen howing five units of the upper clastic
sequence. Mapped sub-units visible are thin, dark chert and
shale-rich interval al top of unit 4 nf the carbonale sequence
and the four shale intervals in unit 4 of the clastic sequence. CB
= Chester Bjerg.

units of the platform succession to the south (fig. 23);
within the map area, correlation is suggested with the
Petcrmann Fjord limestone and basal strata of the bio
stramaJ Jimestone complex (see fig. 32). The lower part
of the sequence (units 1, 2 & 3) is referred to the

Aleqatsiaq Fjord Formation of the Monis Bugt Group
of Peel & Hurst (1980); unit 4, wilh carbonate buildups,
correJates with the Petermann Halvø and Besscls Fjord
Formations of the Washington Land Group of Hurst
(19RO).
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Fig. 27. Lale Ordovician fine-grained dolomitie limeSlone, Kap Ammen. A: actinoceratid cephalopod in mOllled lo breccialed

dolomile; B: trongly moltled biolurbated variely.

Upper ciaslic sequ.ence

Five units are reeogni ed in this sequenee (fig. 23,
eetion l), but only four are shown on the map. Certain

interval or bed rieh in shale or sandstone have also
been mapped out. The five units were established in the
cliffs east of Kap Ammen (fig. 25) and extrapolated an
aerial photographs. In western outcrops it was, howev
er, not possiblc to subdivide the eonspieuously dark.

basal part of the sequenee (fig. 29) and for eonvenienee
units l and 2 have been eombined an the map.

The sequenee is predominamly eomposed of clastie
turbidites, but at the base (unit l) and within unit 5,
limestones oeeur. The clastie ·trata eomprise a brown to
buff weathering sequenee of interbedded fine to me
dium grained sandstone, siltstone and shale of typical
'flyseh' appearanee. The sandstones are charaeterised
by having a ealeareous matrix that ean exeeed 50 per

Fig. 2i'l. Lower carhonate sequcnce
west of Kap Ammen howing inter

tongllcing rciationships and mas ive

carbonatc bllildup in unit 4. Heighl

of cliffs aboul 650 m.
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Fig. 29. Kap Porter showing buildups (Cb) in uppermo t part
of the carbonatc sequencc. and dark overlying strata equiv·
alen l to units I and 2 af the clastic sequence at Kap Ammen.
S-S marks a persistent shalc bed - see fig. 25. Fault is inferred
in valleyeuIling oul part af unit 4. Note patterned ground in
talus on north side of Kap Porter. Aerial photograph
546K-SØ. 2200, copyright Geodetie Instilute.

cent ol' the rock; generally. however, quartz slightly

exceeds carbonate in total rock mineral composition.

Feld par i present in acces ory amount (generally less

than l per cent); mica (both biotite and muscovite) is

ofte n con pieuous and can form over 5 per cent ol' the

rock. PetrologicalJy the sandstones are calcareous grey·

wacke. The clastic strata are characterised by well-pre

served sedimentary structures related to turbidite depo

sition, e.g. current and deformational sole markings,

convolute bedding and slumping (fig. 30).

Unit I (unit IE of fig. 23). The basal unil is eompo ed af dark
weathering, plat y limestones with some paie, calcareous shales
and dark, in piaces nodular. ehert beds. Thickness: aboul 70 m.

A gastropad-brachiapod-cephalopod-eoral fauna indicates
a Silurian age.

Unit 2 (unit l F of fig. 23). Like the underlying strata lhis unit
is dark wealhering: it is composed of grey to blaek shale .
caleareou slate and siltstone with some beds of fine-grained
ealcareous greywaeke. Thiekness: about 195 m.

No fauna is known.
UIlil3 (unit IG of fig. 23). This unit is composccl of brown

weathering fine-grained ealcareous greywaeke and siitstone
with thin shale interbeds. One discrete shale bed about 5 m
thick has been mapped out (figs 25 & 29) as well as a sand
stone-rieh interval neal' the top. Some thin, fine-grained quart
zites oeeur. Thiekness: about 445 m.

A graptolite fauna indieates a late Early - carly Middlc
Silurian (Late Llandovery - Early Wenloek) age.

Ullit 4 (unit l H of fig. 23). This unit is composed of alternat
ing packages dominated by silt tone and fine'grained calcare
ous greywackc and siity mudstone and shale. Four shale-rich
intervals and two sandslone-rich intervals have been mappcd
out; some of lhe sandstones are reddish weathering and ab
normally quartz-rich. Thiekness: about 285 m.

A graptolite fauna sugge ts an carly Lale Silurian (Early
Ludlow) age.

UI1i15 (unit IJ of fig. 23). This upper map unit encompas~es
all fold belt terrain south ol' the northern eDa t. but stratal
equivalents IO older unit may oeeur. The main lithologies are a
hrown to huff weathering grey to paIe green, laminated mud
stolle and hale bul many sections contain important intervals
af sillslOne and fine-grained calcareous greywacke (see figs 49,
50 & 51 - abundance uf bedding traces an the map is a general
indieation of abundant greywacke beds). The lowermost pan
of the unit. which forms the top ol' the ca-cliffs east of Chester
Hjerg (fig. 25), contains Ihick sandstone intervals. Rippie
marks are eommon (fig. 30D) and slurnping characterises mud
stone intervals (fig. 31). Jn the Halls Grav area. beds ol' platy
limestone, crinoidal limestone anu lime~lOne breeeia oeeur.
Thickness: al leasl 500 m, possibly reaching 1000 m.

The only identifiahle fauna from this unit in Hall Land is
from its upper part: graptolites from hale and a vertehrate and
variable shelly fauna from limestone indieate a late t Silurian
(Pridoli) Ol' possihly Early Devonian (Downtonian) age. A
graptolite from equivalenl slrata in yeboe Land (Lal' en &
Escher, 1985) suggests that the lower part ol' unit 5 is Late
Silurian (Early Ludlow) in age.

Correlalion. The cia tic sequence essentiaIly eom

prises turhiditie sandstones, siltstones and mudstones

delJOsited in a deep·water basin which HlIfst & Surlyk
(1982) have referred to the Pcary Land Group. Strata ol'

units 1 to 4 wcre regarded by these atlthors as repre

senting an interdigitalion ol' the Lauge Koch Land and

Wulff Land Formation; however, other formations are

present.

Unit I, compo ed ol' dark limestone and chert. is

considered tu be a slope depo it transitional between

the underlying shelf carbonatcs and the trough turbi

dites (Dawes, 1982). Corrc1ation is invited with the

Cape Sehuchert Formation ol' Washington Land.

Unit 2 may be wholly Ol' in part equivalent to the

Thors Fjord Member ol' the Wulff Land Formation ol'

Hurst & Surlyk (1982) that Lar 'en & Escher (J 985)
have mapped as far west as Kap Brevoort in north

western yeboe Land.

Unit 3 has bcen correlaled with strata within the

Nyeboe Land linear belt (Dawes, 1982), a succession

recently mapped a mainly Merquj6q Formation (Lar

sen & Escher, 1985). However, according to Larsen &
Escher (personal communication, 1985) the Merquj6q

Formation thins rapidly to the west and may not be

present in northern Hall Land. If so, unit 3 is all Ol' in

part equivalent to the 'lower mapping unit' ol' the Lauge

Koch Land Formation as used by Larsen & Escher

(1985).
One ol' the 'hale unit mapped in unit 4 is referred to
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Fig. 30. Sedimentary structures uf the clastic greywacke equence. A: elongate flute casts; B: small-scale cross bedding, loaued
grcywacke bed with flame structures; C: convolute bedding with ball-and-pillow structure, D: asymmetrical rippie marks. Map
unit 5, nUrlhern Pnlaris Forland.

the Repulse Havn Member of the Wulff Land Forma
lion by Hurst & Surlyk (1982) (see Dawes & Peel, 1984,
fig. 5); the three remaining units, which are equally
prominent (fig. 26B), were not formally named but
referred to the Wulff Land Formation. It seems almost
certain that unit 4 also contains mudstone strata that in
northern Nyeboe Land have been inforIllaIly nallled tlle
'Hand Bugt beds' by Larsen & Escher (1985). The
'Hand Bugt beds' are equivalent to the shale sequence
forming the uppermost part of unit 3C an Hendrik ø
(fig. 23).

Unit 5 con'esponds Illainly to the Chester Bjerg For
mation, although it contains appreciably more sand
stone lhan implied in the description by Hurst & Surlyk
(1982). The lowermost part, in which sandstone pre
dominates, is part of the Lauge Koch Land Formation
of Hursl & Surlyk (1982, fig. 82).

3'

Southern succession

Beclrock south of the centrallowlancl plain is referrecl
to this succession. Four groups of strata have been
mapped:

4. Shale facies
3. Kap Tyson red complex
2. Biostromal limestone compJex
l. Petermann Fjord lilllestone

The placing of these groups in the legend in a vertical
column does not here illlply a consistent younging-up
wards chronostratigraphy; facies transitions occur be
lween groups 2,3 and 4 (fig. 24). The Peterlllann Fjord
limestone is alder than gro ups 3 and 4 and, where
recognised in the west, underlies group 2. In the east
stratigraphic equivalents of group l may occur within
the lowermost part of group 2.

Group J has not been investigated in the fieId; groups
2,3 and 4 were only studiecl in 1965 in the west, east of
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orney ø, and in the east, north of Kayser Bjerg. Three
reconnaissance sections were established; at Kap Tyson
- Offley ø, at 'Sun Mark Mountain' and at Kayser
Bjerg (fig. 23, sections 6 to 11). Norford (1972) and

Hurst (1980) logged in some detail thc Kap Tyson 
Offley ø seclion (see figs 35 & 36); the central and
eastern pafl ol' the platform was studied for the firSl
time since 1965 during GGU's field work in 1985.

The platform limestones are generaily highly fossiliferous.
Apart from fossils collecled in Hall Land by the early expedi
lion reported on by Etheridge (1878) and Bessels (1879),
colleetion by Lauge Koch in 1917 amJ 1922 form the basis of
several palaeontological accOllnts (Poulsen, 1934, 194J, 1943,
1974). Dawes & Peel (I9~4) sumrnarised the main age-diag
no tic fossils of the diverse fauna; specialised descriptions have
heen given by Jackson & Etherington (1969), Berry & Boucot
(1970). Norford (1972), Maclean (1977), Peel (1979, 19~4),

Hurst (19 O). Armstrong (1983). Jones & HlIrst (1984). Lane
(19~4) and Stouge & StolIge (19R4).

Pe/ermann rJord limes/one

Thi unit has only been mapped in the cliffs 01' Peter
mann Fjord where it includes lhe lowest trata of the
platform succession within the map area. It is readily
recognised as a dark wealhering, rather massive unit in
conlrast to the overlying banded sucee. sion (fig. 32).
The upper boundary of the unit is laken at the base af a

thin. light-weathering unil that forms an extremcly use
ful marker horizon in the cliffs bordering Petermann

Fig. 31. Slumping in intercalated mlldstone-siltstone sequence
(unit 5). At X, seen in delail, scvcral folds are visible in
slumpcd hed. Eastern Polaris Forland.

Gletscher. The base of the unit (outsicle the map area) is
laken at the lOp of a recessive bench that is refcrrcd to

the Cape Calhoun formation ofPeel & Hurst (1980). In

the middle of the unit a white marker bed is eonspie
uous; this show abrupt thickness ehanges that resemble
len -shaped earbonate buildup (fig. 32).

The Petermann Fjord limestone is about 400 m thiek;

only the uppermost 200 m is exposed within the map
area.

Age and correlation. Correlation i ugge ted with the
lower earbonates at Kap Ammen and the unit is re
ferred to the Aleqatsiaq Fjord Formation of the Morris
Bugt Group ofPeel & Hurst (1980). Aeeording to H. F.
Jepsen (personal eommunieation, 1983) the overlying
light-weathering unit is referable to the Petermann

Halvø Formation - the lowermost formation ol' the

Washington Land Group in lhe Bessels Fjord - Peter
mann Fjord region (fig. 32, cf. Hurst, 1980, figs 33,34,
35 & 38).

Basel! on the age of eomparabJc sequences in Wash
ington Land (Hurst, 1980) and at Kap Ammen, that

part ol' the Pelermann fjord limestone shawn on the
map is probably of EarJy SiJurian (Early(?) - Middle
L1anclovery) age.

Biostromal limes/one camplex

This complex forms the southernmosl pafl of the
platform stretching from Petermann Fjord to ewman

Bugl (unils 6A and lOA on fig. 23). MOSL ol' this area
has been included as undifferentiated limestones on the
map within which everal unit are reeogni. ed locally.
Ln tlle south the complex overlies the Pelermann Fjord
Iiml:stone (fig. 32). In northern outcrops il is overJain by

tlle Kap Ty on reef complex and hale faeies (fig. 38); in
delail il inlerdigitates with thesc map groups (fig. 44).
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Fig. 32. South-west Hall Land with Petermann Fjord cliffs about400 m high, showing Petermann Fjord limestone (PF) overlain by
biostromal limeSlOne complex (BL). Thin, light coloured unit of variable thickne s in PF with carbonate 1110unds (C) may be
cquivalent to carbonate unit 2 at Kap Ammen (cf. fig. 25). The lower light coloured unit ol' the biostromal complex (PH) is
wrrelaled with the Peterrnann Halvø Formation ol' Hurst (1980). Aerial photograph, above. 545G- ø J 1523. copyright
Geodetic Institute.

The complex i ol' unknown but undoubtedly sub
stantial thickncss; at least 500 m, possibly more than 800
m.

Undi!!erentimed biostromal limestone. This map unit com
prise a thick cquence ol' dark and light weathering biostromal
limestones with thinner intervals ol' caJc-mudstones anu calc
siltiles; in steep. well-exposeu cliffs the ucee ion typically
displays a banded character. Paie. rather massive limestones
and dolomite' (Pctermann HalvØ Formation ol' Hurst, 1980)
occur in the basal part (fig. 32).

A wide variety ol' limestone lithologies make up the succes
sion which essentiaIly represents an intricate association ol'
variou facies in which lateral changes are common. A dom
inant lithology is a biostromal stromatoporoid (and coral) con
structed limestone with a eaJc-arenile and often crinoid anu
coral-rich matrix (fig. 33). This limestone grades into intrafor-

mational conglomerates and breccio-conglomerates composed
cssentially ol' pcbbles and cobbles ol' sheIIs and caJc-arenites.
These lithologies can be interbedded with dark and light, vari
ously mottled caJc-arenites in which shell fragments may be
rare or common , as well as some intervals ol' crinoid-rich
lime lOne.

Bioherms have been located at several intervals in the Offley
ø - Kap Tyson area. These have the form ol' patch reefs and
small mounds up IO a few metres thiek, and have shallow
uepositional dips. These buildups are con pieuous in cliff see
tions where the)' cause irregularities and breaks in the banding
ol' the biostromal lime tones (figs 34 & 38A). Norford (J972)
illustrates such bioherms with shallow domal dips from the
summit ol' Offley ø.

Stratigraphic section through the uppermost part ol' the
biostromal complex at Kap Ty on and Offley ø are given in figs
35 and 36. and localed and illustrated in figs 37 and 38A.
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Fig. 33. Stromatoporoid and eoral skeletallimestone of the biostromal eomplex. In detail view (B) the large stromatoporoid (S) is
about 20 em high. South-west Hall Land, near Inland lee.

Biostratigraphie details ean be found in Norford (1972), Hurst
(J980) and Dawes & Peel (198-1); references to deseriptions of
the rich diver e faunas are given above.

Dark biostromal limestolle at Kap 7)lsoll. This map unit
comprise a equenee of dark. banded limestones abouI 200 m
thick that fOfms the base of the coastal cliffs amund Kap Ty on
(fig. 38A). A thin but prominent dark grey limestone bcd
forms the uppermo t tralllm of the unit and this ean he traced
for some distanee south-east of Kap Tyson. The main lithol
ogies are rather mas ·ive. variously mottled and veined. porous
lilllestones with some breecias (fig. 39).

This map unit contains fewer biohermal developments and a
higher proportion of calc-siltite and calc-mudstone than the
overlying biostromal trata; orford (J 972) notes a gradation

within the unit into thin-bedded dark argillaeeous limestones of
'Cape Schuchert lithology'.

'Cråstenelv' map Llnits. Around and east of the headwaters
of 'Gråstenelv' , five units have been reeogni cd; one unit has
bcen mapped for more than 40 km in an ea t-west direction.
Thc strata have not been examined in the field and differ
entiation of the equenee is olely based on colour and gross
morphological ch, ra ter a seen on aeria! pholOgraphs.

Units have been differentiated on the nature of bedding that
varics from ralher massive and thiek-bedded, and in which
some irregularites are interpreted a earbonate buildups. to
thin-hedded, often darker. lithologies interpreted as finer
grained lithologies - platy lime tone and shales.

The strata form a conformablc scqucnce which. from the

Fig. 34. l3ioherrn (B) about 15 m
thid in the upper part of the bio
stromal limcslOne complex; Kap Ty
son red complcx abo\e. ,orth ide
of Kap T)son.
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Fig. 35. Stratigraphic sections from Kap Tyson and Offley ø from Norford (1972). Location of former section is shown on fig.
38A; the Offley ø section is from the south-western tip of the island to the summit. Offley ø and beds 1-13 at Kap Tyson
represent the uppermost part of the biostromallimestone complex of the present map; beds 14-18 form the lowermost strata of
the Kap Tyson reef complex.

basal dark limestones exposed in the valley east of the north
east glacial lobe of the Inland Ice to the uppermost dark unit
(thin-bedded limestone and shale), is at least 500 m thick. In
several places a dotted symbol has been used on the map sheet
to denote prominent light-coloured, massive outcrops inter
preted as carbonate buildups. On the broad, gently domed hil!
at the Newman Bugt coast, steeper than normal dips and
convergence of bedding traces suggest the presence of a large
reef.

Age and correlation. The biostromal limestone com
plex is part of the Washington Land Group of Hurst
(1980), although the lowest part of the succession in the
east may reach down into the Morris Bugt Group (see
section 3). Based on faunas from the Offley ø - Kap
Tyson area and on corresponding strata in Nyeboe
Land, the complex is of Early Silurian (Middle(?) 
Late Liandovery) age.

The main part of the succession - perhaps a thickness
of 500 m - correlates with the redefined Offley Island
Formation, but the sequence extends down into the
Bessels Fjord and Petermann Halvø Formations recog-

nised in Petermann Fjord (fig. 32). Thus, based on the
age of these formations in Washington Land, the com
plex most probably contains strata as old as Middle
Liandovery.

Units containing carbonate buildups in the lower part
of the succession may be correlations of the Bessels
Fjord and/or Pentamerus Bjerge - Adams Bjerge For
mations, and units of the 'Gråstenelv' succession may
correlate with other map units of Washington Land - for
example, the uppermost, dark thin-bedded unit resem
bles in gross appearance the Kap Lucie Marie Forma
tion which in eastern Washington Land overlies the
Offley Island Formation (Hurst, 1980).

Outcrops at the base of the dark biostromallimestone
map unit at Kap Tyson were referred by Norford (1972)
to the Cape Schuchert Formation by comparison with
strata in the type section at Kap Schuchert in Washing
ton Land. This was not upheld by Hurst (1980) who
referred all strata in the lower cliffs at Kap Tyson to the
Offley Island Formation. However, some significance is
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Fig. 36..-SedimcDtary log from Kap Tyson with original annotations from Hur l (1980). Bioslromallimestonc complex of present
map = Offley Island Formation; Kap Tyson red compJex = Hauge Bjerge Formation; shalc facie = Lafayette Bugt Formation.
Locatiolls of the threc seetions are shown in figs 37 & 38A.
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and inlerred

'tB-.....-
Ollley ø

D Kap Marton Formation

h'·:··'J Lalayette Bugt Formation

G'1'9 Hauge Bjerge Formation

D Olfley Island Formation

Fig. 37. Geological sketch map of the Kap Tyson area from
Hurst (1980) showing loeations of seetions given in fig. 36.

placed on the presence of such clark argillaceous lime

·tones in the complex ('Cape Schuchert lithologies' 

fig. 24).

Kap Tysan reef camp/ex

This complex forms a roughly linear belt af moun

tains - Hauge Bjerge - that cross the map from Kap

Tyson in the west to summit 378 m in the east (units

6C-D, 8A-C, lOB an fig. 23). The complex occur on

islands in Newman Bugt ancl reefs also form mountain

ous terrain in yeboe Land (figs 38B & 40).
The complex represents a Silurian barrier reef in

which everal north-south narrow channels (now val

lcys) di vide the complex into i olated masses. Several

'isolated' reef outcrops are present on either side of tlle

main barrier; those up to S km beyond the reef front

have been mapped photogrammetrically. The reef

strata are characterised by much teeper bedding dips

than the regional inc1ination of the platform, by typ

ically southern dips and by variable strike directions.
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The complex comprises a widc variety of lime tones

representing both core and flank deposits. These form a

complicated facies association in which interdigitation

of lithologies and lateral facies tran itions are common.

Reefs characteristicaJly thin southwards and facies gra

dation and intertongueing relation hip occur with off

reefal shales (figs 38, 41 B & 42). The total lhickness of

strata in the complex is uncertain; il i' difficult to esti

mate accurately an account af the complicated disposi

tion af bedding. The thickest equence occurs in the

east, where a compo ite section reaches 800 m (fig. 23,

section 6).
Four units are recognised, although an the map much

af the complex has been depicted as ane unit - undiffer

cntiated biohermal limeslone and conglomerate.

Undifferemiared biohermallimesrolle and cong!omerafe. This
unit covers a wide range of strata from thiek massive core
deposits in whieh bedding is genera Ily weakly developed, to
flank deposits eharaeterised hy well-bedded, in plaee lamina
ted. limeSlOnes with eonglomerates that in piaces form rela
tively thin resistant heds within the nanking off-redal shales
(fig. 40). Small carbonate huildups and reef talus derived from
the eore form irregularitie in the otherwise regularly bedded
flank strata.

Core depo its have tromatoporoids and eorals as the main
construction elements. Skeletallimestone dominate and these
grade into eonglomerates containing pebbles and cobble of
eale-arenite and diverse sheJls set in a eak-arenite, often span'y
calcite, matrix. These lithologies are interbedded with cale
arenites, whieh ean be rieh in coraIs. braehiopous and crinoids,
and cak-mudstonc.

The huge reef structure forming Kap Tyson, in whieh the
inC!ination of core and Oank deposits is more ar less eongruous
with topography, ha been mentioned in several publieations
( orford, 1972; Hursl, 1980) (ligs 35 & 36). Dther major
bioherms are weJl-exposed. partieularly an the teep sides of
the vaJleys that cut through the mountains; in some the in
terdigitation relation hip to off-redal shale facies is well seen
(fig. 41B). However, not all summits of Hauge Bjerge repre
sent individua! bioherms, and thick, well-bedded bio troma!
strata also form an important part of the eomplex.

Breccio-coflglomerale. A large proportion of the eomplex is
eomposed af calciruditcs - conglamerates and breccias - that
show a varying relationship to the associated recf dcposits.
Calcirudites vary from intraformational bioclastic strata in
terbedded with other lithologics of the core and Oank se
quenees to diserete olislostrome beds composed of ehaotie
c1ast-supported conglomerate in which blocks commonly reach
several metre aeross. Far-travelled reef debris ean be in the
form of large isolated angular bloeks up to many metres across,
whieh are exotic with respect to the calc-arenite and eak
mudstone off-reelal strata (fig. 42).

Ba ed on sporadie field data, scveral hreeeio-conglomerate
ocurrences are indicated on the map - in reality ealcirudites are
present throughout the compJcx.

Mixed facies. Thc reef complex is characteriscd by major
faeies change . The seetion through the reef at Kap Tyson (fig.
38A) illustrates a tran itiona! rclationship both in lithology and
thicknes between eore, Oank and off-reefal deposit . The
problem of consisteI1l map representation (lf these faeies has
been discussed earlicr.
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Fig. 39. PaIe weakly mottled limestone overlain by dark mot
tled and brecciated limestone; such interbedding produces the
banding in the biostromal complex. Gorge east of Offley ø.

Transitions can be rapid ar gradational and in some cases the
passage from core to off-reetal facies takes place over more
than l km. The mixed facies designated on the map covers
prominent areas in the reef flank environment that are essen
tiaIly transitional to off-reefal shales. Where examined in the
field at 'Sun Mark Mountain' (fig. 1) the facies is composed of
limestone and conglomerate interbedded with light weathering
platy limestone and calcareous shales, with occasional darker
argillaceous shales.

Well-bedded limestone with calc-mudstone. Several areas
have been differentiated as being composed of rather well
bedded limestones, mainly calc-arenites, but also with beds of
calc-mudstone. ane such area at 'Sun Mark Mountain' is com
posed of a sequence of regularly bedded biostromallimestones
and conglomerates (with some biohermal developments) that
in the upper part contains dark, thinner bedded calc-mud
stones (fig. 23 - section 8, fig. 43). The well-bedded nature of
these strata, represented on the map by the conspicuous and
concordant bedding traces, contrasts with the rather massive,
weakly structured biohermal limestones.

<l----------------------
Fig. 38. Facies relationships in Hauge Bjerge between the main
map groups of the platform succession: biostromal limestone
complex (BC), Kap Tyson reef complex (RC) and off-reefal
shale facies (SF). A: Kap Tyson seen from Offley ø, summit of
the cape about 730 m above sea level. Banded sequence of
biostromal limestones (BC) in which irregularities are due to
biohermal developments (X), overlain by the huge Kap Tyson
reet in which two reef cores are visible (C). Note steep south
erly depositional dips and the major facies change into the
thinner sequence of platy limestones and shale (SF). A-AI
delimit the sites of sections shown in figs 35 & 36. B: River
section on north-eastern flank of Kayser Bjerg - height of
section about 100 m. Off-reefal shales (SF) and platy lime
stones (SFP) overlap and grade into biohermal (RC) and bio
stromal (BC) limestones. The reef complex is visible on island
235 m in Newman Bugt and in coastal Nyeboe Land (see fig. 40
for location).
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Age and correlation. The Kap Tyson reef complex is
part of the Washington Land Group of Hurst (1980).
Based on faunas from Kap Tyson, 'Sun Mark Mountain'
and Kayser Bjerg, the complex is known to contain
strata of Early to Late Silurian (Middle(?) - Late Llan
dovery to Ludlow) age (Dawes & Peel, 1984; Lane,
1984). The presence of Ludlow strata in the complex is
particularly interesting; no limestone stratum as young
as this occurs in Washington Land to the west or Peary
Land to the east (Hurst, 1980, 1984).

The major bioherm at Kap Tyson represents the type
section of the Hauge Bjerge Formation of Hurst (1980)
and of the Kap Tyson Member. Other biohermal devel
opments can undoubtedly be referred to that formation.
The Kap Tyson reef is divided into a number of isolated
reef masses surrounded by off-reefal shales (Peary Land
Group - see below, fig. 13). It, to achieve stratigraphic
consistency, the practice of Hurst (1980, p. 69) regard
ing the naming of spatially separate reefs is maintained,
there would be a case for referring individual reef
masses to members of the Hauge Bjerge Formation or
even to new formations. However, in view of the vast
area of Silurian reefs in northem Greenland and their
known complex facies associations, this is hardly practi
cal. How far correlation can be achieved with forma
tions established in Washington Land without introduc
tion of new nomenclature must await renewed field
assessment.

In eastern Hauge Bjerge there appear to be two main
levels of carbonate buildups (fig. 23, section 6) and
some reefs may represent lower stratal levels than the
Kap Tyson Member at Kap Tyson. Hurst (1980) refers
an outcrop of mudstone at Kap Tyson (previously re
ferred by Norford (1972) to the Cape Phillips Forma
tion) to the Kap Morton Formation (fig. 37) and it is
probable that other areas of calc-mudstone, e.g. at 'Sun
Mark Mountain' and Kayser Bjerg, are referable to this
formation.

Shale facies

This map unit forms an extensive, east-west belt on
the northem and southern flanks of Hauge Bjerge and
also within the mountain chain (units 6B, 7, 9 & 11 on
fig. 23). The strata generally form low-lying, smooth
terrain, and many valleys through Hauge Bjerge,
etched out of shales, represent the former deep-water
passes of the barrier reef. Over the larger part of the
map the upper surface of the shale facies is the present
erosion surface. However, in detail, outcrop pattems in
contact with the Kap Tyson reef complex and under
lying biostromallimestones are complex and facies gra-
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Fig. 40. Eastern Hauge
Bjerge and Newman Bugt

silOwing Kap Tyson red com

plex and it continuation into
ycboe Land. Summits are

composed of individual reefs
displaying sleep sedimcntary
dip; off-reefal shales contain
resistant limestone and brcc
cio-conglomerate, well seen
in back reer outcrop (e). De
tail of summits 37 and -98
shown in fig. 41; frame marks
locality (lf fig. 38B. X-X on
lhe norlhern nank of Kayser
Bjerg deno tes a high eleva

tion moraine ridgc af uncer
(ain origin. Summit heights in
mctres: 732 m is taken from
AMS (1953) (see fig. 5C); the
rest are pot heighls from
present map. NBB = Nina
Bang Bjerg, HD = Howgate
delIa. ND = Newm3n delta.
Aerial ph tograph 546E-0,
11547, copyright Geodetic
lnstitute.

Fig. 41. Major biobcrms in ea tern Hauge
Bjerge. A: Mountain 598 m howing steep
opposing dips off central reef core; height of
core above talus to summit is about 250 m;
B: Mountain 378 m showing southerly dips
and interdigitating shale unil separating red

(aboul 150 m thiek) from underlying bio
slromal1imestones. For location sce fig. 40.



Fig. 42. lntcrdigitation of massive
limestones and conglomerates (L) of
thc Kap lyson rcef complex with
plary limestones and shales (S) of the
shalc facic·. Some of the e carbon

atc ma ses may represent exotie
hlocks. Cliff is about 150 m high.
'Sun Mark Mountain'.

dations and interdigitation are com mon (figs 38, 41 &
44).

Shales also occur as outliers on the biostromal com

plex over 10 km south of the Kap Tyson reef; more

southcrly outcrops in two valleys immediately north of

the Inland Tee have been identified solely on aerial

pholOgraph . Some doubt is plaeed on these identifiea

tions; thc slumped, somewhat structureless matcrial

may represent moraine (scc fig. 1).
The map unit is cornposed of a variable sequence that chang

es in character with di tance from the Kap Tyson rceL The
dominant lithology i argillaceous shale, often graptolitic, with
imporlant calc-mudstone intervals and minor, thin units of
limestone eonglomcrate, calc-siltite and fine calc-arenite (fig.
45). Silicified and rather bituminous mudstones occur. Near
the main reefs platy limestones with resedirnented limestone
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breccias and conglomerates are eommon (fig. 46); more distant
exposurc are dominantly dark-weathering graptolitie shales
wilh. particularly in the north, important units ofsiltslones and
fine-grained grcywacke of the trough equencc. In same
places, for example at Kayser Bjerg, small bioherms are devel
oped; elsewherc the unit eontains large, isolated limeslone
bloek that rcprescnt cxotic material eroded off the surround
ing reers.

The one sub-unit recognised oeeurs adjacent to the Kap
Tyson reer. where abundant limestones in the sequenee pro
e1uce a transitional facies to reef flank deposits (fig. 47). Many
uch outcrops wcre deliminated during the photogrammetric

mapping in arcas whcre boundaries betwecn the reef and orr
reefal map units were particularly difficult to define.

The shale facies has an unknown but substantial

thickness; about 500 m is estimated for the eastern part

af thc arca. SOllth of Kap Tyson a littIe over 100 m of

Fig. 43. Well-bedeled reef tlank lime
stones with eongiomerates and ca Ic

muelstonc of thc Kap Tyson reef
cOl11plcx. Seelion, about 550 m thick,
forms a shallow syncline in the west
ern face of summit 9JO 111. 'Sun Mark
Mountain·. Regionallocation seen in
fig. I.
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Fig. 44. Irregular, inlerringering contact be
tween shale facie (5) and biosIrornat lime
stone eomplcx. In central oUlcrop shales are
ahout 100 m thick. South ide of central
Ilauge Bjerge.

off-reefat strata represents a stratigraphic etjuivalcnt of
over 400 m of reef core deposits (fig. 38A).

Age and earre/alion. The shale facies ean be referred
to the Peary Land Group of Hurst «(9RO). Based an
graptolites, eonodonts and shelly faunas from Kap Ty
son, 'Sun Mark Mountain' and Kayser Bjerg (Dawes &
Peel, 1984), the map unit is known to contain strata
from Early to Late Silurian (late Llanduvery to Ludlow)
age - thus having a stratigraphie range equivalent to the
Kap Tyson reet' complex.

The majority uf the sequence represents an off-reefal
facies af the upper slope and lope-platform margin,
and ean be referred to the Lafayette Bugt Formation.
However, certain lithologies resemble other units de
scribed by Hurst (1980) from Washington Land, i.e.
Cape Schuchert and Kap Lucie Marie Formations.
North of Haugc Bjerge the map unit inc!udes clastics

Fig. 45. 5hates and calc-mudstones of the off-reefal shale
facies (about 250 m thick) overlying biostrornaj timeslone

compJex. Soulhern side or cenlral Hauge Bjerge.

derived from the trough and correlations are suggested
with the northern succession. Mud tone, sIlede and fine
grained greywacke resembling unit 5 (Chester Bjcrg
Formation of Hurst & Surlyk, 1982) occur, and the
Wulff Land and Lauge Koch Land Formations might be
recognised with detailed tudy.

Fig. 46. LimeSlone breccio-congtomerale beds (X) within off
reefal shales. SOIJlh-we l 'Sun Mark MounIain'.



Fig. 47. Shales and platy limestones with

tahular Iimestoncs and conglomcratcs 
ma[J[JcJ as sub-unit of shale facics. Southern
'SUIl Mark Mountain'.
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Structurc

IJall Land exposes the southern marginal zone of the
North Greenland fold bel t that is eharacteri ed by

roughly east-west tectonic elements. Exposute in cen

tral Polaris Forland is poor and the actual passage from

folded to unfolded strata is not well displayed. o large

scalc faults have been detected at the margin and the

fold belt is autochthonous with respect to the homocli
nal platform. This structural pattern simulates that in
adjacent Nycboe Land where fjord-wall exposures il

Jllstrate the gradual incoming af structures towards the

north.

Regional structure

The regional structure af Hall Land is an asymmetric

synclinorium with a considerably steeper northern

llank; the broad strueture is controlled by the carbonate

platform that i assumed to form a continuous sub
stratum (fig. 48), Southerly dips in the upturned ucces

sion along the northern coast are up to 50°; the in

cJination of the homodinal platform is shallow but with

some steeper northern dips occurring in the clastic

strata north of Hauge Bjerge. The folded clastic strata

in the core af the synclinorium are characteri ed by

small to medium amplitude. open folds that show a
progres ive increase in deformation intensity north

ward '. These folds do not radically disturb the regional

disposition af rock units and their style sugge ts that

there is a decollement above the platform carbonate .

The lower two units of the clastic sequence are com
posed af argillaeeous lithologies and the decollement
horizon is presumably situated in this interval. eparat-

ing a warped eompetent platform from rclatively tightly
folded clastics above.

The carbonatc and clastic strata show varying strue
tural styles. The wcll-bedded clastic rocks have been

deformed essentiaIly by eoneentric folding with cleav

age devclopment; the underJying massive earbonates

how evidence of brittie fracturing and faulting. A sur

mi 'ed thrust in the cliffs west of Kap Ammen (fig. 25,
see below) may represent a surfaee expre'sion of the
decollement mentioned above.

The upturned strata along the northcrn eoast are part

of a linear beJt of steeply dipping to vertical strata that

ean be traced from Robeson Channel for more than 200

km to the east, and whieh represent the outhern limb

of a huge struerure - the Wulff Land anticline (Dawes,

1982). Larsen & E cher (19 5) interpreted this linear

belt in Nyeboe Land as representing the common limb

of a major fold pair; the yeboe Land syncline to the

south. the Wlllff Land anticline to the north. The up

turned strata form a tectonic zone that has a dominant
SW-NE trend. more or Ic" parallel to Robeson Chan
nel; inland the regional trend of major struetures is

more ea. terly, about WSW-ENE. These two trends

converge in north-western PoJaris Forland and may in

dicate a major fold closure in the area soutb of Kap

Porter or a structural discordance controlled at depth 
possibly by the early Palaeozoic platform margin
(Dawes. 1982: Hurst & Kerr, 1982).

Folds

Wcll-exposed ENE-trending folds in the mountains
we·t of 'Saint Anthony's ose' have an open, eoncen-
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Fig. 48. Schematic cro s-scetion of Hall Land to show tructural relation hip af northern and ollthern lIccessions and inferred
decollement level above carbonate platform. Line of section shawn in fig. 13.

tric style with mainly rounded hinges and more or lcss
upright axial planes (fig. 49). Variations to somewhat
angular cuspate hinges and to chevron folds occur, and
in thc south folds are more open with generally larger
wave-Iengths. Small-scale folds are typically dishar
monie (fig. 50).

Open folds compose much of the fold belt, but due to
poor exposure, representation of fold distribution on
the map is rather patchy. The folds have generally hori
zontal to shallow plunging axes with variations up to 25°
to the east and we t. Most of these folds are character
ised by northern and southern limbs of moderate, more
or tess similar dips; asymmetrical folds tend to have

steeper southcrn Iimbs in synforms and steeper north
em limb in antiforms (fig. 51); in the south the style of
the folds is monoclinal.

In the upturned strata along the northern coast,
northerly overturned to isoclina! folds oeCUf in which
limbs dip south parallel to the regional dip. Thcse stmc
tures have small to moderate wave-Iengths (up to 200
m) and they causc local strata I repetitions. The majority
of measurcd folds have shallow eastwards plunging
axes. Small-scale isoc1inal folds have been noted as far
south a Halls Grav. On balance the isoc1inal folds
appear to pre-date the main ENE open folds.

Zig-zag fold and kink band occur (figs 52 & 53);

fig. 49. Major ENE-WSW trending open fold in c1astic sequence. moulltains west of 'Saint Anthony's Nose'. View castward
towards Nyeboe Land. Lcngth of eClion along river valley is about 2 km.



rig. 50. Small-seale disharmonie folds in lhin-bedded sand
slone-shale turbidiles. Slyle varies from open to light ehevron
folds (al X). South of 'Saint Anthony's Nose'.

these appear to post-date the open folds, having devel
oped on major fold limbs.

Faults and joints

Three categories of linear fractures are shown on the
map; fault , joints and lineaments af uncertain origin.
Two prominent fault directions are north-soulh (vary

ing N W to N E), seen particularly in the platform,
and east-west. a trenel that is al o followeel by major
joints. Most faults mapped are high-angle structures
that seem to have involved only 'mali displacements.

ortherly-trcneling faults and joints are common

throughout northernmost Greenland and such strue

tures are late tectonic features. For example, Fridcrich

sen & Bcngaard (1985) describe from Peary Land a
steep crenulation cleavage, trending 1600 in places asso-
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rig. 52. Small-scale zig-zag folds in ripple-marketl calcareous
siltstone. South-east of 'Saint Anthony's No c'.

ciated with folds and kink , that they refer to the Eu
rekan (Cretaceous-Tertiary) deformation.

The contraction fault mentioned earlier in the Kap
Ammen cliffs, surmiseel from photographs and aenal
reconnai ance. appears to be a low-angle, southerly
dipping thrust that cuts the upper part af the carbanate

succession (fig. 54). Location of the dislocation plane in
the west within the massive reef earbonates i uncertain;
if present to the east of Kap Ammen it must be essen
tiaIly parallel to bedding.

Dislocations in the foleleel clastic strata in the ea

cliffs between Kap Lupton and Kap Porter and along

the ewman Bugt coa t, noted in 1965 from the air,
could not be recognised on aerial photographs and they
are not shown 011 the map. Li kewise Allaart (1965)

Fig.51. Slightly asymmetric open folds in thin
betItleJ santlstone-shale sequence. Coarse
E E trending fractures are axial planar sur
faces. West of 'Saint Anthony's Nose'.
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Fig. 53. Kink bands in fine
grained greywackc and shale.

Detail shows fraeture cleav
age surfaces with mall-scalc
displacemems. North-wcst of

'Teltbakken'.

reported some thin mylonite zones with steep to moder
ate dips in the fold helt, also not shawn an the map.

Small-seale distoeations are common on the limbs of
folds. Jointing ean be intense and in piaces outerops
show a eharaeteristie breakdown into long prismatie
fragments (fig. 55).

Cleavage and superimposed folding

Cleavage and brittie fraeturing is developed lJ1 the
upper clastic sequenee of the fold belt, particularly to
wards the north. Cleavage ean be closely spaeed in
fine-graineel )ithologies; more eompetent sandstone
beds are uncleaved or onty penetrated by irregular fis
sures (fig. 56).

Cleavage-fold relationships ean be eomplex (Allaart,
1965). A main cleavage direetion trending genera Ily
east-north-east is axial planar to the main open folds,
but in pIaces cleavage is superimposed ineongruously
aero's rolel Iimbs. Alaler cleavage i' also developed in
conncction with kink bands (fig. 53). Allaart (1965)
reports lhat in some plaees cleavage is folded by open
E E-trending folds.

C1eavage-fold relation hips, aJthough nol fully eluci
dated, indicate lhal the strata have been affected by
several phases af deformation. At least two, possibly
three, ages of folds exisl, with lhe kink bands repre
senting lhe YOllngcst struetures. In eertain areas in the
mOllntains west of 'Saint Anthony's Nose' superim
posed folding was inferred during the photogrammetrie
interpretation; chaotie slrllctllral measurements suggest
the interferenee of lwo eo-axial fold phases.

Metamorphism

Strata of the fold belt show the effect ol' dynamic
metamorphism - cleavage and fraeturing - but in a
regional metamorphic sense the rocks are non-meta
morphic. The southcrn boundary ol' the regional tec
tonic-metamorphic zone charaeterised by the incoming

.of muscovite is drawn in northernmost Hall Land
(Dawes & Peel, 1981). The cleavage development is
seen petrographieally in argillaceous lithologies as irreg
uJarly shaped, brown sinuous streaks along which sec
ondary sericite has erystallisecl.

Some rccrystallisation has oecurrecl along erush zones

Fig. 54. Cliffs hetween Kap Ammen
(KA) and Kap Portcr (KP) showing
localion of supposed thrust (black

dot-dash line). Lowcr and upper

cOlllacts uf unit 4 are hown in whitc:

thickening of ullit is probably duc to
hoth carbonatc buiklup dcvcloplllcnt
and lectonism. Highest sUl1ll1lit is

735 Jl1 high.
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Fig. 55. Typical outcrop of jointed mudstone brcaking down
into prismatie fragments. orthern Polaris Forland.

and thin teep mylonite zones, and lacally quartz and
carhonatc [orm impersistent vein and tension joint in

fillings.

Age of deformation

The youngest geosynclinal strata in Hall Land are of
I:Hest Silurian (Pridoli) or earliest Devonian age (fig.
23, section 2). The main Palaeozoic deformation is as
sumed to have taken place in the Devonian, possihly
extending into the Carboniferous. Sverdrup 8asin de
posits, unconformahly overlying [olded Lower Palaeo
zoie and Devonian rocks in Ellcsmere l land, restrict
tlle age of the late Palaeozoic (Ellesmerian) orogeny to

Fig. 56. Small-scalc E E-trending folds with axial plane cleav
age, dosely spaceu in muustone beus with coarser spaeing in
re istant sandstone beds. 'Saint Anthony's Nose'.

thi interval (Balkwill, 1978; Trettin & Balkwill, 1979;
Kerr, 1981).

Faulted and weakly folded Tertiary rocks on the west
ern side of Kennedy Channel have been affected by at
least three deformational phases a[ the Cenozoic (Eu
rekan) orogeny (Mayr & de Vries, (982). Faulted Terti
ary outcrops south-west of Lincoln Bay (fig. 3) are only
25 km distant from Hall Land and it is assumed that
Cenozoic deformation also affected Greenland (Haller
& Kulp, J962). In the absence of strata of Sverdrup
Basin age the differentiation of Jate Palaeozoic and
Cenozoic structures is problematical (Dawes, 1982;
Higgins et al., 1982).

Quaternary geology

Quaternary deposits form extensive oUtcrops in Hall
Land totally conccaling the Palaeozoic bed rock over
large arcas. Thc cntire peninsula was formerly ice-cov
ered and dcposits of several iee-advance· are preserved.

Six types of Quatcrnary deposits are rccogniscd on
the map: moraine, fluviatile-glaciofluvial, marine, la
cuslrine. colluvial and solifluction. Aeolian and perigla
cial features are represented hy syrn bob. Quaternary
deposits dominate the central lowland plain, some 500
km! in arca, which is composed of scveral map units

~.

flanked on the we t and east by prominent lateral mo
raine systems. Ground moraine, f1uviatile and glacioflu
vial dcposits occur over the northern and southcrn higb
lands, while marine strata outcrop along lhe low-Iying
parts of Polaris Bugt and Newman Bugt. Raised delta
terraces are developed at the mouth of major rivers
and important areas of alluvial depo its occur inland.
Periglacial activation, seen in the form of a patterned
ground and soliOuclion proces es, is widespreacl.
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Mapping principles and terminology

Explanation ol' the terminology used in the map leg
end is given in the descriptions of the map units that
follow. Map units have been ereeted on the basis ol'
'mode ol' formation', rather than an lithologieal or com
positional eriteria, and without emphasis on age. Thus,
apart from the separation ol' recent river det ritus as
'alluvium' - with the re ervation ol' the term 'fluviatile'
to cover generally older river aeeumulation - no dis
tinetion is made between age' ol' a partieular type ol'
deposit. For example, ground moraine and iee-margin
moraines have not been divided into 'older' , 'younger'
(i .e. last glaciation limit) or 'historic' categories.

There is appreeiable overlap between some ol' the
map units. As described earJier mueh of the mapping
has been accomplished photogrammetrieally - in man y
areas with very limited ground control. This, added to
the fact that there exist natural transitions between sev
eral rock units. has led to arbitrary boundaries in many
place . Hence. in areas where ice-Iaid aecumulation
have been reworked to varying degrees by glaciofluvial
processes, recognition ol' deposits as moraine or Ollt
wash is difficult. A similar problem ol' definition applies
in the case ol' collllvial, solifluction and alluvial deposits.
The geologicaj processes producing these deposits
merge alld it proved impossible to differentiate cate
gorically between deposits produced by gravity, ground
water or river action.

Glacial deposits and feature

Hall Land is al present virtuaIly iee-free. Erraties and
moraines indieate that the land was formerly totaUy ice
covered. Glacigene deposits, hoth moraines and melt-

water accumulations, are widespread and form promi
nent part. ol' the urficial cover.

On the map sheet iee-laid deposit are divided into
two main categories: undiffercntiated moraine and iee
margin moraines. These mar units also include some
meJtwater deposits. but prominent glacioflllvial out
crops have been mapped separatelyand are described in
the seetion on river deposits. A third map unit, rubble,
is recognised in high land areas.

Moraine, undifferentiated

This unit. comprising mainly ground moraine ar gla
cial tiH (drift), form' the most extensive SlIrficial strata
an the map. The deposits are typieally unsorted and
non-stratified, varying from relatively fine-grained lith
ologies, boulder eJay and silt, to deposits having a high
percentage ol' cobbles and boulders. The deposits vary
markedly in thickness from locality to locality.

On the high/and regions glacial till forms a thiek man
tie draped over bedrock topography (figs 25 & 57). For
the mo t part the till has a rather level to undulating
surface that i affected by periglacial processes; in same
area broad. smooth ridges af low relief occur. In many
vallcys and an the lower slope ol' hills the deposits are
commonly several metres thiek; same valley accumu
lations, although af irregular thiekness, aften reach 10
m or more. Above 40G-500 m altitude, till is eharacter
istically thinner and more eattered in distribution.
At the highe taltitudes. along the northern coast and in
Hauge Bjerge, deposits have not sufficient thiekness or
consistency to be mapped, although crratic blocks oc
cur.

The ground moraine map unit contains areas of gla
eiofluviai material. These dcposits are poorly stratified
but outcrops showevidence af water abrasioll. Promi-

Fig. 57. Ground moraine mantIc on north
em highland platcau: poor bcd rock cxpo
ures in background. Blocks are diver c

limcslones wilh some cryslalline rocks: light
lime lone block in middle distance is about 3
macross.



Fig. 58. View northwards across the western part of lowland
plain silOwing low moraine ridges separatcd by paie marine
strata with fluviatile and outwash fan dcposits in foreground.
Scale: about 1 km across fan.

nent areas of such deposit oeeur, in association with
drift, in the central part of the southern uplands be
tween Hauge Bjerge and the Inland lee (fig. 1).

Davie (1972) drew a distinction between the glacial

cover north and south of the central plain; the northern

highlands were e1esignated an area of 'morainal ridges' ,
the southern highianeIs were described as 'till-covered
uplands·. This distinction is probably not so mllch due
to original depositional character, but rather that the
moraine on the southern uplands and plateau has been

generally more severely reworked by glaciofluvial proc
esses.

an lhe centrallowland plain, south and west of 'Mon
urnen t', ice-laicl e1eposits display undulating topographic

expression, mainly in the form of mounds and low
rounded ridges (fig. 58), and the region is charaeterised

by many dried-up lakes. The moraine forms a thick,

continuous cover and. apart from in the north where the
outcrops abut on bedrock, the substratum is not een.
Marine clay and sil t overlie moraine in some areas, and
in the north a series of prominent shore-lines are pre
served. In the east and west the deposits grade into
prominent marginal moraines; to the north and south

there is a passage into thiek f1uviatile and mcltwater fan

depo 'it .
Much of the glacial till mapped on the lowland plain

may represent hummocky ground moraine or ancient

marginal moraine considerably modified by glacioflu

vial, glaciomarine and glaciolacustrine processes.
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Rubble

This map unit is u ed for small areas of bedrock

debris that charaeteristically contain glacial erratic
block . Rubble oceurs in the northern coastal moun
tain' and I lauge Bjerge where the surface is eommonly
composed af a thin veneer of loose, angular rock frag
ments that have been derived primarily by frost shaIler

ing of bedroek (fig. 16). This frost-derived debris ean be

mixed with varying amounts of glacial material, and an
lower 'Iopes tllere is a gradation into ground moraine.

lee-margin moraines

lee-margin (terminal and Jateral) moraines are wide
spread forming prominent features of the landscape.
Such deposits occur on all sieles of the peninsula, viz.
around the western, northern and eastern coasts, as well

as on the central plain, over 20 km from the nearest
coast (fig. 59). Thc major deposits are old moraines that
are totally divorced from their ice source. Reeent or
historie moraines occur in association with the present
Inland lee margin.

A heavy red line is lIsed on the map to denote the
crest location af any linear morainie feature. The 'ym

bol covers a variety of structures: from well demareated

N

Kap Sumner m
Kap Ammen m.
Ne.....man Bugt m.
Pol ans Bugt m.
Petermann F lord m
Monument m.

25km

Fig. 59. Localion af the main marginal moraine systems of Hall
Land. Escarpments bordering the central lowland plain are
shown by dOlted line; Jnland Jee shawn by dotted signature.
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Fig. 60. Vicw from north
over 'Gråstcnclv' delta show
ing ewman Bugt l1loraine
system with master ridge (M)
and smaller distal ridges, with

associated marine silt and

clay. Aerial photograph
546B-5. 11701. copyright
Geodctic In titlIle.

but mali and often isolated ridges whieh may have
widths narrower than that depieted by the size of the red
line, to major embankment and elongated mounds
over l km in width.

The majority of the linear features are interpreted as
iee-Iaid deposits marking former frontal positions af iee
masses - for the most part valley glaeiers. However,
certain linear features may represent iee-eontact depos
its, e.g. kames or eskers formed by subglacial or cngla
cial streams. One such area occurs about 6 km east of
'Monument', where a group of well-defined ridges form
an irregular outerop pattern. IndividuaI ridges vary
from over 100 m to 10-15 m wide. One ridge increases
from JO m to 50 m in width over a distance af about l
km.

Oid moraines

The six major occurrences mapped are here named
after nearby geographical features: the Polaris Bugt,

Newman Bugt, 'Monument'. Kap Sumner, Kap Am
men and Petermann Fjord moraines (fig. 59). The three
first-named moraines have been discussed in the early
literature (e.g. Koch, 1928a,b; Davies et al., 1959;
Weidick, 1971); the othcrs were mapped during the
present work.

Po/aris Bugt and Newman Bugt moraines. These are
discussed together; they have the a peet of mirror image
moraines flanking opposite sides of the central plain.
Both ean be traeed for about 25 km and they constitute
prominent morphological feature forming 'high land'
barriers enclosing the flat central part of the plain (figs
19 & 60). Both are composed of several ridges and
mounds forming arCllate moraine system ub-parallel
to the re peetive coasts. Eaeh system is dominated by a
master ridge, very much larger and more continuou
than associated ridges.

The master ridge - are similar in morphology, size and
structure. They are characterised by fairly smooth, sub
rounded erests and shaJlow sides; spot heights on the



Fig. 61. Northern part uf Po
laris Bugt moraine sySle m
showing maSler ridge and ti

distal ridge (X-X) wilh ma
rine silts overiying ridge
f1anks. Summit of master
ridge is about 75 m above
Atka Elv.
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map indicate that (he highest parts of lhe crest are
comparable at 126 m and 130 m a.s.l., respeetivcly.
80th have a lenglh of about 15 km and are about 1.5 km

across in their widest part.
The Po/aris Bugt moraine system has a maximum

widlh of about 5 km. In its central part it is formed
solcly by the ma ter ridge which is flanked hy extensive
outerops of marine and glaciofluvial sediments (figs 19
& 61). The system ean be traeed from Hauge Bjerge

whcre small i olated ridges abut on the mountain
f1anks, aeross the plain as a broad embankment and
onLO the northern highland '. The master ridge abuts at
abuut 125 maltitude against lhe northern searp and
eontinues as a narrow ridge for 8 km across lhe high
lands reaehing about 300 m a.s.l. (fig. 59). In its north

emmost extenl, the moraine has an areuate form elosing

to the north. and it is hown an the map as terminating

on Ob ervatory Bluff. Thi distribution of the Polaris
Bugt moraine is at varianee with the eonelusion of Eng
land (19R5) who Slre ses that the mora ine is eonfined to
the central lowland plain rising only to a lillie over 100
m a.s.1. (for discussion, scc Quaternary history seetion

latcr). No morainie ridges have becn identified along
the cliffs towards Kap LupLOn (as suggcsted by Weidick,
1971), although this arca has not been investigated in
the fickl.

The Newman Bugt moraine system ha a maximum

width of ncarly 10 km and is bordered on the west by

'Gråstenelv' . an its distal side is a broad arca of irreg
ular and undulating topography eomposed af morainie

muunds and discontinuolls ridges (figs 20 & 60). These
inland mora ines are assuciated with an cxtensivc area af
outwa h. and outerops show evidenec of water abrasion

and modil"ication by glaciofluvial processes.

In the outh the moraine peters out some 5 km from
Kayser Bjerg as small i olated low ridges and elongated
outcrops; in this area the moraine is cut by several rivers
llowing into Newman Bugt which ex pose bcdrock. The
masler ridge ean be traced northwards as a broad em

bankment for about 15 km, as far as 'Grå tenelv' , where

it is overlain by fluviatile terraee . To the north the ridge
is markedly narrower and less pronouneed. To the west
and north-west the moraine has the form of a belt uf
small, rather discontinuous ridges associated with ma
rine and glaeiofluvial sediments and a broad area of

undulating moraine. These ridge abut against and form

a sub-parallel border to the southern escarpment of the
northern highjands.

The termination of the Newman Bugt moraine along
the northern high lands essentiaily closing off the eastern
side of the central lowland plain. is at varianee with the
work of England (1985) who terminates the moraine at

the 'Gråstenelv' about 3 km from the southern escarp
ment. This has important implieations for lhe deglacia
tion and marine history of the region (for discussion, see
'ections on marine dcposits and features, and Qua
ternary history).

The Polaris Bugt and Newman Bugt moraines show a

lithological range comparable to that displayed by the
'moraine, undifferentiated' map unit. Where exarnined
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by the writer, in the area of Atka Elv and 'Gråstenelv'
- valleys, the moraine is eharaeterised by an abundance of

coarse bloek - pebble to boulder size and of varying
composition - set in a varying sand-silt-clay ad mixture.
Clays and silts are intimately assoeiated and many sec
tions show mixing of morainic material with fossilif

erous silt of marine or glaciomarine origin. The mo
raines are overlain both on the seaward and inland
side, by silt and clay and also by fluvial and outwash
deposit " and both moraine how the effeets of mod
i1'ication by glaeiomarine and glaciofluvial processes.

The reader is rcferred to England (1985) for strati
graphie detail.

As originally suggested by Koch (1928a, b; fig. 7) the
two moraine systems represent terminal moraines to
major glaciers that formerly occupied the Petermann
Fjord - Hall Basin and Newman Bugt depressions. Cor
responding moraines depicting the eastern termination

of the ewman Bugt glacier are present in Nyeboe
Land, and moraine on Reynolds ø is interpreted as an
end moraine to a more southcrly glacier position (W. E.
Davies, personal communication, 1980). In view of the
height of the marine limit (at about 125 m, 'ee below)
and association with marine depo its, the moraines are
regarded as having been deposited - at Ieast in part - in

submarine conditions (England, 1985; Kelly & Ben
nike, 1985). However, parts of the moraines, for exam
plc the high altitude northern section of the Polaris Bugt
moraine, were deposited ubaerially. The two moraine
systems displayevidence of water abra ion, and marine
shells have been collected on both master ridges (Eng
land, 1985; O. Bennike, personal communication,
1984).

'Monument' moraines. The 'Monument' moraines, as
defined here, rder to all iee-margin deposits in the
central plain distal to the Polaris Bugt and Newman
Bugt moraines (fig. 59). They form part of the 'modified
morainal ridge' terrain of Davies (1972). Although sub
parallel to the Polaris - Newman Bugt systems, the
'Monument' moraines are con idered separately on ac
count of contrasting morphology.

The map displays four north-south trending morainic
outeraps separated by mainly marine deposits. Only the
outer two have been mapped as ice-margin moraines.
The inner two, south and south-west of 'Monument',
are of much less pranounced topography; they may
repre ent ice-margin moraine of the same system, or
remnants of an extensive hummocky ground moraine
mantie.

The two outer outcraps are low relief, sinuou ridge
standing 10-20 m above the general levelof the plain
(fig. 62). The eastern ridge is the most pronounced - ilS
summit reaches above 120 m a.s.1. Both ridges have

Fig. 62. View northward over western ridge af 'Monument'
moraine illll trating shallow relief, sinllous form and associ
ation with marine strata. Raised shorelines are just visible on
ridge f1anks. Seale: middle distance i about 2 km across.

smooth, rounded surfaees and are composed of cobbles

and pebbles of varying composition set in a sand-silt
matrix. The poorly sorted material of the eastern ridge
grades into the glaciofluvial sands and gravels 01' the
'Gråstenelv' outwash plain. Marine silts overlie parts ol'
both ridges and raised horelines up IO 116 m in altitude
are preservcd on their flanks and upper urfaces.

The 'Monument' moraines are interpreted as lateral
moraines to ice mas es that occupied the western and
castern sides of the central plain; as such they must
pre-date the Polaris - Newman Bugt moraine systems.
However, whether they represent older stages of these
two systems or a substantially older glacial event is
uncertain (see discussion later).

Kap Sumner moraine. This moraine is situated near
the northem tip of Hall Land, south-east ol' Kap Sum
nel' (fig. 59). It is eomposed of several broad, low relief,
sub-angular ridges rising from a broad man tie of mo
raine. The ridges can be traced along the coastal cliffs in
a braad arcuate form for about 7 km. The farthest
inland ridge i about 2.5 km from the coast and the
highest part i above 300 m a.s.1. The mora ine is primar
ily composed of a coarse boulder clay with ome grav
els, and on its distal ide there is a transition into poorly
sorted glaciofluvial deposits. The urfaee of both types
ol' deposit are characterised by widespread patterned
ground.

The Kap Sumner moraine repre ents a lateral (?ter
minal) moraine to a glacicr that formerly occupicd ew
man Bugt. It may represcnt the distal expression of the



Fig. 63. The Kap
Ammen moraine; A:
general view silOwing
'The Gap' and location

of moraine; dotted line

is on the distai ide of
ridge. A-B marks the
well-preserved sectiun
where the ridge
approaches 30 m high.
Aerial photograph
546B-N, .11745,
copyright Geodetic
Institllte; B: detail of
moraine ridge B-C with
proxirnal side to right.

Kap
Ammen
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soulhcrly dcrived glacial advance that produced the
ewman Bugt moraine although it has been eorrelated

with lateral moraines of the central lowland plain 
'Monument' moraines of this paper (Weidick. 1972; sec
fig. 88). Conver ely the moraine could theoretically rep
resent the outermost deposits of an iee ma of a north
ern source (see discussion later).

Kap Ammen moraine. This moraine, situatcd in the
coastal mounlains south of Kap Ammen, is composed
of a single, narrow ridge of fresh morphology (fig. 63).
The moraine outcrops in the main valley that reaches
Robeson Channel as a pronounced break in the steep
cliffed eoastline ('The Gap') and on the sides af thc
broad western tributary valley. Thc moraine outcrops
across the head of lhis valley and ean be traced north
wards where it reaches an altitude of 540 m on the
coastal cliffs (O. Bennike & M. Kelly, personal commu
niealion, 1984).

The moraine is best preserved where it crosses the
main valley at about 300 maltitude, some 4.5 km in
land; here the ridge is over 100 m in width and reaehes a
height af over 25 m with a sharp angular crest and
asymmetrical form (fig. 63). Where preserved as rem-_
nants it forms a narrow embankment that peters out to a
thin vencer of moraine debri .

The moraine eonsists of coarse polymict debris, cob
bles wilh some boulder thaI reaeh l m in size, set in a
variable but main ly fine-grained silt-clay matrix. Boul
der eomposition is of three main categories: a carbonate
grollp of dark and light dolomites and limestones, in
cluding fossiliferous Onlovieian-Silurian type, a cla tic
group including ealcareoll sandstones, arkoses and
some ehert, and a metamorphic grollp, including a
range of gnei e, granites and amphibolites.

The Kap Ammen moraine is interpreted as a terminal
mora ine to a former glaeier thaI encroached on Hall
Land from the north, an ice mass that may have been
derived from an Ellesmere Island rather than Green
land ouree (Dawes, 1977; see diseussion laler).

Petelmann Fjord moraine. This moraine system oc
curs in the south-western part of the map Oanking Pe
termann Fjord (fig. 59). It is composed of a eries of
sub-parallel morainic ridges and elongated outcrops
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that ean be traeed for about 10 km along the outer eoast
and for 11 km up the valley east of Offley
ø, where the moraine terminates in areuate outerop .
Ridges along Petermann Fjord reaeh 400 m a.s.1.; in the
north several short ridges abut on the southern flanks of
Hauge Bjerge at about 300 m.

The iee-margin features vary from diserete, rather
sub-angular narrow ridges, like some of those in the
valley (fig. 64) to broad, rather smooth low embank
ments sueh a the largest outerop on the top af the cliffs
along Petermann Fjord. The moraines are generally
eomposed of unsorted eoar e graveis, but in the valley,
iee-margin features are assoeiated with prominent gla
eiof/uvial deposits whieh in same pIaces are developed
as kame terraees (fig. 69).

The sub-parallel morainie ridges outline the shape of
a former iee mass that oeeupied Petermann Fjord and
from whieh an ea terly glaeier lobe penetrated far in
land south of Hauge Bjerge. This interpretation is at
variance with England (1985) who regards morainal
ridges in this valley as deposits from an iee advanee
from the outlet glaeier in the east. It seems probable
that the Petennann Fjord mora ine was forrned during
the same glacial stage that produeed the Polaris Bugt
moraine. The most distal ridges are si tuated less than 5
km from the present lnland lee margin; an indieation
that the moraine dates from a relatively late stage in the
glacial evolution, i.e. post-dating any substantial lluetu
at ions in the extent of the lnland lee.

Other iee-margin moraines situated approximately
mid-way between Petermann Fjord and the lnland lee
margin are of uneertain affiliation. They may represent
distal deposits of the Petermann Fjord moraine or mark
a previous position of the lnland lee margin.

rig. 64. Ridge of Pelermann Fjord
moraine system; blocks are predominanlly
lime lOne. View weslwards to Kap Tyson.

!liSfOric moraines

Historie iee-marginal moraines form relatively mali
outerop eompared to the older moraines described
above. These moraines oeeur on, and adjaeent to, the
lnlane! lee, and also separated from the iee margin.

The most prominent moraines of this type shown on
the map are severaJ relatively narrow but eontinuous
zones of mixed glacial debris that oeeur within, and
parallel to. the margin of the lnland lee both at the
outer margin and around nunataks (fig. 65). These mo
raines are predominantly campo. ed of eoarse graveI
and cobbles with minor amounts af sand. They form
fairly angular ridges and elongated mounds that may
reaeh over IO m in height but whieh grade into areas
eomposed of a thin veneer af graveI and eobbles an the
iee surface. The majority of these features are regarded

Fig. 65. Recent shear moraine along Inland Ice margin.
View is easl lowards the ea tern glacial lobe Wilh nunalak on
right.



as shear moraines (W. E. Davies, personal communi
cation, 1980).

Some gravel ridges situated on bedrock flanking the
Inland Ice margin represent glacial or fluvioglacial de
bris. Certain small, discontinuous ridges to the west of
the north-western outlet glacier of the Inland Ice are up
to 2 km from the ice margin. These represent terminal
moraines to a former position of this outlet glacier,
although the age of these moraines is unknown.

Two other areas probably contain important Recent ice
margin moraines. These are two valleys adjacent to the present
ice margin; the western valley is parallel to the ice margin (fig.
1), the eastern one stretches eastwards from the eastern glacial
lobe. These valleys have not been investigated in the field, but
they probably contain much more glacial material than de
picted on the map. The outcrops in the lower reaches of these
valleys contrast markedly with the stratified limestone that
forms the bedrock. Little stratification is seen and outcrops are
characterised by slumping. These deposits have been tenta
tively mapped as fine-grained bedrock with a subsidiary cover
of moraine. However, without field control it proved generally
difficult to distinguish photogeologically between poorly ex
posed, fiat-Iying shale and mudstone and some glacial or gla
ciofiuvial deposits. These valleys probably contain important
surficial deposits that represent ice-margin features to the pre
sent Inland Ice.

Glacial erratics

The presence of glacial erratics in Hall Land has been
known since the first expeditions to the region (Davis,
1876; Bessels, 1879; Feilden, 1895). From their wide
spread distribution, Koch (1928a) suggested that the
Inland Ice reached as far as the Lincoln Sea during the
glacial maximum. Later observations (e.g. Davies,
1961a) have supported this conclusion.

Glacial erratics are of both 'local' sedimentary bed
rock and crystalline rocks that are foreign to Hall Land
and environs. Erratics of the latter type are in general
small and boulders above 1 m across are rare; on the
other hand limestone erratics above this size are com
mon. The largest erratic noted, east of 'Monument' , is a
crudely circular block of limestone about 20 macross.
This displays congelifraction break-down surfaces and
resembles a tor.

Erratics occur in all three physiographic provinces
demonstrating that land-derived ice has covered the
entire area. Erratics are present at around 800 m a.s.l.
on the summit of Chester Bjerg along the northern
coast and also at comparable heights in Hauge Bjerge.
As yet, no erratics have been located at higher eleva
tions. The rounded form of Kayser Bjerg (at 1100 m the
highest peak in Hall Land), matching that of other
summits, strongly suggests that the peak was also com
pletely ice covered. This is supported by the regional
distribution of glacial erratics (Koch, 1928a; Prest,
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1952; Davies, 1961a); for example, erratics occur on the
summit of Windham Hornby Bjerg, a peak at about
1150 m a.s.l. in northern Hendrik ø (fig. 2; Koch,
1928a), and on other high peaks along the coast (Kelly
& Bennike, 1985) - locations over 100 km from the
present ice margin.

A critical feature of the glacial block distribution is
the presence on the northern highlands and on the
central plain (figs 18 & 57) of a variety of limestone
lithologies that can be matched with Silurian formations
composing the carbonate platform to the south. This
indicates a mainly southerly provenance. Indication of
the former presence of far-travelled ice masses - in
contrast to local ice-cap regimes - is provided by 'for
eign' erratics. These are almost entirely crystalline base
ment erratics, although rare sandstone erratics (of un
known age) of a type not present in the Silurian deep
water clastic sequence of northern Hall Land, occur on

the southern upland plateau.

The eryslalline erralies form an important component of the
ground moraine and are present in all six marginal moraine
systems. A wide variety of rocks are represented: granites and
gneisses with subsidiary metabasic rocks and rare dolerite.
These inelude veined and banded gneiss, and rather homoge
neous gneiss and granite, indicating a source of essentiaIly
amphibolite facies metamorphic terrain. Main rock types are
reddish to pink leucocratic granite, grey microgranite, grey
granitic gneiss, pink feldspar porphyroblastic gneiss and red
veined gneiss. Biotite is the main mafic mineral of the gneiss
granite suite; hornblende is present in some rock types. The
metabasic erratics inelude homogeneous rocks and strongly
foliated varieties, and range from hornblende-plagioelase am
phibolites to pyribolitic rocks containing biotite and pyroxene.
Garnet can be present in both gneisses and metabasic rocks.

The nearest outcrops of plutonic rocks, representing the
most northerly outcrops of the Greenland shield, occur at the
head of Victoria Fjord, some 400 km to the east of Hall Land
where they form the Victoria Fjord arch (fig. 8; Dawes &
Soper, 1973). Precambrian basement also outcrops in the
Humboldt Gletscher region 500 km to the south-west. The
crystalline erratics on Hall Land are comparable in lithology
and metamorphic grade to the granodiorite orthogneiss-granite
complex of the Victoria Fjord arch (Dawes, 1978; Henriksen &
Jepsen, 1985). Only one rock in the existing collection (GGU
83482) cannot be matched with a rock type from this area. This
is a granulite facies foliated metabasite containing orthopyrox
ene. Pyroxene-bearing metabasic rocks are known from In
glefield Land (Koch, 1933; Dawes, 1972, 1976).

Davies (1961a) has drawn attention to the widespread occur
rence of a pink leucogranite in the drift of northern Greenland
(Melville Bugt to Peary Land, fig. 2) which he refers to an in
silu outcrop of a similar granite in the Thule district. Pink
granite erratics also occur on Hall Land; the rock is essentiaIly
composed of plagioelase (altered), potash feldspar, (micro
eline, perthite) quartz and muscovite (GGU 83479). Christie
(1967) also records the same rock among erratics on adjacent
Ellesmere Island and suggests aGreenland source. This was
assumed to lie under the Inland Ice, rather than in the Pre
cambrian areas of the Thule district or southern EllesmereIs
land which "would require a trunk glacier fiowing northward
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through the Kennedy Channel" for which there was otherwise
no evidence (Christie, 1967, p. 8). Recent geological work in
Greenland supports this conclusion; in situ red-pink granites
are known to occur at the head of Victoria Fjord and in
Inglefield Land.

Glacial erosion features

The gross morphology of Hall Land is essentiaIly a
reflection of bedrock composition rather than the gla
cial epoch. However, glacial erosion has severely mod
ified the landscape; the land surface is characterised by
smooth, rounded hill forms, and many valleys, partic
ularly in the southern uplands, have a typical U-shaped
profile.

Erosional features, such as glacial striae are reported
in the early literature (Coppinger, 1877; Feilden, 1878;
Bessels, 1879); Feilden & De Rance (1878, p. 567)
remark that "the whole of Offley Island is traversed by
glacial planings, scorings, and groovings from summit to
sea-Ievel". Erosional phonomena are mainly developed
on the competent limestone terrain of the south, al
though roches moutonnees are seemingly rare.

The inner parts of Newman Bugt and Petermann
Fjord are characterised by glacially eroded, high, steep
limestone walls, while along the precipitous cliffs of
Robeson ChanneI several hanging valleys occur, indi
cating considerable glacial deepening of this waterway.
Inland, Davies (1972) draws attention to one particular
area of 'channelIed uplands' south of 'Saint Anthony's
Nose', due to erosion by incised glacial streams.

Western North Greenland is characterised by a
NNW-trending fjord direction; Hall Land is bounded by
two such fjords. This pattern suggests tectonic control.
Northerly trending faults and joints are common in the
Hall Land - Nyeboe Land - Hendrik ø region; A. K.
Higgins (personal communication, 1980) reports that
structures of this trend are widespread in western Peary
Land. Hurst & Kerr (1982b) commented on the paral
lelism between the fjord direction and certain crush
zones in Washington Land and concluded that the fjords
represent major lineaments controlled by fracture or
fault zones. Whatever the primary control, Newman
Bugt and Petermann Fjord have developed by deepen
ing and widening of depressions by glacier action.

Fluviatile and glaciofluvial deposits

River deposits form a prominent part of the surficial
cover; three groups are recognised on the map: allu
vium, fluviatile and outwash.

An attempt has been made to adhere to the tradi
tional definition of alluvium for deposits laid down dur-

ing comparatively recent geological time. Thus the 'allu
vium' map colour is used for deposits at the active
deposition levelof a river; in contrast, the 'fluviatile'
map unit covers a wider variety of generally older de
posits. This differentiation into 'recent' and 'old' cate
gories is, however, not everywhere strictly upheld. For
example, detritus on the floors of some upland and
seasonal 'dry' valleys, or some of the inland delta fans,
may represent ancient alluvium and have an age compa
rabIe to, or older than, some river terrace deposits
included in the fluviatile unit.

The third map unit, outwash, is reserved for promi
nent areas of ancient glaciofluvial deposits, associated
with the Atka Elv and 'Gråstenelv' drainage systems.

Alluvium

Alluvial deposits have been mapped in three main
settings: on the floors of valleys, as deltas at the mouths
of major rivers, and as cones and fans at major breaks
of slope. Alluvial detritus varies markedly in character
with setting and also with the rock type of the catchment
area.

Valley floor deposits

These deposits vary from narrow and relatively thin outcrops
along watercourses in the northern and southern highlands, to
extensive, thick deposits forming the broad alluvial plains of
the two major rivers - Atka Elv and 'Gråstenelv' . These rivers
are typical alluvial rivers; water flows in braided channels
within a flood plain where the alluvium has a depth at least
equal to the scour of the melt season flooding (fig. 66).

Much of the detritus in stream beds, on valley floors and on
flood plains is coarse sand and gravel with rounded pebbles and
cobbles of mainly local derivation. In the meandering rivers
crossing extensive areas of marine strata on the central plain,
finer grained detritus, silty sand to mud, forms alluvial banks;
in contrast, in many deeply incised mountain rivers coarse
alluvium contains a high percentage of cobbles and boulders
washed out from ground moraine.

Alluvial deltas

Deltas occur at all major river mouths on the eastern and
western coasts; even small rivers, some less than l km from
source to mouth, occurring along the low-Iying, central parts of
Polaris Bugt and Newman Bugt, display small alluvial fans and
deltas. The northern coast is characterised by an absence of
deltas, presumably due to strong currents and drifting ice in
Robeson Channe!.

The main deltas have braided streams cut several metres
below the lowest marine terraces (fig. 17). The alluvium is
generally composed of sand and silt, with coarser fractions of
gravel with pebbles and cobble, that grade seawards into pro
delta fans.



Fig. 66. Braided middle reae-
hes of Atka Elv showing
broad alluvial plains and nu
viatile terraees. View towards

northern highland with Pola

ris Bugl moraine visible.

Alluvial cones and fans

The e features oeeur in lwo main inlanel loeations: at trib
utary junetions in fairly sleep-sieleel valleys on the northern and
outhern highianeIs, and alung the E-W searps that bound

these highland regions from the central plain. Valley eones and
fans are generally smalJ. but coaleseing fans ean oecur along
valley sides or across their floors. The largest fans are at the
base uf the two scarp lines; those in the north form a prominenl
fan line from Thank God Harbour to north-west of the 'Gri'lste
nelv' delta; those in the south are genera Ily smaller in size. In
the central part of lhe nurthern scarp several large, low relief
fan deltas are present, and one area, north of 'Monument', is
develnped as an alluvial slope or apron some 8 km wide - a sort
of miniature bajada (fig. 67).

Fluviatile deposits

This map unit includes all river detritus not otherwise
categorised as recent alluvium; it includes many areas af
glaciofJuvial deposits. In addition the f1uviatile map col
our is used for the 'marine' delta terraces present at
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major river mouths; for convenience these terraee sys
tems are deseribed in the section on marine deposits.
Many af the inland fiuviati!e deposits oceur in as oei
ation with terrace systems.

River terraces

lcrraees are well developed along all main rivers, prominent
examples oeeurring along 'Gråstenelv' from its souree at the
Inland lee to its moulh. along stretches of Atka Elv and in the
river valley east nf Offley ø. Alnng many rivers several promi
nent terraee or beneh levels oecur (fig. 66); in places they are
developed in a tiered sy tem simulating the marine delta ter
races. The terraees have even surfaees, stope downstream and
ean be up to severaJ tens af metres above the present river.

On the west side of 'Gråstenelv' an extensive rai ed plain, up
to 3 km wide. forms a very prominent feature of the lanelseape
(fig. 20). This is dissecled by shallow drainage channels (fig.
83). The plain has extremely shallow relief with a flat surface,
suitable for heavy aireraft landing; the 'Pileheden' airstrip is
sited here (fig. 68; Needleman (![ al., 1961).

The fluviatile deposits vary wide ly in Iithology: from coarse
gravel and sand to silt and, less commonly, mud. Many ter-

Fig. 67. Major alluvial fan at
the northern scarp, north nf
·Monument·. Widlh af view
across alluvial slope is about

4 km.
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races, including lhe marine delia terraces. are eomposed of
suhrounded lo rounded pebbles and cobhles in a silty sand or
silt matrix. Pcbbles and eobbles generally vary in size up to 15
cm; boulders up to 50 cm oecur, but larger sizes are rare. The
'Gråstenelv' raised plain is eharacterised by having a generally
finer grain size than many of the lowcr river tcrraccs and the
delta terraces; cobhles or bnulders are rare. The surface nf the
plain is composed main ly of a sandy soil charaeteriscd by
large-seale polygon strueture (fig. 68). Aeeording to Davies et
al. (1959) lhe upper 15 cm of the 'Pileheden' airstrip ranges
from very fine andy silt to poorly graded gravel-sand-silt
mixtures.

Glaciofluvial deposits

an the northern highlands and southern llplands. south of
Hauge Bjerge, gJaeioflllvial grave I and sand show varying reJa
tionships to the present drainage pattern. Some deposits asso
ciated with benehes and kame terraee are related to present
water eourses, although in thiekness and exten t several out
erops are out of proportion IO lhe size of Ihe exisling river. an
the southern uplands sorne deposits are situated severaI
hundred metres abovc the present river, while other uutcrops
apparenlly show lillie or no relationship to present drainage.

Fig. 68. 'Gråstenelv' rai ed tluviati1e plain
showing hallow drainage ehannels and
polygonal ground. View is south-west with
river on Icft. Tyre marks dclimils
'Pileheden' airstrip aboul 1500 m long; hul
on exlreme righl is ahoul 8 m Iong.

These coarse dcposits are interprcted as glaeiofluvial detritus
laid down during a pcriod of active glacial retreat. High melt
ing and a fairly rapid ehange in the nature and position of the
iee front wouJd enable outwash to be depo 'ited by mcltwater in
estahlished valleys, but also by relatively short-lived iee-margin
streall1s that would be abandoned before the produetion of
marked topographie expression.

Importan( glaeiotluvial depo its outerop in benehes and
kame terraces in many river valleys on the northern highlands,
e.g. the valleys nowing into the SUll1ner delta sOllth-east of Kap
Sumner, and on the southern uplands, e.g. the valley stretehing
from the Inland lee to the Tyson delta, east of Offley ø (figs 69
& 78). The surfaee of the gravels in the latter valley is irregular;
mounds and ridges oeeur whieh probably represent ice-contact
deposits (fig. 70). Thermokarst topography characterises the
outcrops (fig. 86).

Outwash deposits

Glaciol1uvial sand and gravcls with minor silts form

substantial areas associated with the lower reaches of

Atka Elv and 'Gråstenclv' . Thc dcposits form cxtcnsivc

outwash plains af smooth relief dcvclopcd in closc asso-

Fig. 69. Tiered terraee system developcd in
glaciofluvial graveis; present river is in lime-
tone gorge in roreground. Terraccs bchind

are ridges ol' the Petermann Fjord rnorainc
with lilllestonc bcdrock in left background.
Valley east of Oft1ey ø.



Fig. 70. Glaciof1uvial gravels showing
kame-like mound lOpography. Valley east
of Offley ø, view towanJs Kap Tyson.
Scale: person arrowed.
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ciation with the Polaris Bugt and Newman Bugt mo
raines. Thc map unit covers a range of deposils from the

terraccd accumulalions laid down by meltwater
streams, to morainie materiaI that has been substan
tially reworked, wa hed or levelled.

Alka deposils

These deposits are dominated by a major outwash fan, more
than 5 km across, developed on the landward side of Atka Elv.
This fan is cornposed main ly of dark weathering gravels that
outcrop in several, smooth-surfaced terraees; the fan has an
abrupt, in places steep, cantact with marine sediments (fig.
71). On the seaward side of Atka Elv, outwash has a much
more irregular surface with frequent lakes (fig. 22); this topog
raphy is due to the presence of moraine ridges as weJJ as
periglacial activation.

'Gråslene!v' deposilS

Outwash deposits occur on both sides of the present river. In
the west a broad outwash plain, 6 km wide in its southern part,

has a fairly flat, gently northwards sloping surface on whieh
several low terraees are preserved. To the east ou twash forms
an 8 km wide pJain. bounded by the master ridge of the
Newman Bugt moraine. These deposils are intimarely associ
ated with terminal moraine outcrops forming a more irregular,
unclulating topography (fig. 20). The eastern plain is character
ised by prominent periglacial surface configuration ,lakes, and
nOrlheriy sloping terrace leveis.

The Atka and 'Gråstenelv' outwash plains are joined by a
belt of glaciofluvial accumulations at the hase of the hills
bounding the central plain. These deposits form a vast outwash
apron. some JO km long and 3-4 km wide. presumably derived
from meltwater streams issuing from a former ice-margin that
covered the nOrlhern part uf the southern uplands.

Marine deposits and features

Marine deposits and features are prominent in Hall
Land. Extensive inJancl outcrops occur on the central
plain; more sporadie outerop' are fotmd along the low
lying coasts of Polaris Bugt and Newman Bugt. Marine
plains and terraces form dominant features of the coas
tal geology.

Fig. 71. Major outw3sh fan with

Alka Elv on lefl. Front uf fan at
contact with marine silts is about 5
km wide. Northern highlands and

plateau in baekground.
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Fig. 72. Marine silts showing laminated intervals. rnland part
of 'Gråstenelv' delta.

Two categories of marine depo its are recognised on
the map: a predominantly argillaeeous facics and a
mixed faeies. Although deposited in the littoral zone,
sands and gravel eomposing the delta terraees are
mappcd togcthcr with the 'fluviatile' deposits described
in the preeeding seetion.

Silt and clay

Thc dominant deposits are light wealhering, grey to
buff silt and clay lhal are genera Ily poorly stralified.
Units several metres thiek ean be composed of
structureless silt, but more often laminated intervals
occur (fig. 72). Well sorted, rhythmieally bedded sands,
often darker in eolour ean be interbedded with the silt.
Thcsc sands probably represenl litloral marine or gla
ciomarine strata. In summer marine deposits ean be

cxtrcmcly soft; whcn dry they are friable and easily
eroded. Badland topography is commonly developed
(fig. 21).

The sill and clay commanly eonlain pelecypod shelIs, which
in pl(1ees are abundant and ean be in growth position (fig. 73),
and also rare ga tropod . The main species are Hiatella arcfica
and Mya Iruncata. Jeffreys (1878) and W. E. Davies (in Rubin
& Alexander, (960) record ASIarie borealis while England
(1985) eolleCled Porflandia arcficll and Thyasira sp. Kelly &
Bennike (1985) report shelIs of the tidal and subtidal barnacle
BalaIlIIs balaIlIIs reworked in glacial till.

an acrial photographs, and in the absence of fossils in the
fieid, the marine c1ays and ilts resemble argillaceous deposits
af lacustrine or glaciolacustrine origin; where in doubt, out
crops have been included an the map sheet in the marine map
unit.

Mixed facies

These deposits are distinguished on aeriaJ photo
graphs by thcir darkcr eolour; they contain a greater
proportion of eoarser grained material than the previ
OUS map unit. Tn many eases the mixed faeies eonsists of
grey silt and sand with a veneer of darker weathering
grave I and sand, together with pebbles and eobbles of
mainly loeal bedrock. The veneer varies from a few
seattered pebbles and c1asts (fig. 73) to a more or less
continuous cover of debris; generally the underlying
grey silt is c1early visible. The dispersed or scattered
nature of the veneer sugge ts it i a Jag deposit, prob
ably generated from icc-rafted c1asts folIowing winnow
ing or washing away of the finer material.

Davies el al. (1959) regarcled sueh cover c1eposits on the
marine silt and clay in the central plain as representing post
marine ground moraine; England (1985) referred IO a 'boulder
earapace' af marine deposits produced as 'ice-rafted t!ebris'.

Several areas af raiset! intertit!al deposits, e.g. beaches,
strand plain, are also mapped as 'mixed faeies' (fig. 74A); such

Fig. 73. Marine silts with prominent mollu c
heil. some of which are in growlh position.

Surface is strewn with erratic blocks in ter

preted as ice-raftcd lag depo its. Western

central plain. distal to Polaris Bugt l11oraine.



Fig. 74. oastal marine plain south of Atka Elv. A: light
coloured marine ilts and darker coarser areas mapped as
'mixed facies"; lake is 200 macro s. B: prominent beach ridges

and benns with lakcs; main lake is 150 macross.

fcatures are prominent along the shores of Polads Bugt, with
lesser developments along cwman Bugt. Most commonly
these deposits com prise fairly well sorted pebble and cobbles
in a andy to silty matrix. and this lithology may be interbedded
with grey argillaceous materia!' These intertidal deposits grade
into the brown weathering sands and gravels composing the
delta terraces. an lhe broad marine terraces and plains north
and south of tile Atka delta, extensive grave I beaches and
berms are developed (fig. 74B). These eontain dcprcssions of
varying size that are seasonally water filled and arc bot!omed
in silt or sand.

In ummary. the map unit mixed faeies' encompasses
a heterogeneous group of strata; it com prise mainly
marine and glaeiomarine deposits, but includes also lit
tora I (intertidal) and laeustrine sediments, as well as the
drift-iee earapace deposits.

Raised shorelines

Littoral linear features are mapped by a solid blaek
line. This symbol represents all raised shorclines, rang
ing from modem torm-wave beach ridges to older fea
tures that eorrespond to the maximum limit of the Holo-
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cene sea. Most horelines are regarded a marine fea
tures, others may be glaeiomarine Ol' glaciolacustrine.

Raised shorelines oceur on the central plain and along
the Polaris Bugt and ewman Bugt eoasts. Many of
the e are eonstructional features, like the beaeh ridges
and berms that are eommon between Thank God Har
bour and Kap Buddington (fig. 74B); others are de
structional, for example benehes and terraees that are
com mon on the distal side of the Polaris Bugt moraine
and in the interior of the central plain (fig. 75). The
latter shorelines vary from tiered bench levels whieh
may or may not have a beaeh deposit of gravel (fig.
75A) to abrupt ehanges in lope (wave-eut features 
fig. 7513), to rather vague lcvels lhat ean be diffieult to
c\eleet in the field but whieh on aerial photographs are
seen as distinct changes in morphology and eolour.
Many of these level represent the upper lapping or
washing limit where erosional effects are minimal and
only a erude strand line is seen.

The shoreline of the central plain form an exten ive arcuate
system preserved on the undulaling moraines that form the
slopes south of the mountain scarp and the north-south trend
ing moraine ridges. This system i probably a product of both
marine and non·marine (laeuslrine) processes.

The mapped features are the remnant of an extensive 'in·
land' water bodY that occupied much of {he central plain; the
presence of fossiliferous marine depusits in association with thc
shorelines indieates, at least at sOl1le time, eonneetion \Vith the
sea. England (19 5) suggests that such a sea oceupied central
Hall Land for 25000 years (between > 33 000 and 8200 B.P.).
Howevcr, the Polaris Bugt - e\Vman Bugt moraine systems
essentially enclose the central plain and il is envisaged that the
water body - at least during [he l11aximlll11 expansion uf the
fjord glaeiers - represented an icc-dammed lake: a eonclll ion
initially reached by Koch (1928a. b. fig. 7) and supported by
the recent \Vork of Kelly & Bennike (1985).

Furtherl110re lhe presence (lf -s trending horeline on the
western nanks of the ea ternmost 'Monument' ridge in eontin
lIation with lhe E-W shorelines. indieates that at some stage a
c10sed body of water oeeupied the western part of the plain (for
discussion - see Quaternary history ection).

Somc of the linear features mapped on the central plain may
represent degraded till ridges. with linearity being due to the
original pattern (lf the glacial deposition (M. Kelly, personal
eommunieation. 1984). Some of these ridges might also be the
foeus uf subsequent beach development, either marine-glacio
marine or laeustrine-glaciolaeustrine.

Marine terraces and plains

Raiscd plains and terraces are prominent at Polaris
Bugt. buth north and outh of Atka Elv; they are less
exten ively developed at 'Grå tenelv'. At the mouths of
all major rivers, deltas are developed and many of these
form impressive tiered systems of raised terraces (fig.
76).

Tcrraees are eomposed of two main lithologies: gravet
and sand with individual clasls from pebble to cobble
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size, and grey sill and clay. The majorily af lhe lerraces,
including all the delta lerraces, are composed af gravel
and sand; silt and clay (including mixed faeies) make up
the plains and terraees of Polaris Bugt south of Kap
Tyson and to alesser extent along Newman Bugt (figs 74
& 77).

The marine lerraces have characteristically level, sea
planed surfaces, although the larger plains, for example
at Atka Elv, show irregularities in the form of lakes and
beaches. The delta ter races have extrernely even sur
faces, a shallow seawards tilt (fig. 77), and character
istically display frost polygons.

Eight coastaJ deltas are named in lhis paper (fig. 78).
Field and photogrammetric measurements indicate a
total of 16 terrace levels in the coastal delta. A sum
mary is given in Table 3.

The distribulion af delia terraces is not uniform, and the
number of levels developed (or preserved) varies from locality
lO locality. Four to seven levels are present on the we tern
coast; between 9 and l J leveIs in Newrnan Bugt. The delias are
nOl syrnmetrical; terrace levels developed on ane ide of a river
Illay not necessarily occur on the oppo ing side (fig. 76). The
largest number of levels pre erved in any ane localion is II at
the Howgate delta (Table 3) which is charaelerised by having
lhe lower levels developed only on its soulhern side; an the
next major delia to the north - the Reynold delta - lhree of
the 10weSl terraces are found only on its northern side (fig.
7M).

Fig. 75. Raised shorelines on the cenlral
lowland plain. A: erie of beneh levels with

marine deposits developed on di tal side of

Polaris Bugt moraine; view north-ea t to
wards bedrock escarpment of northern high
land that is about 150 JTI high. B: a high
level (aboul 110 m '1.5.1.) shorelinc dcvcl

oped on moraine as ab rupI change in slope;

view northwards to the south-we tcrn end of

'Monument'.

Marine terraces range in altitude from 2 m lo at least
120 m (possibly 140 m) above sea-level. Terraces, above
70 m, are well developed in lhe interior of Newman
Bugt. and the highest levelof 120 m and 140 m are
repre ented in the Howgate delta (fig. 79). This delta
has not been inve tigated in the fieId, and the 140 m
level cannot be positively identified as truly marine.
Several other terraces of comparable altitude occur
north of the delta, as well as terrace levels of unknown
origin upslope, including some on bedrock. These high
features could he eonnected lo a glaciomarine event
associated wilh a former position of a glacier in ew
man Bugt. ar they may be kame terraces.

Similar high levels occur above lhe delta south-east of
Kap Sumner, where a erie of terraces developed
mainly south of the river reach 150 m a.. 1. At least 5
true marine levels occur below an upper series that are
developed as gravel terrace an bedrock and which are
undoubtedly kame terraees.

Previous information about marine terrace levels on Polaris
Forland has been given in Davies el al. (1959) who record IO
leveis: 6 ft (- 2 m). IO fl (- 3 m), IR ft (5.5 m), 25-32 rt (8-10
m), 46 fl (14 m) and 59--65 f t (18-20 m) in Polaris Bugt. and at
IO fl (- 3 m). 30-38 ft (9-11.5 111).75 ft (22 111),135 ft (41 m)
and 155 ft (47 111) along Newman Bugt. Correlation between
lhese levels and those of the pre ent tudy i ugge ted in Table
3. although a direct comparison based on heights above sea
level is not possible.



Fig. 76. Rai 'ed delIas along Newman

Bugt showing liered y lems of ma

rine terraces. A: Reynolds delta with

highe t level soulh of river at 100
lOS m a.s.l. (pos ibly as high as 1IO
m a.s.l. (sec Table 3». S: Newman
delta with prominenl terrace level
south (lf river at about 20 m a.s.1. See

rig. 78 for loeation and Table 3 for

definition of terrace levcIs.
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Marine limit

The highest shorelines shown on the map are the
negative features (?wave-cut benches) west of 'Monu
ment'. Avalue of 126 m was photogrammetrically ree
orded for the uppermost linear feature (?upper washing
limit) in this area (Dawes, 1979). Recent field data
suggest that this value may be 10 m or more toa low (see
Cartography) and that the e high negative features may
reneet a laeustrine stage prior to the main marine in
cursion (O. Bennike & M. Kelly, personal communi
cation, 19/;4). However. two other lines of evidence

suggest that the marine limit is at least 125 m a.. 1.
Firstly, the highest marine si h-clay deposits mapped in
the north-eastern part of the 'Gråstenelv' plain are be
tween 100 and 125 m a.s.J. and, secondly, to the south
the highest marine terrace in Newman Bugt is 120 m
(pos ibly 140 m, see above).

There has been cnnsiderablc diseussion aboul Ihe marine
limit in the Robe on Channel region since Feilden (1877),
Feildcn & De Rance (1878), Sessels (Hm) and Koch (1928a)
recorded It to be several tens of metres above present sea-Ievel.
Davies (1961 a) reported the highest marine c1ays on Ihe central
plain IO he at lOS m: frol11 east of 'Monument' Weidick (1977)
reeorded an altimcler realling af the limit (based on und is-

Fig. 77. Typical tlal-topped, gravet

delta terraces shallowly inciined sea

ward . Atka Elv wilh Hauge Bjerge
IO lefl. Heighl af lerrace above river

about IS m.

"
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Fig. 78, Locatiun map howing the main eoastal deltas of Hall
Land - see Table 3.

as well as southward lOwards the heads af the fjords - an
iso tatie uplift that fits his extrapolated Holocene shoreJine
eurve eSlablished for Ellesmere l land where, at Roheson
Channel, the marine limit is quoted at 116 m (England, 1983).

Even accepling that marine values on the Hall Land map
may be consistently too low, there is a diserepaney with the
marine limit as defined by England. This is probably mainly
due to the crileria used in the definition of the limit; the
lucaJities at 144m and 150 m mentioned above are described by
England as glaciomarine sediments in c10se association with
moraines; on the present map the trata at these localities are
designated glacial or glaciofluvial deposits. Moreover, as noted
by Kelly & Bel1l1ike (1985), the marine limit is generally ex
lremely diffieult to de fine precisely. particularly in areas away
from raised beaches; these author note, for example, the
uncertainty in the recognition of marine influence in scctions
where fossiliferous marine silt grades inta unfossilifcrous silt

N

HO~~f~Y

NEWMAN/
DELTA

REYNOLDS
DELTA

BUDDINGTON
·-DELTA

ATKA
DELTA

SUMNER
DELTA

Table 3. Summary af marine delta terrace levels

turhed shell-bearing clay) at 100 ± 10 m. Both these values
eome from sites that are lopographically below the high shore
lines hown on the present map. On the other hand, England
(J985) records much higher value for the marine limit, from
144 m north-we t of the 'Gråstenelv' delta, to aboul 150 m in
the outh-wesl on the distal side of the Polaris Bugt moraine.
He eonc1udes lhat the marine limit tilts down nOrlh-westwards,

Asterisks: uncertain height eorrelation; eirc1e: may be as high
as 110m - altimeter reading by 0, BelllJike and M. Kelly
(personal eommunication, 1984).

DELTAS 1- ATKA, 2-BUDDINGTON, 3- TYSON 4 GRASTENELV, 5-REYNOLDS,
6-HOWGATE 7-NEWMAN

POLARIS NEWMAN DAVIES el al 1959

BUGT BUGT
DAVIES 196111 '972

Helghls In leet
Average POLARIS NEWMANheighl 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
metres BuGT BUGT

1 - 2 · + · + 6

3-4 · + + + + 10 10

5 7 · · · + 18

10-'2 · . · · · 25- 32 30 - 38

15 '6 · . · · · 46

17-22 • · · · - 59 65 75

25 -26 + ·
28- 33 + · + · +

36 · +

40 45 .* · + · + 135

48- 57 +* + , + 155

60- 68 +* + +

70 - 75 ·
80-86 ,

'00-105 .' + ·
'20 ·
140 ·

Fig. 79. NOrlh side of Howgate
delta, Newman Bugt. sIlQwing sev
eral marine level aeeentualed by
snow. 140 m level is at the base of
the firsl hed rock slope (marked X).
Distance from bedrock gorge to
gravellcrraee in forcground i aboul
1.5 km.



that may be glaeiomarine Ol' even glaeioJaeustriJle. Kelly &
Bennike (1985) eonclude that the marine limit, representing a
washing level in moraine west of 'Monument', is at 125 ± 5 m
and that the elevation decreases generaJly from west to east (as
well a south to lhe heads of the fjords), rather than to the
north-west as indicated by England (1985).

Lacustrine deposits and features

Only minor areas of lake deposits are recognised on

the map sheets. Small outcrops oeeur on the central

plain and in the low-lying valley terrain east of Offley

ø. The largest single outcrop covers an area of about 2
km2 on the central plain, south of Atka Elv, where the
floor of a former lake is composed of light coloured clay

and 'ilt (Davies et al., 1959). In 'ummer thi area also
contains several smaJl lakes, and the deposits display

rectilinear frost polygons (fig. 19).
Grey clay and siIt composes the main lacustrinc tithol

ogy. Apart from the absence of fossils the depo it is
very similar to argillaeeaus marine strata. The clay and
silt can bc fairJy well bedded and can contain sand
intervals. Lacustrine c1ays and silt are aften closely asso

ciated with deposits af marine origin, for instance on the

central plain, and here differentiation into two map
units is problematic. Many lacustrine areas have been

identified only by their outcrop in loeal catchment ba
sins Ol' their association wilh lake or seasonal pools;
where origin is in doubt outcrops have been included in

the marine map unit.

[n many areas the deposits appear to be glaeiolacustrine, or
they are associated with gtaciomarine Ol' glacionuvial strata.
The dcposits in the south-west which form irregularly shaped
areas, generally contain coarser grained material than those of
the central plain as thcy wcre probably derived from meltwater
strcams from the nearby ice margin. Glaeiolacustrine deposits
also occur on the cenlral plain, for example in the area of the
large outwash plain of Atka Iv, but the e have nol been
differentiated on the map from the more ahundant marine
glaciomarine deposits.

Certain mali outcrops of lacustrine depo its oceur in ther
mokar t areas, panicularly in the western central plain, north
east of Kap Buddington. Here several dried-up. cavc-in Ol'
ketlle lakes in the glacionuvial graveIs are noored in clay, silt
and sand.

The presence in the central plain of laeustrine shorelines has
been mcntioncd in the section on marinc shorelines.

Col1uvium and talu

The term colluvium is u ed as a general term for all

loose and incoherent deposits accumulated in the lower

reache of a slope or cliff, the movement of which has

been dominateJ by gravity but in which water may have
playcd an important part in assisting down-hill creep.

Two categories of collllvial deposits are reeognised an

the map: colluviurn, undifferentiated. which mainly in-
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Fig. 80. Prominent colluvial and solifluction deposits 011 the
proximal f1anks of Polari Bugt mora ine (dashed line). Width
of view in foreground is about 700 lU.

clucles those depo its collecting an or at the base of
gentle lopes in valleys ar on hilIsides; talus, which

refers to the disintegrated rock fragments that form

masses af debris at the foot of cliffs or very steep sJopes.
As used an the map, there is appreeiable overlap

bctween the two categories. Outcrops mapped as talus
are essentiaIly coarser deposits than those included in

the colIuvium map unit; they are products of erosion of

bedrock, whereas colluvial deposits are derived from

both bedrock and surficial strata. A morphological con

trast i that colluvium ean form steeper gradients than

the parent slopes; talus slopes are characteristically

shallower than parent declivity.

Colluvium, unditl'erentiated

Deposits of this map unit are wide pread; typieal

loeations oeeur in the fairly open valIeys of the northern
high land and on shallower gradients, sllch as, for ex
ample, the flanks of the Polaris Bugt and ewman Bugt

moraines (fig. 80).

ln the vallcys. parlicularly the more open type, and at valley
heads, there is a tran ilion between dcposits aecumulated by
gravity and watcr action, and those deposited by river action.
In many places the colluvialmap unit includes alluvial depo il .
Mo[Cover. particularly in the northern highlands, the map unit
also cOlltains soliflueted material; for example on the southcrn
lope of Chester Bjcrg scveral colluvial areas of mainly bed

rock debris contain waterlogged ground in which solinuclion
material is common.

Talus

Talus Ol' seree characterises lhe lower part of all ap

preciable teep cliff; in river valleys, on inland earps
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Fig. 81. 'Monument' viewed from
lhe sOllth showing colluvial slopes
with talus cunes below bedrock
cliffs. SlImmit is aboul 250 m high.
plain below is al about 120 m.

and along the coasts (fig. iH). Prominent accumulations
occur along the steep coasts of Polaris Forland, on east
and west mountain faces in Hauge Bjerge (fig. 41) and
along the scarp limiting the central plain to the norIh.

The talus along inland scarps contain appreciablc areas of
alluvial and soliflucled malerial. I n some of the deeper valleys,
cspecially in nortb-west Polaris Forland, the scree forms talus
cones. often coalescing furms; thesc grade into alluvial cones
produced at the buttom of gullies by rapid stream action. In
placcs deposits are deformed by periglacial processes produc
ing palterned ground. Rock glaciers also occur (fig. 82); an the
map they arc marked by a terraee symbol.

Solifluction deposits and features

The solifluction map unit covers all deposits pro
duccd, or substantiaJly reworked, by the slow move
ment or flowage of generally waterlogged surficial ma
terial downslope. Hall Land is underlain by permafrost;
water percolation is restricted to the uppermo t metre
and thus solifluction processes are rife. All stopes of
prominent unconsolidated material, particularly in ar-

eas of perennial or seasonal snow banks, are influellCed
by solifiuction action.

The majority of olifluction deposits have been
mapped on the northem high lands and plateau where
extensive glacial till covers thc rolling hill terrain. The
deposits are mainly in the form of solifluction sheet or
mantie composed of unsorted locally derived material
developed on veneers of bed rock or glacial till. In a few
places solifluction lobes or tongues are developed gen
erally where gradients are steep; in those cases where a
lobe has a steep front, a terrace symbol has been used
on the map - for example for the landsJipped masses at
the junction of the Polaris Bugt moraine with the north
em highlands.

Where prominent soliflucted veneers of bedrock de
bris and glacial drift occur, but are not of sufficient area
or consistency to warrant mapping as a discrete unit, the
symbol '5' is used to denote the general area of the
·olifluction. In many cases this symbol indicates water
logged ground or soliflucted striped ground (fig. 87) and
in pJaces solifJucted streams, where material moved

Fig. 82. Rock glacier in scree lopes
at K3p Lupton. Top ol' scree is about
200 111 a.s.l.



downslope is conccnlraled in small open gullies or rills.
Elsewhere' , denatcs areas primarily of eolluvial rock

veneerS in whieh the role of water i minimal.

Aeolian deposits and features

Both wind-blown aecumulations and wind ero ional
phenomena occur in Hall Land; however, neilher form

prominent feature of the landscape and only one area

of supposed aeolian depo its is indieated an the map.

Sediments

Small aecumulation' oecur on the central plain where

shallow depre sions are filled \Vith wind-blown sand and

silt, e.g. desieeation cracks and lhe depressed edges af
larger polygons. On the extensive, and flat, raised flu
viatile terraees of ·Gråstenc!v'. aeolian sands form smal1

aeeumulations in relic fluvial channels, as well as being
mixed with relatively eoar e-grained gravc!s lhat form
the urfaee af ehanncl bars.

The only supposed aeolian depo it shown on the
map oceur an the 'Gråstenelv' raised plain, east of
'Monument'. The map symbol refers to ere eent-shaped
features discovered during the phologrammetrie inter
pretation; in the field these features are indi tinet. Dia

po itive prints with higher re olution than normal paper

prints are ncccssary for their identification. The fea

tures are light eoloured with a relief of less than 1 metre
and they are orientated with the convex side faeing
we. t. Average wave-Iength and amplitudes are 30 and
20 m, respectively. Ba ed on their eonsislent hape and
orientation. and lhe knowledge that wind-blown de pos
its oeeur on the terraces, the erescent-shaped bodies
were interpreted as miniature barkhans Ol' parabolic
dunes (Dawes, 1977. 1979).

Conditions for dune acculllulatiun are pre cnt in Hall Land,
viz. dry c1illlate, slrong prevailing winds and the availahilily of
fine-grained Illatcrial (i.e. wide pread and friable moraine.
nuvial and marine plains); dune acculllulations have been re-
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pOrled from similar deserl-like lerrain in Peary Land (Fristrup,
1953). However, and dunes have not been observed in the
field in Hall Land. A traver e west of 'Pileheden' airfield by
the author in 19R2 failed to confirm a dune origin for the
crescent-shaped features, and sand aeeumulation in the area
examined does not reach the proportions necessary for dune
con truction.

The few erescenl- 'haped features observed in the field
are thu now interpreted as relie ehanncl bars (fig. 83).

The cresls of the bars are characteri tically lighter in

colour (in summer drier); the corresponding channels
are darker. Aeolian sand and silt oecurs in association
wilh these features, particularly as a matrix in the loose
surfaee of the gravel an the bars. This aeolian material

may accentuate the lighter colour of the relie bars, thus

rendering the features more visible an aerial photo
graphs.

Ventifacts

Apart from the effecls of wind abrasion seen on arti
facts at various historical sites (including Halls Grav in

the west), ventifacts are fairly com mon in Hall Land.
Polished and faceted surfaces have developed on erratic
bloeks and eavernous weathering characterises many of
the large erratic blocks conspicuou on the central plain.

Limestone block have deeply pitted surfaces (rather

than honeycombed) , a phenomenon in which solution
weathering musl have played an important role.

Permafrost and pcriglacial features

orth Greenland is underiain by perennially frozen
ground - permafra t. On the central plain. in the area af
'Pileheden ' airstrip. the permafrost level is on average
8G-90 cm below surface (Lollike & Olesen, 1976), with
lhe deepest level at just over 1 m (Davies et al., 1959;
Davies, 196J b). Aeeording to Davies (J 972) the perma
frost is as shallaw as 60 cm an some rai ed terraces of
'Gråstenelv' . and graund iee ean also develop at this

Fig. 83. Lighl-coloured relic channel bar Oll

raisel! nuviatiic terraces ol' 'Gråstenelv' . Ae
olian silt occurs in surface grave!. Bedrock
escarpmelll to northern highlands in back
ground.
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Fig. 84. Diversity of polygonal ground. A: dcsiccation crack polygons; B: non-sorted stone nets; C: well- oned stone cirdes; D:
low-centred sorted polygons showing smaller polygons in central arca; E: large- cale depressed-edge polygon; F: shallow relief
border of E showing superimposition of fro t polygons. Scu/e. A: intervals on shaft are 10 cm: B. C: hammer is 35 cm long: D:
polygon marked P is aboul 35 m across; E: hul is aboul8 m long and largest polygons over 100 m across; F: widlh of borders are
about! JIl. Loculion. A. E, F: 'Gr stenelv' raised fiuviatile plain, F is from 'Pilchcden' air trip \Vilh tyre marks visiblc: B, C: valley
deposits south of 'Sun Mark Mountain·; D: fiuviatile graveis, valley east of Offley 0.



depth. At Thule Air Base (fig. 2) the contimlOus perma
frost zone is estimated 500 m thick (Roethlisberger,
1961); in Hall Land, 600 km to the north, the zone i
assumed to be con iderably thicker.

Features usually regarded as being due to, or radically
controlled by, pcrmafrost are common in Hall Land. Tn
this seetion perjglacial struetural features, including pat
terned ground and thermokarsts, shown on the map by
letter symbols, are deseribed. Slope transverse features,
e.g. distinct breaks in slope assoeiated with stone or soil
steps, are shown by the terrace symbol. Features due to
seasonal freezing of the aetive layer and to frost action
on bcdrock, i.e. frost heave, riving, shattering, splitting
(congelifraction and eongeJiturbation processes of
Bryan, 1946) are also common , but no inclication af
these phenomena is given on the map.

Patterned ground

Patterned ground is used in the sense of Washburn
(1956, 1979) to include all sorted or unsorted patlerns in
soil, 100 e roek fragment, or bedroek, e.g. polygons,
cirdes, nets, stripes, etc. Polygonal ground is the com
monest form in Hall Land and is developed in many
surficial deposits, more rarely on bedrock. Polygon
vary markedly in type and size, and an the basis af field
data, supparted by aerial photography, six main types
are reeognised. A varicty of 'irregular polygons' also
occur in eonnection with thermokarst topography.

Desiccalion crack polygons - type l

The e features are widely developed in fine-grained lithol
ogies and represent the smalle t type of non-sorted polygons.
The polygons are typically symJlletrical and characterised by
tetragonal, penlagonal or hexagonal shape, wilh sides up to
aboul IS cm long. and wilh narrow bul deep, limiting cracks
(fig. H4A). Such polygons are COJllJllon throughout the area in
fine-grained lilhologies, for exaJllplc un the central plain.

Stone nets and circies - type 2

elS and circles are COJllmon in Jllany areas of glacial and
Ouviatilc deposils. Mesh shape i typically penlagonal (Jess
commonly tClragonal or rarely hexagonal) varying to circular.
Such polygons show considerable variation in the degree of
suning. from crude (fig. 85) or well-defined non- orled stone
nets (fig. 84C) to eXlremely well-soned, high-centre polygons
composed of a central, rai ed fine-grained core wilh lower
co,Jr"e-grained borders (fig. R4B). In lowland areas dominated
hy coarser ruck fragments. soil or debris islands bear wilness IO
the high degree of soning.

Low-cenrred polygons - type 3

These polygons are characterised by very dislincl frosl
lrenches or ehannels producing marked topographic expre sion
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Fig. 85. Low-cenlred polygonal trough showing typieaJ raised
rim and sorting. Foreground. small non-sorled polygons.
Rueksack, arrowed, as seale. Glaciofluvial graveIs, valley east
of Orney ø.

(fig. 84D). They are eommonly developed on glacial drift and
on fluvial and marine gravel terraees. The polygons are typ
ieally of low-cenlred lype; sorting of material is seen al the
lrenches that eommonly show a raised rim (fig. 85). They
generally have an irregular, angular and asymmetric mesh
shape being eommonly tetragonal or pentagonal, and varying
in size from several mel res to tens of metres on a side. Trenches
vary from linear to sinuous and they ean be up IO 60-70 cm
deep and 1-2 m wide at surface level. Small polygons nf both
unsorled and sorted type ean occur in the eenlral part of larger
forms (fig. 84D).

Depressed-edge polygons - type 4

an parts of the central plain certain large polygons are
characterised hy having extremely shallow bordcring depres
sions. These depressed-edge polygons were inlerpreted hy Da
vies (196Jb) as ancient, mainly non-aetive features. l arge size
and indistincl character make it difficult to detect these poly
gon in the fieId; from lhe air they are conspicuous by the
lighter eolour of the border depre ions (fig. 84E).

In plan these polygons resemhle the low-centred lype de
seribed above with a nOlably irregular angular Jllesh and com
monly wilh fom or five sides; triangular forms also OCCUL The
polygons vary considerahly in size. with lenglh of sides ranging
from 20 IO 80 m; individual polygons ean reaeh up to 100 m or
more aeross. The polygons are characterised by extremcly
shallow relief; the border depre ions ean be over l metre wide
but only 10-15 cm deep. Dessication cracks are superimposed
aeross the borders (fig. 84F).

Recfilinear polygons - type 5

In some areas of lacustrine clay and silt a distinct lype of
reclilinear polygon occurs. Such polygons are well een in the
large dried-up lake south of Atka Elv delta where a very
regular parallel-sided, oflen square shaped, pattern is appar
ently conlrolled by the lake oulline (fig. 19). These polygons
reach up lO 20 m aero s and they are bounded by relatively
narrow hut deep dileh-like depression .
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OFFLEY ø

Bcdrock polygons - type 6

Polygonal ground on bedroek was reeognised during the
photogrammetric work in the limestone termin of Ilauge
Bjerge and upland plateau farther south. In some of these
areas rock aecumulations and ridgc-like features eharactcrised
by frost shattercd and heavcd debris and rubbic wcre inter
pretcd in the fjeld as eongelifraction and eongeliturbation de
posits. the form of which was controlled in some plaees by a
prominent joint dircetion. The polygons identified on the ae
rial photographs have a general rectilineal' shape. bounded by
somewhat raised ridge-like sides that may be 10-20 m long.
They resemble eertain polygonal feature described by Davies
(196le) from Pcary Land.

Thermokarst topography

Prominent arcas of karst-Iikc topography occur most
notably in the fluvial and glacioflllvial dcposits, such as

those an the seaward sides af Atka Elv and 'Gråstenelv'

ancl in Ihe valley east of Offley ø (figs 20 & 86). This

landscape is formed af irregular mounds and depres
sion', aften including linear and polygonal troughs and

ridges, and is characterised by small thaw ar cave-in

Fig. 86. Fluvial and glaeiofluvial deposits in
valley east of Offley ø showing thermokarst
landscape with isolated kames (K), together
with flat-topped terraees showing only mi
nor karsts. Washington Land (Ieft) and EI
Icsmere Island (right) in di tanee.

lakcs and beaded drainage (fig. 87). This land surfacc is

the result af freezing and thawing af ground ice and a

subsequent scttling of the ground.

In those areas examined in the fieId, for example east

of Offley ø, polygonal structures are af irregular form.

but they are generally af the low-centred type with

raised barders (type 3 above) suggesting a general thaw

ing and decay af the coincident ice-wedges.

lap rcpresentation of periglacial features

Mapping of periglaeial phenomena was essentiaIly

accomplished during the photogrammetric interpreta

tion, and genera Ily only tho e areas displaying promi
nent ar widespread features identifiablc on aerial pho

tographs are marked an the map. It proved impossible

photogrammetrically to differentiate between all the

types af patterned ground distinguished in tlle field, and

map repre entation has entailed grouping; five groups

are rceogni ed an the map by ·ymbols. These are plaeed

approximately in the centre uf an area howing perigJa-

Fig. R? Thermokarst topography in
glaciofluvial gravcls silOwing irrcgu
lar form of icc-wcdgc polygons.
trough' and ridges. and thaw lakes.
[n backgrolInd oliflueted triped
grountl ( ) below outwash tcrracc .
Lake (I.) is about RO m long.



cial phenomena; several more ar less equally spaced
symbols indicate fairly continuous outcrop.

P symbol

This symbol for undifferentiated, patterned ground is the
most common symbol used. It covers all forms of marked
ground that cannot be categorised by any of the other symbols
given below. It predominantly represents polygonal ground of
types 3 and 4 above, but the symbol is also used in areas that
display more than one type of patterned ground, e.g. polygons,
circles, striped ground. It also covers patterned ground devel
oped on bedrock, as well as rectilinear polygonal ground (types
5 & 6 above).

LP symbol

This symbol is reserved for polygonal ground in which the
size of some polygons is above 75 m across. Not all polygons in
such a marked area have necessarily this large dimension. It
covers examples of polygons of types 3 and 4 above. Important
areas of large-scale polygons occur on the raised fiuviatile
terraces of Atka Elv and 'Gråstenelv' .

SP symbol

This symbol designates areas characterised by small-scale
polygons of type 2 above, as well as prominent hummocky
ground. The latter includes both earth hummocks due to in
tense freezing and thawing of saturated soil and also some
areas of hummocky moraine (kettled surface) in which the
irregularities may be in part due to deposition from ice rather
than to periglacial action.

DP symbol

This symbol refers to all extensive areas of patterned ground
in which there is a marked down-slope orientation of the main
frost-crack or drainage system. It covers striped ground and
down-slope furrows and rills. Several areas characterised by
tetragonal polygons, which may have a cmde to well developed
rectilinear shape, are also included under this symbol.

IP symbol

Thermokarst landscape with associated ice-wedge polygons
occurring predominantly in areas of glaciofiuvial deposits are
indicated by this symbol. In the three main areas, viz. Atka
Elv, 'Gråstenelv' and the valley east of Offley ø, important
moraine deposits also occur. Thus the irregular land surfaces
indicated by the symbol are products of both the melting of
ground ice (in association with the continuous permafrost zone
or of a stagnant glacier remnant) and, or in part, a primary
depositional feature as in classical knob-and-kettle topography
(e.g. Gravenor & Kupsch, 1959).

Discussion

The map distribution of periglacial features is hetero
geneous, e.g. polygons of types l and 2 above cannot
generally be discerned on the aerial photographs used;
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thus absence of symbols in a particular area does not
necessarily imply a lack of periglacial activation. In
addition, both active and inactive (fossil) periglacial
features are present; as a rule the inactive features,
being in the process of degradation, are less conspic
uous on aerial photographs. In spite of these short
comings some significant distribution patterns are re
vealed.

Active patterned ground characterises much of the
glacial and glaciofluvial deposits on the northern and
southern highlands, as well as the sands and gravels
eomposing the raised terraces of Atka Elv and 'Gråsten
elv' . In contrast active patterned ground is not conspic
uously developed on the finer-grained marine deposits
and associated reworked moraines which outcrop over
the centrallowland. The maximum development of pat
terned ground in permafrost regions is usually seen in
fine-grained lithologies; in Hall Land this is, in general,
not the case. Davies (1961b) noted anomalous distribu
tions of periglacial features in various parts of northern
Greenland and suggested a relationship to the peculiar
arid c1imatic conditions that prevail, i.e. low precip
itation, high evaporation and generally low moisture
content of the active zone. In general the occurrence of
thermokarst topography may be taken as an indication
of the overall degradation of the permafrost (Wash
burn, 1979).

Inactive periglacial features occur in the form of the
depressed-edge polygons that characterise the raised
fluvial plains of 'Gråstenelv' and which are in places
also discernibIe on the marine or glaciomarine deposits.
The destruction of these features is apparently well
advanced; they are of extremely shallow relief, polygon
surfaces are wind abraded and the bounding depres
sions contain aeolian silt. Consequently this patterned
ground is very indistinct and in places only traces of the
original polygonal strueture are preserved as delicate
eolour changes in the soil surfaee. The degree of indis
tinctiveness can be illustrated by the faet that many
examples ean only be detected on diapositive aerial
photographs - normal paper prints do not possess suffi
cient high quality resolution.

It is notewarthy that these large-scale, fossil polygons
display active desiccation crack networks (fig. 84F);
frost action in the uppermost levels of the active zone is
dominant over any permanent activation of the surface
by deeper periglacial processes. The depressed-edge
polygons are either no longer being activated by the
permafrost, or any activation is minimal and is exceeded
by degradation proeesses. As pointed out by Davies
(1961b) these polygons are presumably indicative of a
period when there was greater precipitation and thus
much higher moisture content in the active zone.
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Quaternary history

The Quaternary record in Hall Land is incomplete
and detailed reconstruction of the chronology is impos
sible. The stratigraphic sequence, supported by
radiometric age dates, indicates that late Pleistocene
and Holocene deposits are present; nothing is known
about the early Quaternary history . Various geochron
ological models have been put forward for the late
Quaternary evolution of the northern Nares Strait re
gion (Davies et al., 1959; Davies, 1961a, 1972; Weidick
1972, 1976a, b, 1978; England, 1976, 1982, 1983, 1985;
England & Bradley, 1978; Kelly & Bennike, 1985) and
some of these authors have suggested correlations be
tween glacial deposits of Hall Land and established
glacial stages of North America and Europe.

Much of the previous discussion has centred on the
limit of the last glaciation (late Wisconsin-Weichsel),
i.e. whether this represented an extensive expansion of
the Inland Ice or a much reduced glacial stage with an
advance not far beyond its present position (see e.g.
Weidick, 1976a, b; England, 1976, 1983; England &
Bradley, 1978). As might be expected, the most promi
nent and fresh moraines on Hall Land are those sup
posed to have been forrned during the last glaciation.
Some interpretations placed on these ice-margin mo
raines are compiled into fig. 88, together with interpre
tations based on the present study.

The present mapping has provided a frarnework in
which the Quaternary history can be viewed (Table 4).
The age, stratigraphic sequence and detailed relation
ship of many of the deposits are, however, still poorly
understood, although recent 14C dates (England, 1985;
Kelly & Bennike, 1985), added to the previously avail
able absolute ages (Rubin & Alexander, 1960; Weidick,
1978; Knuth, 1981), allow some events to be placed
within a chronostratigraphic frarnework.

Two contrasting types of glaciation have affected the
region: (1) a continental-type Pleistocene ice-sheet that
blanketed the entire peninsula and surrounding coast,
and (2) ayounger latest Pleistocene-Holocene glacial
regime dominated by the readvance of glacial tongues
through the fjords. Within these two glaciation regimes
a number of events can be recognised.

Pleistocene

The earliest recognisable glaciation was expansion of
the Greenland ice-sheet to a position more than 100 km
north-west of its present margin, as shown by extensive
ground moraine and crystalline erratics. The absolute
age of this major advance (in which the Greenland ice
was confluent with the Ellesmere Island ice-sheet) is

uncertain, but England & Bradley (1978) suggest that
the deposition phase on Ellesmere Island ended >
80000 B.P.

It is unlikely, however, that all the ground moraine
mapped dates from this glaciation maximum. For exam
pie, Kelly & Bennike (1985) record the presence of a
reworked marine shell fauna (characterised by Balanus
balanus) in ground moraine of northern Polaris Forland
and this suggests the existence of an interglacial period
sometime in the late Pleistocene.

The ground moraine and associated marginal ridges
of the inner part of the central plain may represent
recessional positions of the main ice-sheet retreat or
even ayounger fluctuation of the margin. On the other
hand the 'Monument' moraines are probably connected
to a later glacial event caused by readvance through
Polaris Bugt and Newman Bugt (Davies, 1972). Howev
er, the age of these ice-margin features is uncertain.
Davies (1972) concluded that they were deposited prior
to the Wiirm-Wisconsin glaciation; England (1985) sug
gests they were forrned prior to 33 000 B.P. This latter
suggestion is based on 14C dates of > 33000 B.P. on
marine shells from localities flanking the 'Monument'
moraines on the east and west. Some of the dated shelIs
were collected in life position, and England concluded
that glacier ice had not passed over these silts since
deposition and that deglaciation of central Hall Land
must have occurred prior to 33 000 B.P. This contrasts
with the glacial modelof Weidick (1978) who, on the
basis of 14C dates on shells from the inner plain at 85-80
m a.s.l. concluded that deglaciation and initial emer
gence ofthe central area began before or at 9500 B.P. It
is interesting to note that these dates are corroborated
by those reported by England (1985) on shells from the
same general area (110--105 m a.s.l.) that are between
9500--9000 B.P. In this scenario, supported by the recent
work of Kelly & Bennike (1985), the inner ice-margin
features of the central plain are regarded as latest Pleis
tocene in age, possibly representing the older stages of
the Polaris - Newman Bugt moraine systems.

Late Pleistocene - Holocene

The relatively fresh, marginal moraines that occur
along the coastal regions characterise the younger gla
cial regime - movement of ice through the fjords. It is,
however, uncertain whether these ice-margin features 
Kap Ammen, Kap Sumner, Newman Bugt, Polaris
Bugt and Petermann Fjord moraines - belong to one or
several glacial events, or even, if all were derived from a
southerly source. While it seems clear that the latter
three moraines were derived contemporaneously from
two major southerly derived glaciallobes, there is still
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Fig. 88. Sketch summarising major positions of glacier fronts as suggested by several authors. A: positions regarded as main
regression stage in deglaciation; B-F: positions regarded as maximum limit of glacial readvance. A, C and E are adapted from
published maps; B is compiled from text description in cited papers; D and F are interpretations based on present study. Stippled
areas represent ice, heavy lines marginal moraine ridges, broken line inferred ice boundaries. Respective ages of moraines
inferred in B, with an alternative interpretation shown on C.
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Tabte 4. Summary af main events in the Quaternary history af Hall Land

PERIOD AGE GLACIAL GLACIAL CONDITION & DEPOSITS &
STAGE B.P. REGIME MAIN PROCESSES FEATURES

PRESENT ...J Small fluctuations in Inland Historic moraines,<t
U Ice margin and fjord glaciers outwash, alluvium,
<t deltas...J

LU (:l

z 1500- r:- Final stages of glacio- Raised deltaLU CIl
U 2000 O isostatic uplift terraces
O c-
...J
O 6000 ~ End of main deglaciation,
I glaciers reach fjord heads

8500 Isostatic uplift, rapid emer- Raised fluvial &
gence of land. Recession of marine deposits
ice from mid-fjord positions and terraces,

raised shorelines
Z in central plain
O
i= Stabilisation of ice fronts in Polaris Bugt,<t
U mid-Polaris and Newman Bugt. Petermann Fjord
<t Sea in central plain & Newman Bugt
...J
(:l moraines, outwash,

marine silts
11 000 O

LU re Main ice advance of fjord Fjord sculpturing,Z E OLU
::=;

.., glaciers, ice-ridge in Robeson Kap Ammen and Kap
U LL Channel, coalescence of Green- Sumner moraines,~O ~I- land and Ellesmere ice. Glacial lacustrine silts I
CIl a;

loading, large lake in central I
Uj <Il I
...J .c 15000- plain ?c- u

'åj 20000 I

3: Readvance of fjord glaciers and Reworked sheIIs in
I

C: I

'o; Inland Ice moraine, ?Monument :
c: moraine ---------'o ~?...--.....-.u
<Il

~ >33 000
Marine transgression over Silts on lowland

...J
coast and inland lowlands plain, overlying

<tI- moraine
re I-LU
LU ZLU
a. >80000 LUI Southerly recession of ice- Ground moraine
c- ZCIl
::J i=w cover from Robeson Channel

ZU area
0-
U

Maximum extension of Inland Granitic erratics,
Ice to reach Ellesmere Island. glacial sculpturing
Total ice-cover

uncertainty as to the maximum limits reached by the
advance (fig. 88). Davies (1972) and England (1985)
regard the Polaris - Newman Bugt moraines as end
moraines demarcating the last ice limit; Weidick (1971,
1972) viewed these as marking a major retreat stage of a
single glacial advance that reached the head of the
fjords.

The relationship between the Kap Sumner and Kap
Ammen moraines is not known; neither is that between
these moraines and the Polaris - Newman Bugt mo
raines. Based on morphology and composition the two
northern moraines may well be of comparable age and
reflect a major glacial stage when the northward ad
vance through the fjords reached the outer coast to
produce an ice-filled Robeson Channel; conversely they

could reflect the glacial conditions of the shelf across
which ice from another source (Ellesmere Island ar
Nares Strait - Arctic Ocean) encroached on Greenland
(fig. 88). In the former scenario the Kap Sumner and
Kap Ammen moraines must pre-date the Polaris - New
man Bugt moraines, either representing the distal stages
of the same glacial advance or a distinctly older glacial
event. In the northern source model, age relationship
cannot be defined, but all the moraines might be of
comparable age representing the end moraines af two
opposing ice systems.

The Kap Ammen moraine indicates that an appre
ciable thickness of ice must have been present in Robe
son Channe!. The idea that this may have been derived
from a non-Greenland source stems from the lack of



correlatable high-elevation ice-margin features farther
south; the only well preserved marginal moraine ap
proaching the elevation of the Kap Ammen moraine
(540 m) is the northern part of the Polaris Bugt moraine
at 300 m a.s.l. It has been documented by England
(1976, 1978) and England & Bradley (1978) that at least
two expansions of Ellesmere Island ice reached as far as
northern Nares Strait: one prior to 33000 B.P. and the
late Wisconsin advance that receded around 8400-8100
B.P. These authors conclude, however, that for at least
the last 30 000 years an ice-free corridor existed along
the Kennedy Channel - Robeson Channel depression
separating the Greenland and Ellesmere Island ice
sheets (fig. 88).

The presence of the northern moraines on Hall Land
conflicts with this conclusion; the Kap Ammen moraine
suggests that northern Nares Strait could have been
closed in the late Wisconsin by an ice ridge. This sup
ports the conclusion of Weidick (1976a) who suggested,
on regional considerations, ice closure untH about 8000
B.P. Whether the ice ridge was composed essentiaIly of
Ellesmere Island or of Greenland derived ice must re
main speculative. A high stress coalescence of opposing
ice sheets, or a substantial influence of an Ellesmere
Island component, could have caused a relatively high
elevation ridge necessary to produce the Kap Ammen
moraine.

The initial dating of the Polaris - Newman Bugt mo
raines as Holocene, at between 6100 ± 300 B.P. and
3780 ± 300 B.P. (Rubin & Alexander, 1960; Davies,
1961a) has been modified by later work (Weidick, 1978;
England, 1985; Kelly & Bennike, 1985) that dates the
glacial advance from which the moraines were derived
as Pleistocene. According to England the initial retreat
of the ice from the two moraine systems occurred be
tween 8000 and 8300 B.P. - comparable to the initial
regression of the late Wisconsin Ellesmere Island ice
from the coast of Robeson Channel; in contrast, Weid
ick (1978) concluded that deglaciation began much ear
lier, and recent work by Kelly & Bennike (1985) in
dicates that the ice had retreated from middle Newman
Bugt by at least 9000 B.P. Age dates reported by Eng
land (1985) on shelIs distal to the moraines near the
marine limit fall into the range 8200 - > 33000 B.P.,
and this is interpreted by England as indicating the
prolonged stability of a 'full glacial sea' in central Hall
Land (and the surrounding Nares Strait region) for at
least 25 000 years, and thus indicative of a correspond
ingly stable ice load at isostatic equilibrium.

The distribution of moraines in Hall Land (supported
by the regional pattern of 14C dates) conflicts with this
conclusion . Firstly , the northern moraines indicate that
an ice-ridge occupied northern Nares Strait at some
time prior to 8000 B.P., and, secondly, the northern
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limits of the Newman Bugt and Polaris Bugt glacial ice
lay further north than shown by England, enclosing
both ends of the central plain, so that an extensive
glacial lake occurred there at least during part of the
period envisaged for England's 'full glacial sea'. Appre
ciable deglaciation had taken place before the Polaris
Bugt and Newman Bugt glaciers reached the frontal
positions envisaged by England (1985).

Furthermore, the existence of an open sea for more
than 25 000 years might be expected to be reflected
more accurately in the marine record, both in evidence
of the initial transgression prior to 33 000 B.P. and in a
more complete age range of marine fauna. The shelt
dates cited by England (1985) as evidence of the stable
marine limit in central Hall Land fall into the two ex
tremes of the critical range 8200 to > 33 000 B.P., i.e.
no dates are known between those of 9580 ± 140 and>
33000 B.P. England (1985) regards the dates as reflect
ing one geological event, i.e. a 'full glacial sea'; it is
equally likely that the dates refer to two quite distinct
marine episodes. In addition, of the two shell samples
dating the lower limit of the range, only one from the
eastern end of the plain 5 km from the Newman Bugt
coast at 144 m a.s.l. is regarded as in situ material.

Little is known about the significance of the large
time gap shown by the dated shell samples, and the
presence of more than one marine interval in the glacial
sequence may yet be demonstrated. In this context the
earlier mentioned discovery of reworked shelIs (of un
certain age) in degraded moraines (Kelly & Bennike,
1985) is noteworthy; these moraines are considered to
be southerly derived and thus pre-date the Polaris 
Newman Bugt moraines. The central plain may have
been affected by a glacial event folIowing the deposition
of the marine sediments dated at > 33000 B.P. The
dates reported by Weidick (1978) and England (1985)
from the interior of the central plain in the general area
around 'Monument' at between 9500-9000 B.P. are re
garded as significant. England (1985) interprets these
dates as evidence for the continuing presence of his 'full
glacial sea'; they could equally reflect penetration of the
sea into the central area at this time; marine trans
gression connected with initial deglaciation.

In summary, the late Wisconsin glacial-marine chro
nostratigraphy is not yet fully unravelled. While the
spectacular size of the Polaris - Newman Bugt moraines
may indicate a fairly long and stable period of glacial
deposition (which at least in part took place under sub
marine conditions), this could have occurred in a few
thousand years prior to 10 000 B.P. Deglaciation from
the mouths of the fjords probably started around 10 000
B.P. (Kelly & Bennike, 1985). The Kap Ammen and
Kap Sumner moraines may reflect an older glacial event
but these moraines are regarded as much younger than
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the marine deposits dated in Hall Land at > 33 000
B.P.

In contrast, the Holocene chronology is better eluci
dated. The Polaris - Newman Bugt moraines are over
lain both on distal and proximal sides by marine depos
its. Moraine surfaces showevidence of water erosion
and the glacial deposits are cut by marine terraces.
Well-developed delta terraces on the east and west
coasts indieate a gradual land emergence following the
withdrawal of glacial ice from the inside of the Polaris 
Newman Bugt moraines. Shells from the surface of the
Polaris Bugt moraine at 102 m and 105 m a.s.l. give ages
of 7385 ± 190 B.P. and 7600 ± 100 B.P. (England, 1985;
Kelly & Bennike, 1985) suggesting that the main part of
the ridge was submerged until at least that time. The
detailed time frarnework for the stages of deglaciation,
during which glacial lobes retreated up Petermann
Fjord and Newman Bugt, remains to be fully eluci
dated. However, the initial regression to the heads of
the fjords was probably complete well before 7000 B.P.
(Kelly & Bennike, 1985). The recession probably con
tinued beyond the position of the present iee margin,
after which the ice readvanced to its present limits
(Weidick, 1976a).

Several iee-margin features and terminal moraine
outcrops in the south-west are up to 8 km from the
Inland Ice margin. The north-western outlet glacier is
less than 5 km from the Petermann Fjord moraine and
its former position to the west is marked by several
morainal ridges. These marginal moraine features close
to the Inland Ice are of uncertain age. They probably
represent regression stages of the main deglaciation
rather than younger deposits of a glacial readvance.

Radiometric dating work on archaeological sites by
Knuth (1967a, b, 1981, 1983) has provided dating of
lower marine terrace levels and thus of the later stages
of glacio-isostatic uplift. In Hall Land an Independence
I site in Polaris Bugt, dated by the 14C method on
musk-ox horn-core at around 4300 B.P., has a relation
to a sea-level less than 21 m above present; in Peary
Land the Independence I culture (4470-3975 B.P.) is
related to a former sea-level of 10-15 m. Dating of the
Independence II culture at amund 3390-2385 B.P.
(Knuth, 1981) is related to a former sea-level around
5-7 m above present so that the extended period of
glacio-isostatic uplift probably ended at around 2000
1500 B.P.

The historie moraines represent the youngest glacial
stage on Hall Land. In historie time, Inland Ice and
glacier lobes in North Greenland have only shown small
fluctuations. In general, small readvances can be docu
mented in the last century, and since 1920 there has
been a small recession of glaciallobes (Davies & Krins
ley, 1962). For example, the Petermann Gletscher,

studied initially in 1872 by Bessels (1879) and in 1876 by
Coppinger (1877) and shown to have a floating snout,
was recorded by Koch (1928a) in 1922 to have essen
tiaIly the same position. In 1960 the glacier snout was
estimated to be less than 6 km south of the 1922 position
(Davies & Krinsley, 1962); in the past 25 years the
position of the snout has not changed radically, al
though changes in morphology and shape are evident.
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Note on place names in Hall Land

Some of the names used on the map and in the text are not
authorised place names, Le. recognised as official names by the
Greenland Place Name Committee, and several, both author
ised and unauthorised names, have been used in the literature
for more than one location. In several cases toponymic usage is
at variance with the conclusions on geographical positioning
presented in the comprehensive study entitled 'The place
names of North Greenland' (Laursen, 1972).

This appendix aims to clarify the use and positioning of place
names in Hall Land. Authorised and unauthorised names are
distinguished in Table 5, and locations as used in this paper are
given in fig. 3.

In particular, the geographicallocations of four names from
two areas - north-western Polaris Forland and eastern Hauge
Bjerge - need clarification. These names, coined by the Hall
Expedition 1871-73, are: Kap Ammen, Chester Bjerg, 'Pecu
liar Pass Mountain' and Kap Porter. Chester Bjerg ('Chester
Mt.') and 'Peculiar Pass Mt' appear on the official map of the
expedition published by Davis (1876) (fig. 89), but the two
other names are only found in the text of Bessels (1879), i.e.
they are not on his map (fig. 4B). Table 6 and fig. 90 summarise
the varying usage of these names.

Kap Ammen - Kap Porter
As evident from Table 6, the names Kap Ammen and Kap

Porter have been used in published map sources for as many as
three and four different locations, respectively. The usage of
the names in this paper is at variance with the most recent
published source (Laursen, 1972). The two names are found on
the coast between Kap Lupton and Kap Sumner, a coast char
acterised by steep cliffs in which one major col exists - astutely
named 'The Gap' (fig. 25). No ambiguity exists in the literature
about the geographicallocation of 'The Gap' or the two capes,
Kap Sumner and Kap Lupton, at either end of this coastline.

The naming of geographic features along this coast is re
ferred to in the description of a northwards boat journey from
Kap Lupton to Kap Sumner in June 1871 (Bessels, 1879, p.
287-88). Bessels' text contains observations on geological and

physiographical features, and the position of Kap Ammen and
Kap Porter ean be fixed with a high degree of certainty.

Bessels (p. 288) writes, "Zwischen Cap Lupton und dem
'Dritten Cap' ist das Gestein schieferig und zeigt åhnliche
Verwerfungen, wie in den Ravinen in der Nåhe des Observ
atoriums. Die Schichten wechseln durch all Winkellagen von
horizontal bis senkrecht. Die Klippen sind ausnahmslos steil,
ohne jegliche Bildung eines Strandes. Etwas siidlich von Cap
Porter wird das Gestein jedoch massig, wie die Wånde des
Petermann-Fjord, und enthålt, gieich jenen, ausgewaschene
Hohlungen, die zahlreichen Teisten als Nistplatze dienten."

The Hall Expedition referred to three capes north of Kap
Lupton. Bessels (p. 287) states, "Wir hatten uns gewohnt, drei
kleine Vorspriinge der Kiiste, nordlich von Cap Lupton, als das
erste, zweite und dritte Cap zu bezeichen. Auf der Karte
blieben dieselben ohne Namen." There can be little doubt that
these three capes are at positions marked A, B and C on fig. 90
(cf. present topographic map). As Bessels correctly noted the
coastal cliffs in this area are formed of severely folded sand
stones and shales ('schieferig') with dips from horizontal to
vertical. Of paricular significance is Bessels' reference to a
change in geology just south of Kap Porter - a cape farther
north along the coast from 'Dritten Cap'. His mention of the
incoming of massive rocks and comparison with Petermann
Fjord leaves no doubt that these rocks are the light-coloured
carbonates forming the somewhat pointed cape 'D' - the con
tact with the darker well-bedded sandstones and shales being in
the bay south of the cape (fig. 29). This limestone cape is the
Kap Porter of the Hall Expedition.

There is also little doubt that this cape is identical with
'Promontory Point' of the Greely Expedition (fig. 4E; Greely,
1886, vol. 1, p. 217). Laursen (1972) adopts Greely's name for
this limestone cape and places Kap Porter farther south in the
position of Bessels' 'Zweite Cap'.

All maps indicate that Kap Ammen is farther north-east
along the coast than Kap Porter, and Bessels' writing confirms
this. He states (p. 288), "Nachdem Cap Ammen doublirt war,
erhob sich eine leichte Brise aus Siiden, weiche das Eis mit
unverhåltnissmåssig bedeutender Geschwindigkeit vor sich
einhertrieb. Hinter uns begann die Fahrstrasse sich zu schlies-

Table 5. Place names from Hall Land used in this paper

Authorised Unauthorised

Kap Ammen
Atka Elv
Kap Buddington
Chester Bjerg
Halls Grav
Hauge Bjerge
Howgate ø
Kayser Bjerg
Kap Lupton
Kap Mary Cleland
Newman Bugt

1
5
1
1
1
4
1
4
1
1
1

Offley ø
Petermann Fjord
Petermann Gletscher
Polaris Bugt
Polaris Forland
Kap Porter
Reynolds ø
Kap Sumner
Thank God Harbour
Kap Tyson

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

,Gråstenelv'
'Monument'
'Observatory Bluff'
'Peculiar Pass Mountain'
'Pileheden'
'Saint Anthony's Nose'
'Sun Mark Mountain'
'Teltbakken '
'The Gap'

5
1
1
1
5
1
1
5
3

Names given by: 1 = U.S. North Polar Expedition, 1871-73; 2 = British Admiralty Arctic Expedition, 1875-76; 3 = Lady
Franklin Bay Expedition, 1881-84; 4 = Danish Bicentenary Jubilee Expedition, 192~23; 5 = Operation Groundhog, 1958.
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sen, allein im Norden sahen wir noch immer offenes Wasser.
Die Brise nahm bald wieder ab, das Segel wurde nutzlos und
die Leute mussten sich in die Remen legen. Aber die Wind
stille war nur von geringer Dauer."

The only cape-like feature between Kap Porter and Kap
Sumner along what is essentiaIly a high, precipitous linear
coast is at 'The Gap' (fig. 25), and Bessels' comments also infer
that Kap Ammen is the southerly headland at that locality
(position E on fig. 90). His reference to the presence of a
southerly wind after passing Kap Ammen is highly significant.
'The Gap' is historically known as a windy site, for exampie the
Greely expedition experienced problems in securing a boat
cache there (Greely, 1886, vol. 1, p. 235, 304), and serious
difficulties were encountered during Operation Grant Land in
landing by aircraft at a field camp in the valley due to the
strong funnel effect caused by the break in the cliffs.

Laursen (1972) shows Kap Ammen about 8 km north-east of
'The Gap' at what is a very slight bend in the coast. This cape
cannot be located in the terrain and the positioning is not in
accordance with the original coinage and use by Bessels (1879).

It is concluded here that Kap Ammen is the bold limestone cliff
at the southerly entrance to 'The Gap' (figs 25, 26A & 54).

Chester Bjerg - 'Peculiar PasS

Mountain'
The name 'Chester Mt' was coined by the Hall Expedition

for a mountain in eastern Hauge Bjerge and shown on a map in
the official report (Davis, 1876, fig. 89). This is apparently the
only map source on which the mountain is so named. The name
Chester was subsequently used to describe the entire mountain
range along the north-western coast of Polaris Forland (e .g.
Petermann, 1874), a somewhat mysterious transference dis
cussed by Laursen (1972). The naming of the highest peak (at
c. 835 m) in this eoastal range as 'Mt. Chester' ean be attri
buted to Koch (1932, fig. 5A; position G on fig. 90); sub
sequently the name has appeared on some maps to denote a
prominent peak south-west of 'The Gap' (fig. 5B; position H
on fig. 90) - erroneously shown on these maps to be the highest
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Table 6. Chart summarising the naming of twelve geographicallocalities from published sources (see fig. 90)

PUBLISHED GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS

~
SOURCE

A B C D E F G H I J K L

KAP KAP CHESTER KAYSEA PEGUUAA LEFl
THIS PAPER - - - - 735m 781 m BJERG PASS HAND

PORTER AMMEN BJERG l11Qm MT MT

LAURSEN KAP PROMON- KAP* CHESTER KAYSER LEFl- - TORY - - - HAND -
(1972) PORTER POINT AMMEN BJERG BJERG MT

LILLESTRAND KAP
& JOHNSON - - - - - - - - - - -

(1971) PORTER

DMTS CAPE CAPE* MT MT
- - - - CHESTER 2900 It - KAYSER - -

(1960) PORTER AMMEN 2600 ti 3500 It

DAVIES ET AL. KAP KAP MOUNT*
- - - - 2900ft CHESTER 2526 ft NO COVERAGE

(1959) PORTER AMMEN 2900 It

AMS KAP CHESTER KAYSER NINA
- - - - - BJERG 884:!: m 770 m BJERG - BANG

(1953) PORTER 780m 1067 ti BJERG

AAC KAP* KAP MOUNT MOUNT
- - - - 2559 It CHESTER 2526 ft KAYSER - 2400 It

(1951) PORTER AMMEN 2900 ft 3500ft

KOCH CAPE CAPE* MT MT
- - - - - 170m KAYSER - -

(1932) PORTER AMMEN CHESTER 1065 m

GREELY PROMON-
- - -- - - TORY - - - - -

(1886) POINT

HALL ERSTE ZWEITE DRITTE CAP CAP CHESTER PECUUAR LEFl
- - - - PASS HAND

EXPEDITION CAP CAP CAP PORTER AMMEN MT MT MT

Sources of Hall Expedition (U.S. North Polar Expedition, 1871-73) are Davis (1876) and Bessels (1879).
Asterisks: 'Mount Chester' on the map of Davies et al. is at position Hl on fig. 90.

Kap Porter of AAC map is situated about two kilometres south of the river more or less at the location on the coastal cliffs used
for an astronomical station by E. S. Frey in 1953.
Positioning of Kap Ammen to the north-east of 'The Gap' varies within 5 km in different sources.
DMTS = Department of Mines and Technical Surveys
AMS = Army Map Service
AAC = AeronauticaI Approach Chart
For details of maps, see Table 1 and fig. 5.

in the coastal mountains. an the grounds of priority Laursen
(1972) suggests transference of the name Chester Bjerg back to
Hauge Bjerge to cover a peak east of 'Gråstenelv' (position I
on fig. 90, 781 mon the present map), argued by Laursen to be
the 'Chester Mt' of Davis' map (fig. 89). This practice is not
adopted by the present author for several reasons:

(1) There is considerable doubt that peak 781 m is 'Chester
Mt' of the Hall Expedition.

(2) The reason for the transference of the name to the
northern mountains is unknown. It cannot be excluded that the
U.S. Hydrographic Office, which collaborated on the compila
tion of the 1874 Petermann map, officially abandoned the
initial positioning of the name for a single peak in favour of the
entire northern mountain chain.

(3) The name Kayser Bjerg was given by Koch (1932, 1940)
to the highest peak (c. 1100 m) in Hauge Bjerge that in my
opinion is the most likely candidate for the 'Chester Mt' of the
Hall Expedition. Kayser Bjerg is now well established in the
literature , and all sources are agreed as to its placing (Table 6).

(4) The name Chester Bjerg for the summit at position G on
fig. 90 has been used as the type area of a formal stratigraphic
unit of the Silurian (Hurst & Surlyk, 1982). Movement of this
name to a different locality would cause confusion in the ge
ological literature.

Several summits above 700 m occur in eastern Hauge
Bjerge, but it is reasonable to assume that the three peaks
shown on Davis' map (fig. 89) - 'Chester Mt', 'Peculiar Pass
Mt' and 'Left Hand Mt' - are to be found among the mountains
positioned on fig. 90 between summits I (781 m) and L (732 m
on AMS map, fig. 5C). Laursen (1972) assumes that the three
peaks on Davis' map all lie to the west of Newman Bugt (Le. in
Hall Land) and he states categorically that 'Peculiar Pass
Mountain' is the same peak that Koch (1932) later called
Kayser Bjerg. The mountains in question can be seen on fig.
40.

The eastern end of the mountain range is cut by two rela
tively narrow and deep, distinctive, steep-sided cols, and the
description of a mountain in this area as 'Peculiar Pass Mt' is
astute. Which of the summits, 705 m or 598 m, on the present
map is the actual summit so depicted on Davis' map is impos
sible to determine, but the latter summit flanked by the two
parallel passes is perhaps the more likely candidate.

This descriptive naming by the Hall Expedition strongly
militates against Laursen's conclusion that 'Peculiar Pass
Mountain' is synonymous with Kayser Bjerg. Moreover,
Kayser Bjerg stands out prominently as the highest and only
snow clad peak of the Hauge Bjerge - 300 m higher than any
other summit in eastern Hauge Bjerge (fig. 40). Choice of this



Fig. 90. Toponymic map showing localities A-L referred to in
appendix and Table 6.

landmark by the expedition to honour H. C. Chester (1st Mate
of the U.S.S. Polaris) rather than one of several other undis
tinctive summits to the west seems appropriate.

If these conclusions are correct, then on the basis of general
spacing of the summits as shown on Davis' map, 'Left Hand
Mt' must be situated in coastal Nyeboe Land, presumably at
position L (fig. 90) - Nina Bang Bjerg on the AMS map (fig.
5C). This placing of 'Left Hand Mt' is compatibie with the form
of Newman Bugt shown on Davis' map, and also relative to the
location of 'Three Mile Bluff.

It should be noted that the actual peak in south-western
Nyeboe Land to which Koch (1932) gave the name Nina Bang
Bjerg is farther to the south-east than the mountain so named
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on the AMS map (cf. figs 5A-C, 40). Unfortunately Laursen
(1972, plate IX) unaccountably transfers Nina Bang Bjerg, as
well as 'Three Mile Bluff, to locations in north-western Nye
boe Land, 5 km and 20 km respectively distant from Kap
Brevoort (fig. 90), while the latter locality is mistakenly de
scribed in the text (p. 351) as in 'E Hall Land'.

Howgate ø
Howgate ø is the smallest of five islands in Newman Bugt

(fig. 12); on the present map the island is situated on the very
edge of the northern sheet. Unfortunately the name has been
misplaced and it appears on the southern sheet, suggesting
Howgate ø to be the eastern of a pair of islands close to the
coast. This positioning has previously been given on the map
published by Hurst & Surlyk (1982).

The name was given by the Hall Expedition; it is found on
the map in Bessels (1879, fig. 4B) but not in the official account
by Davis (1879, fig. 89). Only two islands, viz. Reynolds ø, in
mid-channel to the north, and Howgate ø, are shown on earlY
maps; the other three islands first appear on maps prepared
from aerial photographs flown in 1947 (fig. 5B-C).

All maps indicate that Howgate ø is of smaller areal extent
than Reynolds ø. Davis' and Bessels' maps indicate that How
gate ø is located at the supposed head of the fjord at the
eastern end of Hauge Bjerge; Koch (1932) was able to extend
the fjord farther south but placed Howgate ø toa far north, as
a continuation of the Reynolds ø feature (fig. 5A).

No small islands or skerries occur near Reynolds ø, and the
only reasonable candidate for Howgate ø is the smalllow-lying
island in mid-channel (Jess than 25 m high) over 10 km to the
south. The twin islands to the south are both smaller than
Reynolds ø but they are situated dose to the mountainous
coast. Despite their higher elevation - the eastern one reaches
c. 100 m-it seems clear that these summits were not discerned
as islands by the Hall Expedition or other early expeditions
that viewed Newman Bugt from the north.
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